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The purposes of this study were:

(a)

to determine

the effects of participation in a Student Development
Mentoring-Tr anscript Program on freshmen University students, (b)

to ascertain the perceived value of partici-

pation in such a program for University students, (c)

to

develop recommendatio ns regarding the implementatio n of
mentoring-tra nscript programs at colleges and universities, and (d)

to determine areas for further research on

this topic.
Subjects for the study were randomly selected from
the 1982 Freshman Class at the University of San Diego.
Mentors were selected from among faculty, administrator s
and professional staff members at the University.

The

study employed an experimental design measuring differences between experimental and control groups on five
dependent variables:

(1) use of campus services, (2)

satisfaction with campus services,

(3)

satisfaction with

the university environment, (4) participation in

I.
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extracurricular activities, and (5) change in students'
Sub-

level of confidence in ten developmental areas.

groups within experimental and control groups were also
compared to determine if there were differences in the
effects of participation in the program upon:

resident

vs. commuter students; male students vs. female students; students of high, average or low academic
ability; students with faculty mentors vs. students with
administration or staff mentors.
Instruments used for data collection were the following: the American College Testing Program 1 s Student
Opinion Survey, the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program's Entering Student Survey, the University of San
Diego Student Development Transcript, and two questionnaires developed by the researcher.

Data were t.~sted by

means of chi-square, t-tests and analysis of covariance.
Some of the major findings and conclusions of the
study were:
1.

Participation in a Mentoring-Transcript Program

heightens students' awareness of developmental opportunities available to them at the University and assists
them in establishing developmental goals.
2.

Participation in a Mentoring-Transcript Program

increases students' confidence in their ability to solve
problems and to make decisions.
3.

Assisting students through a Mentoring-
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Transcript Program promotes among participating students
positive at ti tuaes toward the University environment.
4.

The role of mentor is a potentially powerful

and productive role for faculty and staff in their
relationships with students.
5.

The Student Development Transcript is viewed by

students, faculty, administration and staff as a useful
and practical instrument.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program is a relatively new concept in higher education
(Brown, 1977).

The program is an effort on the part of

college student personnel professionals to establish an
organized system which will assist undergraduate students to establish developmental goals for their college
years and to become more intentional in their choices of
extracurricular activities.
The program includes a mentoring component whereby
volunteer faculty and staff act as resource persons to
students concerning aspects of college or university
life outside of academic classes.

The transcript itself

is a record of student activities, on and off-campus employment, and honors received.
In a broader perspective, the Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program is intended to demonstrate
and document a time-honored belief of the American
higher educational community that significant learning
during the college years occurs outside of, as well as
within, the classroom (Carnegie Commission on Higher
1

I
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2
Ea uc at ion , 19 7 3 ) •

This belief is reflected in the way most k~erican
colleges and universities are organized.

For example,

most college and university catalogues contain statements which indicate a commitment to the intellectual,
social, personal, moral, cultural, and physical education of students.

To implement this holistic educa-

tional perspective, colleges and universities have provided students the opportunity to participate in many
activities beyond the classes that constitute their
academic program:

student government, student activi-

ties, residence life programs, recreation and leisure
programs.

The purpose of these progra~s is to foster

total student development:

students' growth in self-

understanding, sensitivity to other persons and cultures, vocational identity and interpersonal skills.
Until recently, however, institutions of higher
learning have made few systematic efforts to encourage
and reinforce students' pursuit of developmental goals,
nor have these institutions developed systems for assessing and recording students' accomplishments in these
areas.

In the academic domain, students' accomplish-

ments are recorded on an academic transcript.

Faculty

members specify the completion of certain requirements
before certifying that a student is competent in an
academic discipline.
opment -

I

Other dimensions of student devel-

leadership, interpersonal skills, problem-
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solving skills -

are left, as it were, to chance.

Despite the acknowledgmen t that development is
multi-dimens ional, students'

accomplishmen ts in ex-

tracurricular activities have not been systematicall y
recorded, nor has a system (comparable to academic advising)

been devised for assisting students to focus on

their own process of development, to clarify overall
goals and developmental objectives for college life, and
to provide access to programs and services which will
assist students in achieving those goals and objectives.
The Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript
Program, the subject of this dissertation, is an example
of such a system.

Historical Background

The commitment of colleges and universities to the
holistic education of students is deeply rooted in the
history of American higher education.

In colonial in-

stitutions religious objectives dominated and promoted
cohesive and unified approaches to education.

The very

nature of early educational approaches led rapidly to
what has come to be called the collegiate way of life
(Brubaker and Rudy, 1976; Leonard, 1956; Rudolph, 1962),
wherein "students were viewed by those in charge as in
need of close supervision and control in all areas of
their lives by those in charge"

I

(Hansen ,1982, p.6).
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4

The philosophy that prevailed was paternalistic, and the
desired developmental outcomes were spiritual, moral,
and vocational as much as they were intellectual (Hansen, 1982, p.6).
As the United States moved from an agrarian to an
industrial nation, and as the state and federal governments became increasingly involved in higher education,
there resulted an increased emphasis upon the inscitution' s responsi bi 1 i ty for students' intellectual growth
and a corresponding emphasis on the student's personal
responsibility for his/her own spiritual, social, and
cultural life and welfare.

By the beginning of the 20th

century, the once unified and largely integrated academic and extracurricular elements of student life had
become separate, distinct, and increasingly unrelated
( Hans en , 19 8 2 , p • 8 ) •
It was in response to a perceived loss of some of
the original purposes of higher education and to a perceived need to attend to students in more holistic ways
that in the 1930's the Student Personnel Movement was
born (Findley, 1939, pp. 279-280).

Out of this movement

came the view that college students were more nearly
adults than children and that they learned to be responsible by having opportunities to practice responsible
behavior within the educational environment - a position
probably best expressed in The Student Personnel Point
of View (American Council on Education, 1937).
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The influence of the Student Personnel Movement in
upholding a holistic tradition in higher education is
evidenced in this 1968 statement of the Committee en the
Student in Higher Education reaffirming the role cf
post-secondary education to educate the whole person:
Despite our limited knowledge, the college
must recognize that even its instructional
goals cannot be effectively achieved unless it
assumes some responsibility for facilitating
the development of the total human personality.

A student is not a passive digester of

knowledge elegantly arranged for him

(her)

superior artists of curriculum design.
(she)

by

He

listens, reads, thinks, studies, and

writes at the same time that he (she)
worries, hopes, loves, and hates.
engages in all of his (her)

feels,

He (she)

activities not as

an isolated individual but as a member of
overlapping communities which greatly influence his (her)
perienceo

reactions to the classroom ex-

To teach the subject matter and

ignore the realities of students'

life and

social systems of the college is hopelessly
naive (p. 6).
While student personel professionals succeeded in
maintaining a sometimes begrudging acceptance of a holistic approach to higher education, they did so prin-
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cipally by means of practical arguments and by the force
of personal convictions.

Until the late 1960's, what

was lacking was a solid theoretical and empiricallygrounded framework to support the philosophical presuppositions of college student personnel staffs and to
guide Student Personnel practice.

The Student Develop-

ment Movement of the late 1960's and 1970's provided
such a framework.
Building on the seminal writings of theoreticians
such as Lewin (1936), Piaget (1952), Havighurst (1953)
and Erikson (1963), authors including Sanford (1967),
Heath (1968), Chickering (1969), Kohlberg (1969), and
Perry ( 1970) initiated studies applying human development theory to college students.

What emerged and be-

came known as the field of College Student Development
was a body of theory and research concerned with systematic change in students over time while in college.
This research, most of which is carefully databased, has served to establish the following:

(a)

that

the traditional college years [ages 18-22] comprise a
distinct developmental period (Heath, 1968; Levinson,
1972); {b) that the various dimensions of development
[tasks to be accomplished during that period] are definable (Heath, 1968; Chickering, 1969);
dent development can be assessed
(d)

(c)

that stu-

(Lenning, 1980); and

that the dimensions of development can be posi-

tively, negatively, and deliberately influenced through
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(Sanford (1967); Heath

resources available on campus.
(1968); Chickering

(1969); Kohlberg

(1969); Perry

( 1970); Baier, 1981).
Student Personnel practicioners in the 1980'£ have
available many elegant descriptions (or models) of the
developmental process of colleqe students.
kamp, Widick and Parker (1978)

As Knefel-

suggest, the task and the

challenge to those practicioners is three-fold:
to keep up with the knowledge explosion, (b)

(a) how

how to make

sense of the many models, and (c) after understanding
them, how to translate them into useful and helpful
tools for the work of Student Personnel professionals
(p. ix).

The Student Development MentoringTranscript Program

The Student Development Mentoring-Transcript
Program is an example of a program solidly grounded in
theory and designed to promote intentional student development.

As originally conceived by Brown (1977), the

program contains three elements:

(a)

an assessment pro-

cess whereby students indicate those areas which they
have an interest in developing as part of their experience during the college years and wherein they make an
initial assessment of their skills in a variety of
areas;

I

(b) a mentoring component wherein volunteer
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faculty and staff persons act as resources to students
relative to areas of college life outside of their academic classes; and (c)

the transcript itself, which is a

record of participation in extracurricular activities,
on and off-campus employment, and honors received.
The assessment process is intended to make students
aware of the various dimensions of their development
while in college and to encourage them to begin to set
goals in each of those areas of their lives.
The mentoring process provides students with an
opportunity to discuss goals and objectives with a
mature person who is there to listen, encourage, support, make suggestions, provide information, and help
them better understand their own developmental process.
The Student Development Transcript itself is intended:

(a)

as a tool which reinforces the notion of

holistic development, (b) as a resource to be used by
students toward the end of their college careers for the
preparation of resumes and for employment interviews,
and (3) as a way for institutions to affirm to
prospective employers and to graduate schools students'
participation in activities outside of the classroom.
Response to the "transcript idea'' has been positive.

A national survey conducted by Brown and others

(1978)

indicated that nearly two-thirds of student

affairs officers surveyed and more than fifty percent of
academic officers and registrars surveyed believed that
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a developmental transcript could be a worthwhile addition to post-secondary education.

In an institutional

study conducted by Brown (1979), students and parents
surveyed likewise endorsed the idea.
Moreover, the transcript idea has struck such a
responsive chord in higher education circles that there
are currently 25 institutions throughout the United
States implementing all or part of the mentoringtranscript program as conceived by Brown.

Personnel at

these institutions have initiated these programs motivated by one or more of the following assumptions:
1.

The program will develop greater ·awareness

among students of developmental goals.
2.

The program will help students to become more

intentional in their choices of extracurricular involvement.
3.

In providing information to students about de-

velopmental opportunities available to them in college,
the program will effect in students a more positive attitude towards the university.
4.

The program will improve the retention of

students.
5.

The program will improve faculty-student

relations.
6.

The program will increase the participation of

students in growth-producing activities.
However, as is the case with many student develop-

I.
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ment progra~s initiated at colleges and universities in
the past ten years, none of these effects have been researched.

Despite the popularity of Student Development

Transcript Programs, no experimental study has been conducted to determine if, in fact, the program does promote intentional student development and does positively
effect a student's overall perception of the university
environment.
The purpose of this dissertation was to conduct
such a study - a study of the outcomes of a Student
Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Program initiated and
offered to freshmen students in the 1982-83 academic
year at the University of San Diego.

Statement of the Problem

A major purpose of this study was to determine
whether or not participation in a Student Development
Mentoring-Tr anscript Program effected specific behavioral and attitudinal changes among freshmen university
students.

The study also sought to determine whether

certain characteristi cs of students involved in the program as well as the occupational status of mentors in
the program effected these outcomes.
More specifically, the purpose of this study was to
determine whether the following effects were evident
among freshmen university students participating in a

I.
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Mentoring-Transcript Program when compared to nonparticipants:
university;

(a)

a more positive attitude toward the

(b) greater use of and satisfaction with

campus services;

(c) greater participation in extra-

curricular activities; and (d)

increased confidence in

students' skill levels in ten developmental areas.
The study was conducted at an independent, private
Roman Catholic University with a total enrollment of
5,000 students, approximately 3,000 of whom are undergraduates.

It employed an experimental design measuring

differences between experimental and control groups on
six dependent variables.
The principal instruments used for evaluation were
the American College Testing Program's Student Opinion
Survey, the Entering Student Survey developed by the
Cooperative Institutional Research Program conducted
jointly by the American Council on Education and the
University of California at Los Angelos, two questionnaires developed by the researcher, and the University
of San Diego Student Development Transcript, also designed by the researcher.

Both the Student Opinion

Survey and the Entering Student Survey have been extensively tested for reliability and validity.

The ques-

tionnaires developed by the researcher addressed factual
issues regarding the conduct of the program and were
determined to have face and construct validity.

The

University of San Diego Student Development Transcript

I
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was likewise designed to solicit factual information
from students, and was determined to have face and
content validity.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses posed for the purposes of this study
were as follows:
1.

There is no significant difference between ex-

perimental and control groups in their use of university
services as measured by the American College Testing
Program's Student Opinion Survey, Section II, Part A.
2.

There is no significant difference between ex-

perimental and control groups in their level of satisfaction with university services as measured by the
American College Testing Program's Student Opinion
Survey, Section II, Part B.
3.

There is no significant difference between

experimental and control groups in their level of satisfaction with the university environment as measured by
the American College Testing Program's Student Opinion
Survey, Section III.
4.

There is no significant difference between ex-

perimental and control groups in their degree of participation in extracurricular activities as measured by
completed University of San Diego Student Development
Transcripts.
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5.

There is no significant difference between ex-

perimental ana control groups in the change in their
perceived skill level in each of ten developmental areas
as measured by self-ratings on the Entering Student Survey (pre-test), and the Student Opinion Survey, Section
IV (po st- test) •
6.

There is no significant difference between ex-

perimental and control groups on the three factors
described in hypothes~~ 1, 2, ana 3 when the following
variables are held constant:

resident/comnuter;

high/average/low academic ability; male/female; faculty/aaministration or staff mentors.
Responses to student and mentor questionnaires were
analysea to determine perceived qualitative effects of
the program.

Definition of Terms

Terms are definea in this study as they are commonly used in the College Student Personnel field and as
they have been definea by various researchers of College
Student Development.
1.

Academic ability:

a student's aptitude for

university academic work as measured by verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, the measure which the University of San Diego Admissions Office uses as a key factor
in its selection process.

I

High, average and low aca-
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demic ability were defined for the University of San
Diego student population based on the following ranges
of verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores:
scores of 520 and above (b)
510 (c)
2.

(a)

high=

average= scores of 390 -

low= scores of 380 and below.
College Student Development:

A body of theory

and research concerned with systematic change in students over time while in college.
3.

Development:

Qualitative changes of a seguen-

tial, hierarchical nature which are related to maturity.
4.

Developmental tasks:

Seven vectors of devel-

opment involved in the more general task of identity
resolution in young adulthood.

The tasks are:

achieving competence, managing emotions, becoming
autonomous, establishing identity, freeing interpersonal
relationships , clarifying purposes and developing
integrity (Chickering, 1968, p.19).
5.

Dimensions of Maturity:

Five interrelated

dimensions of the maturing process which together
describe the development of a student in college.
defined by Heath (1968), these dimensions are:

As

sym-

bolization, allocentrisrn, integration, stability and
autonomy.

Heath's dimensions of maturity parallel

Chickering's developmental tasks (See Chapter Two).
6.

Extracurricul ar activities:

Out-of-class ex-

periences made available to college students for the
purpose of enhancing their social, cultural, physical,
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recreational and spiritual development.

A distinction

is sometimes made between extracurricular and cocurricular activities.

When the distinction is made,

"co-curricular activities" generally refers to activities directly related to an academic program and
sometimes involving academic credit.

Examples are:

participation in a drama performance as part of a
Theatre Arts Program; earning journalism credit as a
member of a University's student newspaper staff.

For

purposes of this study, "extracurricular" included both
credit and non-credit activities.
7.

Holistic education:

An educational model, com-

prehensive in scope, including among its goals the facilitation of the intellectual, in~erpersonal, moral,
physical, cultural and spiritual development of students.
8.

Mentor:

A trusted counselor, guide, friend and

teacher ••• a collaborator with students who strives to
help them achieve their personal goals and who facilitates or guides rather than dictates or directs (Brown
and Decoster, 1982, p.49).

As used in this study, a

member of the faculty, staff or administration at the
University of San Diego assigned to three or four
freshmen students to assist those students in establishing developmental goals for the college years.
9.

Mentoring:

As a function of educational in-

stitutions, a one-to-one learning relationship between

I
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an olaer person and a younger person that is based on
dialogue between them •••.

A way of individualizing a

student's education by allowing a student to connect
with a college faculty or staff member experienced in a
particular field or possessing a specific set of skills
(Lester and Johnson, 1981, pp.50-51).
10.

Orientation Program:

A week-long program for

entering students designed to acquaint them with programs and services available to them at the University,
to familiarize them with the campus environment, to
provide them with necessary academic advising and assistance with registration, to provide them with opportunities to get to know their fellow students, and to
facilitate their overall adjustment to the campus.
11.

Preceptorial Program:

A program required of

all freshmen students at the University of San Diego and
designed as an orientaion to the academic and intellectual life of the University.

Preceptorial classes

are offered in all academic areas, but are limited in
enrollment to 18 students.

The student selects a cl.ass

in an area of academic interest.

The preceptor then

serves as the student's academic advisor until such time
as he/she declares an academic major.
12.

Student Development:

The application of human

development concepts in post-secondary settings so that
everyone involved can master increasingly complex developmental tasks, achieve self-direction, and become

I
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interdependent (Miller

&

Prince, 1976, p.3.).

It is

broadly construed to incluae growth in interpersonal
skills, emotional maturity, aesthetic interests, career
choice, moral values, health awareness and physical
fitness as well as intellectual competence and knowledge.
13.

Student Development Transcript:

An institu-

tional record of a student's participation in extracurricular activities, on and off-campus employment, and
honors received during the period of the student's
university education.

Assumptions

The following assumptions are used in this study:
1.

The characteristics of the University envi-

ronment are complex and interrelated.
2.

College students are active processors of

information:

i.e., they ao not react passively to ex-

perimental treatment.
3.

Because the human person is a complex being,

experimental treatm-::: '"'.t is likely to affect the learner
in complex ways.

For example, discussions about career

goals may cause a student to consider more options resulting temporarily in greater confusion but in the
long term leading to clarification of goals.
4.

I

Since the Preceptorial Program is required of
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all entering freshmen at the University of San Diego,
and since all members of both experimental and control
groups were also members of preceptorial groups, it was
assumed that any influences of this program on dependent
variables were comrn0n to both and, therefore, did not
account for differences which resulted.
5.

There is a maturation factor which was true

for members of both experimental and control groups.

Limitations oi the Study

The study is limited in the following ways:
1.

Generalizability.

Since this study was con-

ducted at an independent, private university with an
enrollment of 5,000 students, the results of the study
are generalizable only to universities of similar size
and philosophy.

However, since the number of comparable

universities throughout the country is considerable, and
since it is typically those universities which stress
holistic development, the results should prove to be of
considerable practical value.
2.

Duration of the study.

The Student Develop-

ment Transcript Program is potentially a four-year
program wherein students in their freshman year begin to
consider goals relative to the non-academic aspects of
college life, have the opportunity to discuss those
goals with an interested party and begin to maintain a

I
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record of achievements on a document called a transcript.

Conceptually, this process would continue

throughout the four years and lead to a refinement of
goals, a diversification of activity and the building up
of the transcript, which in the student's senior year
would be converted to a resume.

It is possible that

some of the effects of the treatment during the first
year may show themselves only in later years.

For

example, as a result of the interaction with their mentors, some students may be convinced of the importance
of extracurricular participation but postpone their involvement until sophomore year because of a desire to
concentrate solely on academics during the first year of
college.

A longitudinal study tracking students' pro-

gress over four years would furnish more complete data
on the effects of the program, particularly relative to
the clarification of goals.

Data on the results of the

program after one year are not insignificant, however,
particularly since research has demonstrated a high
correlation between student attitudes and student retention (Astin, 1977).

Significance of the Study

The influence of research on college student development is evidenced in the multitude of new programs
and procedures which have been created at universities
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in the past ten years with the specific aim of facilitating the development and growth of college students.
However, as Hansen (1982) suggests:
The student affairs professional must confront
a very interesting paradox in the 1980's.

The

paradox is that we philosophize, conceptualize
and theorize about student development, but we
do very little to document how students change
while in college .•.•

Miller and Prince (1976)

describe a number of innovative programs from
throughout the higher education community that
attempt to implement our philosophy and
theory.

One need only to examine our profes-

sional literature to find descriptions of
many, many student services programs designed
to facilitate college student development.
What we do not find is a systematic attempt to
assess student development, to document that
our programs work.

This study was an attempt to do just that -

to

examine a program which, because of its foundation in
student development theory has become popular at colleges and universities throughout the country but for
which there has been no previous empirical research
demonstrating its effectiveness.
In evaluating specific elements of the Student

I
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Developn,2nt Mentoring-Transcript Progra~, the study
informs practice.

In doing so, it should have practical

significance to colleges and universities with progra~s
currently in place.

Additionally, the results of the

stuay confirm and further refine some of the theoretical
suppositions upon which the program is based.
The experimental treatment employed in this study
is described in sufficient detail so that it can be
reproduced by other researchers.

Replication of the

study at other small, private colleges or universities
and at large, public institutions would provide useful
comparative data on the needs of students at institutions of varying size and character.
Finally, in providing a systematic evaluation of a
popular student development program, the study offers a
paradigm for the evaluation of other student development
programs.

I
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Programs
are efforts at translating theory to practice.

One

cannot fully understand this or any other intervention
designed to affect the development of students without
considering the theoretical literature concerning the
development of students throughout the college years.
Accordingly, this review first considers the general body of student development theory, its historical
roots and its principal theorists.

Secondly, it con-

siders research conducted on the Student Development
Transcript itself.

Finally, programs currently opera-

ting at colleges and universities throughout the country
are described.

An Historical Perspective on College
Student Development

In 1899 William Rainey Harper, president and reorganizer of the University of Chicago, delivered an
address at Brown University entitled "The Scientific
22

I
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Study of the Student."

Therein, he included this

statement:
In order that the student may receive the
assistance so essential to his highest success, another step in the onward evolution
will take place.

This step will be the sci-

entific study of the student himself ••••

In

the time that is corning, provision must be
made, either by the regular instructors or by
those appointed especially for this purpose,
to study in detail the man or woman to whom
instruction is offered (Williamson, 1949, p.
22) •

The assistance Harper had in mind, he remarked,
would be predicated upon "a general diagnosis of each
student, which would include at least five considerations in addition to physical health:

(1)

his charac-

ter, (2) his intellectual capacity, (3) his special
characteristics, (4) his special capacities and tastes,
and (5) the social side of his nature."

"This feature

of 20th century education , 11 he said, "will come to be
regarded as of greatest importance, and fifty years
hence will prevail as widely as it is now lacking"
(Williamson, 1949, p. 22).
While Harper's estimate of the time such a shift in
point-of-view would take was slightly off the markv he

I
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was prophetic in predicting and summarizing the thrust
of the student development perspective which had its
beginnings with a core of researchers in the early 1960s
and has come to enjoy prominence in the 1980s.
The 1960s were a time of turmoil on college campuses which caused ~dministrator s to re-evaluate some
basic assumptions about students and student life.

It

became clear during that period that old models of bureaucratic structure and in loco parentis policies and
procedures were not effective in coping with the rapidly
changing nature of the student body.

Institutions were

challenged to change their response postures to better
recognize student needs.

As Hanson (1982)

suggested,

"the advent in the 1960s and 1970s of human development
theories applicable to college students was something of
a boon to institutions of higher learning.

Concepts

underlying the processes of development formed a viable
theoretical foundation upon which to build"

( p. 8).

In

effect, the applications of human development theory to
student affairs practice initiated the Student Development Movement in higher education.
Models of student development flourished in the
1960s and early 1970s.

In 1978, Knefelkamp, Widick and

Parker undertook the task of finding or creating a definitive, comprehensive student development theory.
Their search for a grand design among different theorists using different language was ill-fated.

They did
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not find, nor could they create, the comprehensive model
What they did find was that

of student development.

theorists seemed to cluster into categories or families,
creating a mosaic of necessary pieces which together described college student development (Knefelkamp, Widick
and Parker, 1978, p. XI).

Weathersby and Tarule (1980)

reached a similar conclusion in their search, describing
each theory or group of theories as "a different set of
lenses through which to view the process of education"
(Weathersby and Tarule, p. 2).

The first part of this

review, therefore, considers the principal theorists
whose collective work has created this mosaic of college
student development.

The Student Development Theorists

Nevitt Sanford:

A Definition of Development

One of the earliest theorists to address the crisis
in student life in the 1960s and to suggest a solution
was Nevitt Sanford.

In his book, Where Colleges Fail

{1967), Sanford presented three postulates which summarize the developmental perspective on college education.
First, he argued, colleges need to be viewed as a total
experience, one in which students have an opportunity to
try out new life styles, to have their value systems
challenged and to associate with persons who embody the

I
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values of a liberal education in their lives.

Such, he

suggested, has been the goal of education since the
Greeks conceived the idea of paideia

(Sanford, p. xv).

Secondly, if the development of the individual as a
whole is the primary aim of education, then, he suggested, colleges should organize all of their resources
in an effort to achieve that goal.

Thirdly, he said,

such planning should be guided by a theory of personality.
In his overview of how education can promote or
retard individual development, Sanford also articulated
several principles which clarified the meaning of the
term "development."

Change, Growth and Development

Sanford distinguished among three words often used
interchangeably in higher education:
development.

change, growth and

Change, he suggested, is the most general

term and describes any condition of a system that is altered from a previous condition.

Change may be desi-

rable or undesirable, may involve diminuation as well as
increase, decline as well as development (Sanford, 1967,
p. 47) •

Growth he defined as "the expansion of personality,
the addition of parts (e.g., habits, needs or beliefs)
and the enlargement of existing parts"

I

(Sanford, 1967,
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p. 47).

Like change, the growth of a personality may or

may not be healthy in the sense of being favorable or
unfavorable to the overall functioning of a system.

In-

aiviauals, for example, may acquire more information but
will not necessarily be more complex in the way they integrate that information into their value system.
Development is "the organization of increasing complexity"

(Sanford, 1967, p. 47).

The complex system has

a variety of sub-systems that become aifferentiatea and
perform particular functions and, without losing their
iaentity, become integrated into the whole.

Principles of Development

How does development occur?

Sanford suggested the

following principles:
1.

Development is fostered by a combination of

challenge and support.
challenged.

A person aevelops by being

For change to occur, a certain degree of

disequilibrium or upset must occur which causes an individual to re-evaluate, to correct, to make new responses and so expand the personality.

If the challenge

or disequilibrium is too great, the individual will retreat or become entrenched.

A sufficient amount of

support in the environment is necessary to encourage the
person to meet the challenge being presented.

If, on

the other hand, support systems are such as to impede

I
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challenge, then the individual will stagnate.

Adel-

icate balance of challenge and support must be achieved
before development can occur (Sanford, 196 7, chap. 6) .
2.

Development is a unitary function.

A person's

diverse features develop in interaction with one anIntelligence, feelings, and actions are insep-

other.

arable parts of behavior.

Therefore, developmental

education demands that attention be paid to all aspects
of the individual and not just to cognitive development.
3.

Development is progressive.

There is a pre-

dictable succession of developmental changes.

There-

fore, readiness for change must be paired with the
appropriate stimuli in order for development to occur
(Sanford, 1967, chap. 6).
4.

Individuals develop at different rates.

two individuals are the same.

No

Persons grow and develop

at rates unique to their personalities and to their experiences (Sanford, 1967, chap. 6).

Here Sanford

connected to the earliest traditions of student personnel work which stressed the importance of respect for
individual differences (Williamson, 1949).
Sanford's overview of developmental education served as a springboard for other college student development theorists.

His conceptualiza tion of development

provided the basis for the definition of development
used in this study:

Development means qualitative

changes of a sequential, hierarchical nature which are
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related to maturity.

Erik Erikson:

Identity and the Life Cycle

Another theorist whose work provided a foundation
for the principal college student development theorists
was Erik Erikson.

Erikson departed from the psycho-

analytic view of personality development in three ways
which are significant for psychology in general and for
college student development theory in particular.

They

are the following:
1.

He insisted that an understanding of individu-

al development required consideration of the external
environment as well as internal dynamics.

Erikson

placed the developing person in a social context emphasizing that movement through life occurs in interaction
with parents, family, social institutions and a particular climate and culture, all of which are bound by a
particular historical period
2.

(Erikson, 1968).

Erikson's work stressed the positive and adap-

tive capacities of individuals, focusing on qualities
such as competence, identity, love and wisdom.

His was

a model of positive, normal and healthy growth as opposed to an illness/cure model.
3.

Erikson's stress on the sequential nature of

development was a seminal contribution to an understanding of the individual life cycle.

The journey from
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birth to aeath passes through seasons.

His moael of

psycho-social development helpea to chart them.

Even

more, it aescribed an unaerlying principle which maae
their sequence understandable.

Erikson's epigenetic

principle suggestea that the inherent pattern of human
growth ana its parallel social climate created a universal sequence of psycho-social phases.

He saw an oraered

pattern in lives because of the regularity of psychosocial experiences which aictate the form and sequence
of personality aeveloprnent (Erikson, 1968, p. 92).
Erikson set parameters for a number of psychosocial theorists who through empirical, data-based research were able to identify the college years as a
distinct developmental period with specific aeveloprnental tasks to be accomplished, a perioa which Levinson
(1979) labeled "Pre-adulthooa".

It was Erikson's notion

of sequence ana task which led these researchers to the
identification of specific developmental tasks for the
college student.

It was his stress on the impact of en-

vironment which led these same researchers to the iaentification of factors within the college environment
which either promote or retard student development.
Each of the moaels of college student development are,
finally, proactive and positive, stressing the importance of creating proper conditions for both growth ana
development and assuming an adaptive capacity in
students.
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Two of these theorists whose work haa a significant
impact on student development practice in general and on
the student development transcript in particular were
Arthur Chickering and Douglas Heath.

Arthur Chickering:

The Seven vectors of Development

Arthur Chickering acknowledged his debt to both
Sanford and Erikson.

Philosophically, he joined Sanford

in envisioning colleges and universities as developmental communities.
Identity stage.

His orienting point was Erikson's

He stated:

"At one level of general-

ization, all of the developmental vectors can be classified under the general heading 'identity formation'"
(Chickering, 1969, p. 78).
Chickering pointed out, however, that identity is
so abstract as to provide only a hazy guide for practice.

His purpose was to give further specificity to

that concept, to construct a framework for the developmental changes occurring in young adulthood and to
present it in a form which draws on and gives coherence
to the wealth of empirical data available on college
student change (e.g., Feldman and Newcomb, 1969;
Chickering, 1969, p .x) •
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Vectors as Tasks, Concerns, Outcomes

Chickering postulatea seven vectors or dimensions
of development in the more general task of identity
resolution.

These seven vectors were:

aeveloping com-

petence, managing emotions, developing autonomy, establishing iaentity, freeing interpersonal relationships,
developing purpose and developing integrity.

These

vectors can be seen as a series of developmental tasks,
sources of concern, as well as sets of outcomes.

For

example, auring the college years the student encounters
various demands or tasks to be accomplished; the student
must learn to think, become more independent, make career decisions and take initial steps to achieve that
career.

These tasks become the central concerns of the

college student and tend to be sources of worry and preoccupation.

The vectors aelineate changes in self-

awareness, attitudes and skills which manifest the
successful completion of the tasks (outcomes).

Principles of Development

Sanfora 1 s influence is evident in three of
Chickering's postulates as to how development occurs:

1.

Development involves differentiation and

integration.

I

In each of the seven vectors, the student
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apprehends increasing complexity, moving, for exa~ple,
from a view of him or herself as "a good student" to the
more complex view that he/she is a gooa memorizer, a
mediocre writer, a skilled critic, but a weak creator.
These differentiated perceptions are eventually integrated and organized into a coherent picture of self
(Knefelka~p, Widick and Parker, 1982, p. 21).
2.
response.

Development is a product of challenge and
The environment provides the challenges and

stimulation which encourage new responses and ultimately
bring about developmental changes.
3.

Students are developmentally diverse.

Stu-

dents enter colleges and universities at different
phases of dealing with each of the vectors.

Moreover,

colleges and universities place varying degrees of emphasis on the importance of different aspects of development (Chickering, 1969, chap. 8).

The Seven Vectors of Development Described

Because the seven vectors of development form the
foundation for the Student Development Transcript as
originally conceived by Brown (1977), as well as for the
College Student Self-Assessment Inventory (1980) used in
this study, descriptions of each vector follow:
1.

Developing Competence:

By a sense of com-

petence Chickering meant a person's sense of his or her

I
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This vector includes

ability to cope and to achieve.
three spheres:

intellectual competence, physical and

manual competence and social competence.

Increased

skills in thesA spheres leads to a sense of confidence,
an inner judgment that one is capable of handling and
mastering a range of tasks.
2.

The task involved in this

Managing Emotions:

second vector is a good example of the four-fold process
of differentiation and integration -

the movement from

recognition of a variety of impulses, to differentiation
of feelings, to acceptance and integration of feelings
with other aspects of self, and finally to the channeling of emotions in appropriate ways.
3.

Developing Autonomy:

autonomy has three facets:

The development of

the development of emotional

autonomy which involves the breaking of dependence first
on fa~ily, then on peers and the movement to a position
where one's own thoughts, perceptions and values motivate one's life; the development of instrumental
autonomy - the ability to set goals, identify resources,
engage in problem solving and become increasingly mobile
in relation to one's desires; the recognition of interdependence wherein the person, while independent, recognizes his or her connectedness to others.

4.

Establishing Identity:

While central to the

entire concept of development, Chickering saw the task
of identity as a distinct developmental step.

I

It in-
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valves increasea ability to integrate the many facets of
one's experience ana to negotiate a realistic selfimage.

It is "the process of aiscovering with what

kinds of experiences, at what levels of intensity ana
frequency, we resonate in satisfying, in safe, or in
self-destructive fashion"
5.

(Chickering, 1969, p. 13).

Freeing Interpersonal Relationships:

This

vector involves the development of tolerance ana the
acceptance of inaiviaual aifferences, which in turn results in an increased capacity for mature ana intimate
relationships.

These relationships are characterized by

openness, autonomy and trust.

Development of intimate

relationships rests, in part, on growth in the autonomy
and iaentity vectors.

6.

Developing Purpose:

This vector involves the

assessment and clarification of interests, educational
and career options, and life-style preference.

Ul-

timately, integration of these factors results in
setting a coherent, if general, direction for one's
life.

It involves more than career choice.

The stu-

dent's vocational plans tend to integrate avocational
and recreational interests.
7.

Developing Integrity:

This vector involves

the acquisition of a personally-held set of values.
Chickering postulated three stages in this process:

the

humanizing of values, the personalizing of values and,
finally, the seeking of congruence between one's beliefs

I
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and behavior .
Of all of the college student development theorists, Chickering's work has been most widely disseminated

(Knefelkamp, Widick and Parker, 1978).

The

popularity of the model seems to have been derived from
Chickering's orientation to his subject matter.

In

writing Education and Identity, he was interested in
increasing the working knowledge necessary for good
decision-making rather than refining the theory and
research base of student development.

Th'..lS, his

thinking connected in a very direct way with the
experience of college practitioners.
A major strength of Chickering's work was its
empirical foundation in the Project on Student Development in Small Colleges, a cross-sectional and
longitudinal study of thirteen liberal arts colleges
undertaken in the 1960s with the purpose of identifying
the effects of interaction between student characteristics and collegiate press on attrition and personality
change (Chickering, 1968).

A particular strength in his

research approach was the use of multiple measures for
assessing both college goals and student characteristics.

Measurement of student characteristics and

change were obtained through responses to a biographical
questionnaire, an activity questionnaire, the Omnibus
Personality Inventory (OPI), a religious orientation
instrQ~ent, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank and
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semi-behavioral ratings.

Chickering's empirical

findings generally substantiated the patterns of growth
hypothesized by the vector model

(Knefelka~p, Widick and

Parker, 1978, p. 29).
After the publication of Education and Identity
(1969), Chickering conducted other studies which both
validated and gave further specificity to the original
model

(Chickering, 1971, 1973, 1974, 1976; Chickering

and Super, 1971).

The cumulated data and basic con-

clusions deriving from other studies conducted over the
past twenty years whi~h monitor change in student attitudes, goals

e1i1d

behavior during college ( Feldman and

Newcomb, 1969; Astin, 1977) closely parallel the developmental outcomes which Chickering postulated.
Prince, Miller and Winston (1974) developed the
Student Development Task Inventory (SDTI), an empirically derived instrument based on Chickering's
vectors and designed to serve as an aid to practice.
The College Student Development Self-Assessment Inventory (Brown et al., 1980), an instrument used in this
study, was also based on Chickering's vectors.

Douglas Heath:

A Model of Maturing

Another researcher whose work was significant in
identifying the college years as a distinct developmental period was Douglas Heath.

Like Chickering,

I

I
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Heath's aim was to create an empirical base which would
provide college personnel professionals with an objective understanding of the factors which constitute
maturity.

Heath's central construct of "maturity"

reflects the focus of his developmental theory.

Rather

than identifying age-specific tasks, he started by delineating the processes characteristi c of the mature
person.

From that vantage point, his model charted the

continuous movement from irmnature to mature ways of
functioning.

Research on the Maturity Model

Heath (1968) employed a systematic case study
approach in his first major study, a longitudinal investigation of student development at Haverford College.
This study involved randomly selected freshmen and
seniors as well as college alumni.
(1)

His purposes were:

to describe the patterns of maturing during and

following college years, and (2)

to identify major

determinants of those maturing changes (Heath, 1968,
p. 3).

His findings confirmed his model of maturing.

Heath subsequently tested the universality of his
model by conducting further studies using locally selected exemplars in five diverse cultural areas:

mid-

Atlantic American Protestants and Jews, northern Italian
and Sicilian Catholics, and western and Anatolian Tur-

I
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kish Moslems

(Heath, 1977c).

These longitudinal studies

showed that persons did, in fact, mature as predicted
when being liberally educated and when confronted with
the responsibilities of adult life.

Heath also used his

model for developing measures to assess psychological
maturity, for mapping the range of outcomes of educational programs, and for identifying the personality
attributes which contribute to adapting to vocational
(Heath, 1976a), parental

(1976b, 1977b), and sexual-

marital roles (1978b, 1978c, 1979).

Heath and Chickering:

The Models Compared

It is significant that despite the fact that they
approached their research from different vantage points,
Heath and Chickering's models are remarkably convergent.
Table 1 conveys the similarity of the constructs.
Table 1

Chickering's Vectors of
Development

Heath's Dimensions of
Maturity

1. Developing Competence

1. Symbolization

-intellectual

-intellectual
-physical

&

manual

-values
-interpersonal

-social
2. Managing Emotions

2.

Integration

-

Personal

Relations

I
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Table 1 (continued)

Chickering's Vectors of
Development

Heath's Dimensions of
Maturity

3. Developing Autonomy

3. Autonomy

4. Establishing Identity

4.

Integration

-

self-

concept
5. Freeing Interpersonal

5. Allocentrism (tolerance)

Relationships (tolerance)

6. Developing Purpose

6. Stability

7. Developing Integrity

7. Integration

More significant for the student personnel
practitioner, the conclusions of these two independent
researchers about factors within the college environment
which tend to promote student development (in Chickering's terms)

or the maturing process (in Heath's terms)

are nearly identical.

1.

They are the following:

Clarity and consistency of institutional ob-

jectives (Chickering, 1969, pp. 158-184; Heath, 1968,
pp • 2 0 7 - 212 ) •
2.

Size of the institution -

small enough to

allow the individual a chance for active participation
and satisfying experiences (Chickering, 1969, pp. 185195; Heath, 1968, pp. 240-242).

I
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3.

Clear expectations that the student is to

become more aware of himself, others and relationships
(Chickering, 1969, pp. 165-184; Heath, 1968, pp. 24224 7) •
4.

Curriculum, teaching and evaluation aimed at

where students are developmentally and at integrating
personal experiences and content (Chickering, 1969, pp.
206-219; Heath, 1968, pp. 197-205).
5.

Residence hall arrangements which intention-

ally foster interaction among students (Chickering,
1969, pp. 220-223; Heath, 1968, pp. 184-187).
6.

Frequent, informal and personal interaction

with faculty me~bers (Chickering, 1969, pp. 232-252;
Heath, 1968, pp. 202-207).
7.

Conscious utilization of the student peer cul-

ture (Chickering, 1969, pp. 253-279: Heath, 1968, pp.
187-197).
8.

A sense of community (Chickering, 1969, pp.

173-175; Heath, 1968, pp. 239-242).
Chickering and Heath along with other psycho-social
theorists of college student development (Katz and
Sanford, 1962; Keniston, 1971; Marcia, 1966; Roy Heath,
1964) reminded educators of the confluence of the
cognitive, affective and social aspects of the educational process.

The work of these researchers was

comprehensive in scope; their concern was with the
integration of these various aspects of student life.
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They reminded student personnel professionals and
faculty members alike that colleges and universities
deal with individual students who simultaneously think,
value, relate and wonder about themselves.

Specialized Perspectives

Three other families of theories added dimension to
the general developmental models.

These include the

cognitive-developme ntal theorists (Piaget, 1964; Kohlberg, 1969, 1972, 1975; Perry, 1970; Harvey, Hunt,
1970); the typology theorists (R. Heath, 1964; Cross,
1971, 1976; Ne;.,comb, 1967; Clark and Trow, 1966) and the
person-environment theorists (Holland, 1966; Pace, 1967;
Stern, 1970).

The Cognitive-Developme ntal Theorists

Cognitive-developme ntal theorists employed the
structuralist view articulated by Jean Piaget (1964).
Their focus was on how students think; how they receive
and interpret information; how they make meaning of the
learning process in the classroom.

Development was seen

as a sequence of irreversible stages involving shifts in
the process by which individuals perceive and reason
about their world (Knefelka~p, et al., 1978).

Sanford's

paradigm of challenge and support was seen again in

II
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these theorists' view of the process of developmental
change as interactive:

individuals encounter problems,

dilemmas or ideas which cause cognitive conflict that
demands that they accommodate or change their way of
thinking to a more adequate form.

Two of these theo-

rists whose work was particularly useful for Student
Personnel practitioners were William Perry (1970) and
Lawrence Kohlberg (1969).
Perry (1970) provided the scheme of the collegestudent-as-le arner.

He examined how the student views

knowledge and the process of learning; how the student
understands the roles of professor and student; and what
intellectual tasks could be understood and mastered,
given the student's level of complexity along the
scheme.

Perry's work corresponded and brought into

focus Chickering's vector of intellectual competence.
Kohlberg's (1971)

study of moral development showed

that the shift from conventional to post-conventi onal
reasoning typically occurs in young adulthood if the
individual encounters more complex moral thought and has
opportunities for role-taking.

Kohlberg's work gener-

ally supported Chickering's delineation of the humanizing of values.

The Typology Theorists

Typology theory suggested that there are persistent

I
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individual differences -

such as cognitive style, tem-

perament, or ethnic background - which interact with
development.

The typology theorists identified how

different individuals may manage, delay, progress
through, or retreat from developmental tasks.
ly, these theorists presented psychological
differences)

General-

(temperament

[Heath, 1964] or sociological (social-

economic status, class membership differences)

[Newcomb,

1967; Clark and Trow, 1966; Cross, 1971, 1976] which
stressed different patterns of socialization.

The

typology theorists reminded practitioners that any model
of development, while enormously useful for understanding and for planning, must take individual differences
into account.

The Person-Environment Theorists

The roots of the person-environment interaction
theories are found in the writings of Lewin (1936}.
These models stressed the necessity of viewing the
student as both influencing and being influenced by the
elements within the environment.

Individual development

is either made possible or enhanced by an environment
that provides the appropriate elements or balance of
challenge and support (Sanford, 1966).

Person-environ-

ment theorists also assumed that an individual who
exists in an environment that is a good match for
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his/her needs and abilities will likely be more productive and happier than if he or she worked in an environment that did not match his or her needs.

As Astin's

(1977) study of retention demonstrates, individuals in
mismatched environments often leave the environment or
become less able to work well within it.

Conclusions

The comprehensive research of the college student
development theorists has provided empirical evidence
that the college years comprise a distinct developmental
period during which time patterns are established which
tend to persist into adulthood.

This research has fur-

ther demonstrated that the developmental process of the
young adult is significantly influenced, in both positive and negative ways, by the environment of which
they are a part.

Findings on factors which tend to pro-

mote student development (or maturity) on the one hand
affirm the importance of those areas of student life
traditionally handled by student personnel professionals
and, on the other, challenge those professionals to
design activities, residence hall experiences, and
faculty-stude nt programs which meet the identified
developmental needs of students.
One program which, in its original design, incorporated the major findings of student development re-
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searchers ana had as its original purpose the promotion
of intentional student development is the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program.

The Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program

Origins:

Assumptions, Uses and Formats

The challenge of translating available models of
college student development into useful and practical
tools for the work of student personnel professionals
was the task which Brown (1971)

took up in proposing the

concept of the Student Development Transcript.

The vi-

ability of the concept, he suggestea, rested on three
important assumptions:
1.
fined.

Student development must be adequately deAs this review has indicated, research had

established that fact.
2.

Student aevelopment is an acceptable goal of

post-secondary education.

Here Brown suggested that

student development as a goal of post-secondary education was only in need of re-definition as its history
reached as far back as Neumann's Idea of A University
(1852).

3.

Student development can be assessed.

While

acknowledging the need for additional assessment instruments, Brown cited the Student Development Task
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Inventory (1974), the work of the Educational Testing
Service's Cooperative Assessment of Experiential
Learning

(1975) and the s~~mary of current assessment

practices reported in A Compendium of Assessment
Techniques (Knapp & Sharon, 1975), as evidence of instruments available to assist with that task.
Brown suggested that a student development transcript coula have value for the institution and the
student in the following ways:
1. A student development transcript could
be a means for stimulating faculty, staff and
students in institutional goal setting .•..
2. For the student, awareness that a developmental chart was being maintained could
serve as motivation to use it for selfassessment ••••
3. The transcript and the requisite
assessment process could be used diagnostically either by the student alone or by the
institutional staff ••••
4. The transcript could serve as a record
of attainments and competencies to be used for
job or future schooling applications ••••
5. By providing some index of weaknesses
as well as strengths and some indications of
avenues for further growth, a transcript could
be used for further life planning .•••
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Issues, suggested Brown, that must be faced if a
student development transcript was to become an accepted
part of higher education were the following:
1.

Will accomplishments or experiences in

personal development domains be required?
2.

Will some form of credit comparable to

academic credit units be developed?
3.

What form will assessment take?

4.

Will some form of a learning outcome be

required as well as evidence of experience?
5.

How reliable and valid are the judgments

about the worth of outcomes?
6.

Who should be involved in assessment and

programming, and what training is necessary?
(Brown, 1977)

Research on the Student Development Transcript

In an effort to address some of these issues, Brown
and colleagues (1978) conducted a national survey of
campus administrators using a stratified sample of 320
administrators (160 Vice Presidents and Deans of Student
Services and 160 Vice Presidents and Deans of Academic
Services)

from four year State colleges, four year pri-

vate colleges, and two year colleges.

They obtained a

75% return from this original sample.

Special samples

of three key professional groups, 30 in each, were also
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surveyed.

These included a random sa~ple of leaders of

the American College Personnel Association (ACPA), registrars, and institutional representativ es of the Educational Testing Services Cooperative Assessment cf
Experiential Learning (CAEL).

The results indicated

general agreement that colleges should systematicall y
The same results showed an

support student development.

overall positive response to the transcript concept.
One-third of those surveyed were willing to make personal growth a prerequisite for graduation.

The pattern

of responses for the special samples were similar to
those for the original sample.

ACPA leaders were very

receptive to the concept, as were registrars.

Institu-

tional representativ es of CAEL, which included a large
number of faculty members, were less supportive than
either ACPA leaders or registrars.

However, one-half of

the CAEL group thought that the concept was a worthwhile
contribution to education.
credit being offered.

Most did not favor academic

See Table 2 (Appendix A).

Perceived Value of the Concept:

Administrator s and

Faculty

Regarding developmental goals which might eventually be included as part of the transcript, several main
factor effects were significant.

Student affairs and

academic officers differed significantly on the goals of

I
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"learning to get along with others," "formation of life
goals," "training ana skills for an occupation," ana
"problem-solving skills."

In all instances the stuaent

affairs officers were more supportive than the academic
affairs officers.

Officers in private institutions as

compared to officers in public institutions were more
supportive of moral development as a goal which might
become part of a developmental transcript.

Both student

affairs and academic affairs officers rated "getting
along with others" as extremely important.

Interper-

sonal skills, values and life goals, and problem-solving
skills were among both groups' top four goals.

See

Table 3 (Appendix A) .

Procedures for Implementation

Regarding procedures for implementation, the majority of campus officers felt that the transcript process
should be under the supervision of someone comparable to
the Dean of Students.

As to who should work with the

individual student in determining goals, the strongest
support was for some combination of student affairs
staff and faculty.

Results indicated that academic of-

ficers were more supportive of faculty involvement than
were student affairs officers.

Among the choices of

staff members listed, the counseling center staff was
the most favored group.

See Table 4 (Appendix A) •
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Perceived Value:

Parents and Students

In a second study conducted at the University of
Nebraska, Brown and colleagues (Brown, Baier, Baack,
Wright

&

Sanstead, 1979) administered a questionnaire to

a stratified random sample of 1400 undergraduate students and 200 parents.

The results of this survey in-

dicated a strong positive response to the transcript
concept on the part of both groups.
(Appendix A).

See Table 5

The developmental areas identified in the

questionnaire were supported by both students and
parents.

The area of moral development was particularly

important to parents.

"Learning to get along with

others" was the area of most importance to students.
Career development was an important area for both
parents and students.

See Table 6 (Appendix A) .

Appropriate Mentors

The questionnaire listed 18 groups on campus as potential mentors.

Results indicated some level of sup-

port for almost all staff and faculty as well as for
graduate student and undergraduate peers as mentors.
See Table 7

I

(Appendix A).
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Assessment and Grading

Regarding assessment and grading, all of the respondents favored some form of assessment.

Credit was

favored by only one-third of the students.

Making per-

sonal development a requirement for graduation was, in
general, rejected.

See Table 8 (Appendix A).

Regarding

the form of the developmental transcript - a portfolio,
a competency checklist, an experiential checklist - no
significant differences resulted.
A).

See Table 9 (Appendix

The majority of the students felt that the student

development transcript should be filed within the
institution but only available with student consent
(Brown, Baier, Baack, Wright

&

Sanstead, 1979).

A Pilot Project

Given the positive response to the Student Development Transcript concept found in the results of these
two surveys, in the fall of 1978, Brown and six other
educators worked with 16 students in a first effort to
implement a Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t
Program at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

Baack's

(1982) research on the project outlined the steps involved in the establishment of a program and offered guidelines for planning and implementation on other campuses.

II
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Students who participated in the project were enthusiastic in their praise of what occurred during their onesemester experience.

Faculty and staff were also

enthusiastic about the project and expressed a willingness to continue their relationship with students
(Baack, in Brown & Decoster, 1982).
The focus of Baack's research was formative evaluation, the purpose of which was "to describe and evaluate
the Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript process
and, to a lesser extent, to describe and evaluate the
project outcomes or products."
been established that (1)

At this point it had

the Student Development Tran-

script was a concept acceptable in higher education, and
(2)

that guidelines for establishing a program were

being refined.

However, there was still no evidence

that the program actually effected specific behavioral
and attitudinal changes in students.

A National Survey of Employers

In an effort to test Brown's assumption regarding
the usefulness of student development transcript to
prospective employers, a national survey was undertaken
in the spring of 1980 to seek information from employers
regarding the value they would place on a "co-curricula r
transcript" as they reviewed potential candidates for
positions (Bryan, Mann, Nelson, & North, 1981).

Four
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hundred ninety-eight employers were sent a student
resume with co-curricular activities listed in a section
labeled "School Honors, Professional Societies and Other
School Activities," a "co-curricular transcript" with
activities listed by categories, and a three-page questionnaire.

The results of the survey indicated that

only 28% of the employers rated the currently used
resume as presenting the job applicants'
activities very well or quite well.

co-curricular

Seventy-one point

one percent "definitely wanted included or preferred to
have included the co-curricular transcript as part of a
job applicant's credentials" (p.32).

Here was more

evidence of the acceptability of the Student Development
Transcript concept - now from employers.

Still to be

determined were the real effects upon students of participation in the program.

Research on Mentoring

Brown's earliest writings (Brown, 1972) and the
models of student development previously reviewed demonstrate that interaction between a student and a mature
adult (faculty or staff member)
in student development.

is a significant factor

Levinson (1978) found that

young adults, approximately 17-22 years of age, enhanced
their development through temporary mentoring relationships with other adults.

Mentors served critical roles
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as advisor, sponsor, host, counselor, and 1 ia i son ( Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, M., & McKee, 1978).
Levinson described the mentor as a "transitional figure"
who functioned precariously as a mixture of parent and
peer while not becoming too much of either (Brown &
De Coster , 19 8 2 , p • 10 ) •
In a survey study of 1250 successful business executives, Roche (1979)

found that "nearly two-thirds of

the respondents had a mentor or sponsor, and one-third
of them had two or more mentors" (p. 14).

Executives

with a mentoring relationship earned larger salaries,
engaged in more formal education, and were more likely
to follow a systematic career path.

They were happier

with their careers and derived more satisfaction from
their work than did those who were not mentored.
Hennig and Jardim (1977)

found that successful

women in business attributed much of their achievement
to having a mentor or "father-like sponsor" who assisted
them in their careers.

This study and others has re-

sulted in a growing awareness that women must make a
special effort to find sponsors as well as be willing to
act as mentors for their younger female colleagues
(Business Week, 1978; Shapiro and others, 1978).
Pascarella and Terenzini (1978) concluded that a
high degree of interaction with faculty members during
the freshman year may influence student expectations
and, thus, produce more faculty-student relationships
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during future years.
In reviewing the skill classificatio n on the DOT,
Cross

(1976)

noted that mentoring was listed as a most

complex role in terms of required interpersonal skills.
She commented, "mentoring involves dealing with individuals in terms of their total personality in order to
advise, counsel and/or guide them, and this seems a necessary interpersonal skill for many college faculty members today" (P. 205).
Lester and Johnson (1981) recognized the total
nature of mentoring relationships in their definition:
Mentoring as a function of educational institutions can be defined as a one-to-one
learning relationship between an older person
and a younger person that is based on modeling
behavior and extended dialogue between them.
Mentoring is a way of individualizin g a student's education by allowing or encouraging
the student to connect with a college staff
member who is experienced in a particular
field or set of skills (p.50).
Commenting on the effect of the mentoring relationship on faculty members, the Dean of the Learning Center
at Empire State College noted:

"A few faculty members

may experience real stress, and a few may have scurried
back to traditional teaching.
this path are stunning"

Yet the rewards along

(Gross, 1976, p. 14).
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Thomas, Murrell and Chickering (in Brown

&

Decos-

ter, 1982) presented a rationale for the mentoring relationship through an analysis of Perry's stages of
intellectual and ethical development, Bandura's social
learning theory and concept of modeling and Erikson's
psycho-social tasks.

They concluded that:

Each mentoring relationship clearly is composed of two principles who enter, change, and
exit from the relationship at identifiable
levels of intellectual and ethical development.

Degree of change which is effected by

the relationship is a function of the learning
which occurs, for the most part, through effective modeling by the mentor.

The mentor is

motivated to serve such a modeling role by
virtue of her achievement of the stage of generativity and commitment wherein she can have
a hand in establishing and guiding the next
generation (p. 60) •
It is clear that mentoring was a critical component
of the Student Development Transcript Program as originally conceived by Brown (1977).
were:

The other two elements

(1) an assessment process whereby students in-

dicate those areas in which they have an interest in developing as part of their experience during the college
years and wherein they make an initial assessment of
their skill in a variety of areas, and (2)

the tran-

l

I
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script itself, which is a record of participation in
extra-curricular activities, on and off campus employment and honors received.

Student Development Transcript Programs Nationally

During the Spring of 1980 a Mentoring-Transcrip t
Clearinghouse was established at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln for the purpose of gathering and
distributing project descriptions and establishing a
network of contact persons.

By July 1981 project de-

scriptions had been received from 24 institutions, and
contact people had been identified at approximately 200
institutions and agencies.
Of the project descriptions received by the Clearinghouse, 11 institutions were identified as having programs or projects which contained all three elements assessment, mentoring, and transcript - as described by
Brown.

The locations of those institutions and the

title of their respective programs follow:
1.

Andrews University, Berrien Springs,
Michigan.

Developmental Mentorinq-

Transcript Pilot Project.
2.

Azusa Pacific College, Azusa, California.
Passages.

3.

College of St. Theresa, Winona, Minnesota.
Developmental Objective/Transcrip t Program

I
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4.

Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.
Horizon.

5.

Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan.

6.

Lifeline.

Notre Dame College of Ohio, South Euclid,
Ohio.

The NDC Model for Student

Development - Dimensions for the 80s.
7.

Pine Manor College, Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts.

COMPASS (Comprehensive

Advising System for Students) •
8.

Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
The University AIDES Program.

9.

The University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland.

The Student Activities

Involvement Log

(SAIL)

10. University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Lincoln,
Nebraska.

Student Development Mentoring-

Transcript Project.
11. Westmont College, Santa Barbara,
California.

Student Development

Portfolio.
Other institutions responding to the Clearinghouse
indicated that they had established men~oring programs
on their campuses, but not in connection with a Transcript Program.
The University of Wisconsin - Madison has established a Faculty Mentor Program for new minority stu-

I
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Through contact with a faculty member, the

dents.

student obtains information on campus and community resources, student and community organizations of interest
to the student and information on how the university
functions and can be of most service to the student
(Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Clearinghouse ,
1981) •
The University of California, Los Angeles offers a
mentor program to all entering students.

The mentor

program was created in 1975 in an effort to help personalize the education experience for new students at
the university.

In addition to staff and faculty mem-

bers, the program e~ploys seniors and graduate students
who volunteer to be Mentors.

Mentors act as resource

persons often answering questions about ca~pus facilities, services and procedures.

The Mentor Program also

offers a series of activities designed to help mentor
and mentee to get to know one another as well as to meet
other new students (Mentor Program, UCLA).
For the 1980-81 acaaa~ic year Canisius College,
Buffalo, New York, established an experimental Mentoring
Program with an academic focus.

In this program stu-

dents were mentored not individually but in groups.
Evaluation of the program indicated that students
assigned to mentoring groups performed better academically on the average than did non-mentored freshmen.
Mentored students were less likely to receive deficiency

I
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notices ana, when receiving them, the number was s~aller
(Stuaent Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Clearinghouse,
1981).
Some institutions have chosen to focus solely on
the practical value to students of the Student Development Transcript itself for the presentation of credentials to prospective employers and graduate schools.
The following institutions have created co-curricular,
developmental transcripts or logs for the student or
institution to record involvement in an activity or demonstration of competency in developmental areas:
1.

Alverno College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Narrative Transcript.

2.

California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo, California.

Personal

Growth Transcript.
3.

Salem State College, Salem, Massachusetts.
The Student Activities and Development
Record Card system.

4.

University of California, Davis; Davis,
California.

"Transcript Notation" for

Resident Advisors Receiving Training.
5.

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Student Activities Profile.

6.

University of Minnesota Technical College,
Waseca, Minnesota.

Student Development

Transcript.
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7.

University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
North Dakota.

8.

Co-Curricular Transcript.

University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point,
Stevens Point, Wisconsin.

Student

Involvement Record.
9.

Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia.

"Student Development

Transcript Feasibility Report. 11
Finally, two educational agencies offer recordkeeping systems for students and institutions.
The National Registry for Continuing Education is a
record-keeping and transcript service provided to a
credited educational institution for their non-credit
continuing education courses.

The student record spans

all institutions which the student has attended and is
thus a comprehensive and complete transcript reflecting
the total continuing education activity of the student.
This transcript includes not only the course title and
the institution's name, city and state, but also a fourline description of the educational activity.

The ser-

vice is sponsored by the American College Testing Program {Student Development Transcript Clearinghouse,
1981).

PASSPORT, a project of the Educational Testing
Service, is a comprehensive system for the management of
continuing education records.

PASSPORT provides for the

generation of letters and certificates of accomplish-
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ments for those attending continuing education courses,
invoices for course tuition, on-going records retention,
and transcripts as well as the maintenance and printing
of course catalogs (Student Development Transcript
Clearinghouse , 1981).

Summary of the Review of the Literature

This review has considered the theoretical models
of student development which have been established and
refined in the past 20 years.

These models have estab-

lished the validity of total student development as a
worthwhile goal of post-secondar y education and have
identified those factors within the college environment
which foster individual development.
models suggest the following:

Furthermore, these

that human develop-

(1)

ment is a continuous and cumulative process of physical,
psychological and social growth,

(2)

that the tradition-

al college years (ages 18-22) are an identifiable period
within the life cycle,

(3)

that development is most

likely to occur in an environment where change is anticipated and where students can work with others to
actively influence the future,

(4)

that systematic in-

tegration of cognitive, affective and psycho-motor experiences produces the most effective development,
(5)

that abilities and skills which contribute to growth

can be learned and taught by faculty, staff and fellow

I
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students,

(6)

that individual development can be en-

hanced by exposure to organized life-planning and problem solving, and (7}

that development is enhanced when

students, faculty and student affairs staff work
together to promote development.
Secondly, this review considered the origins and
further research on the Student Development Transcript,
a program designed as a means of promoting intentional
student development.

This research indicated that the

concept of a comprehensive transcript was acceptable to
administrators, faculty, students and parents; that
there was general agreement about the developmental
areas which might be addressed in such a transcript; and
that the transcript itself could vary in format.
Other research on transcript programs has been
limited to evaluative research focusing on the process
of establishing a Student Development-Mentori ng Transcript Program (Baack, 1982; Williams & SimpsonKirkland, 1982).
A review of the literature on mentoring established
a strong conceptual base which suggests that the fostering of mentoring relationships between students and
faculty, student affairs staff, and administrators is an
appropriate and worthy goal for higher education institutions.
Finally, this review considered transcript programs
currently in place at colleges and universities through-

I
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out the country.

In some instances these programs con-

tained the three elements of assessment, mentoring and
recordkeeping and were designed for the purpose of promoting intentional student development.

In other in-

stances, the practical use of records of extracurricular
involvement was seen to be the sole focus.
Conspicuously absent from the literature are
studies of actual outcomes of students• participation in
Mentoring-Transcrip t Programs.

Before colleges and

universities commit additional economic and personnel
resources to the implementation of such programs, it is
important that research be conducted which tests the
assumptions upon which the Student Development Mentoring-Transcript Program is based and da~onstrates the
actual effectiveness of the program in promoting the
development of college students.
This study represents the first such empirical
study of a Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t
Program to be completed.

I_
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of participation in a mentoring-transcrip t proFindings of this

gram on freshmen university students.

study provided a basis for recorn.mendations regarding
implementation of mentoring-transcrip t programs at
colleges and universities throughout the United States.
The study employed an experimental design
measuring differences between experimental and control
groups on five dependent variables:
services,

(2)

(l)use of campus

satisfaction with campus services,

(3)

satisfaction with the overall university environment,
(4)

participation in extracurricular activities, and

(5)

change in level of confidence in each of 10 developmental areas.

Experimental and control groups were also

compared on the factors listed above with the following
variables held constant:

commuter/resident; male/fe-

male; high/average/low academic ability; faculty
mentor/administrati on or staff mentor.
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Site of the Study

The site of the study was the University of San
Diego, a private, independent, Roman Catholic university
with a total enrollment of 5000 students, approximately
3000 of whom are undergraduate s.

The University in-

cludes a College of Arts and Sciences and professional
schools of Business Administratio n, Education, Nursing
and Law.

The University, committed to holistic educa-

tion, has sought ways to measure outcomes of the total
educational process.
Distinctive to the University of San Diego is its
Freshman Preceptorial Program.

Designed as an orien-

tation to the academic and intellectual life of the
university, this program requires entering freshmen to
select a preceptorial class, the instructor for which
acts as the academic advisor for those students until
such time as they declare an academic major.

By combin-

ing academic advising with an innovative approach to
subject matter of special interest to the student, the
preceptorial is designed to:
(1) begin the student's general education by
instruction in one of the essential academic
disciplines;

(2) provide early and continuing

communication between the entering student and
a specific faculty member;

(3) assist the

student in planning a cohesive and productive

I
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program;

(4)

introduce the student to the

intellectual resources of the university and
the larger community; and (5) help the student
develop the inquiring habit of mind which is
fundamental to higher education.
(Foster,1974)
Since the Preceptorial Program parallels on the
academic side the intent of the mentoring aspect of the
Student Development Mentoring-Transcript Program on the
non-academic side, it was treated, for the purposes of
this study, as an extraneous independent variable.
The entering freshmen class for the Fall of 1982 at
the University of San Diego had the following
characteristics:

of the 773 new students, 77.7% were

resident students; 56.9% were women, 43.1% were men;
70.76% of the new students came to the University from
California, 26.26% from other states and territories and
2.98% from foreign countries; 51.87% of the students
graduated from public high schools, 39.07% from Catholic
and 9.55% from private independent high schools.
The class had a mean GPA of 3.10.
scores were: verbal - 467, math - 497

Mean CEEB/SAT
(Freshman Class

Profile, Class of 1986, Office of Admissions, 1982).

Selection of the Sample

The sample for the study was randomly selected from

I
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a population of volunteers solicited by means of a brochure enclosed in the Orientation packet mailed to all
entering freshmen at the University of San Diego in the
summer of 1982.

Since both experimental and control

groups were drawn from this volunteer population, it was
assumed that the characteristi cs of volunteers identified in the literature (Borg and Gall, 1979, pp.188-193)
were common to both groups.
Two hundred fifty-nine freshmen students (33.5% of
the total class)

completed application forms for the

Student Development Transcript Program.

Utilizing the

formula for small samples (NEA Research Bulletin,
December, 1960), it was determined that the minimal
acceptable sample size for this population was 10
students.

However, because of the researcher's intent

to perform analyses of co-variance among subgroups on
several variables, a larger sample of 80-100 was
ulilized.
During Orientation week all students who completed
application forms were requested to attend an hour-long
meeting.

At this meeting the purpose of the program was

explained, and students were asked to complete the
College Student Development Self-Assessme nt Inventory
(Brown et al.,1979).

Only those students who completed

the application form and the College Student Development
Self-Assessme nt Inventory were assigned to experimental
or control groups.

I
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A stratified random sa~pling method was employed in
order to insure a proportionate number of male and
female residents, male and female commuters in both
experimental and control groups.

In order to avoid a

biased sample in either group, students in each of the
above categories were ranked in order of their verbal
SAT/ACT scores -

the measure which the University of San

Diego Admissions Office uses as a key factor in the
acceptance of students.

Subjects were then selected

alternately from each of these sub-groups for the experimental and control groups, creating matched samples.
The experimental group contained 98 subjects; the
control group contained 93 subjects.
Table 10
Comparative Distributions:
Group, Freshman Class

Experimental Group, Control

Commuters

Residents

Contr

Frosh

9.2

9.7

10.7

43.6

13.3

14.0

12.6

75.6

22.5

23.7

23.4

Exper

Contr

Frosh

Exper

Male

22.4

24.7

32.0

Female

55.1

51.6

TOTAL

77.5

76.3

Table 10 provides the percentage distribution of
male and female, resident and commuter students in the
experimental and control groups as compared to the same

I
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percentage distributions in the entire freshmen class of
1982.

Treatment of Subjects

Treatment of subjects was as follows:
1. Subjects in both experimental and control groups
attended a one-hour meeting, during which the purpose of
the program was explained.
2. Subjects in both experimental and control groups
completed the College Student Development Self-Assessment Inventory (Brown et al., 1979).
3. Subjects in the experimental group were sent a
letter indicating their acceptance into the program and
asking that they complete and return an information form
ana a contract confirming their willingness to participate fully in the program (see Appendix B).
4. Subjects in the control group were sent a letter
indicating that they had not been selected for the program but encouraging their assistance with evaluation of
the program by the completion of a questionnaire to be
administered in April, 1983 (see Appendix B).
5. Subjects in the experimental group were assigned
mentors according to interests indicated on their returned information forms.
6. Subjects in the experimental group were invited
to attend a "Meet Your Mentor" session held September

I
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30, 1982, during which time they had an opportunity to
make their first appointments with assigned mentors (see
Appendix B).
7. Subjects in the experimental group participated
in interviews with assigned mentors (November 1, 1982 April 15, 1983).
8. Subjects in the experimental group were invited
to a follow-up meeting held at the beginning of the
second semester, during which time copies of the University of San Diego Student Development Transcript and
the Four Year Plan for the Student Development Transcript were distributed (see Appendix B).
9. Subjects in both the experimental and control
groups were sent letters asking them to complete a
questionnaire to be used in the evaluation of the
Student Development Transcript Program (see Appendix B).
Questionnaires were made available at two times:
Thursday, April 21, 1983 from 11:30 a.rn.- l:00p.m., and
Tuesday, April 26, 1983 from 11:30 a.m.- l:00p.m.

A

graduate assistant and two work-study students
administered the questionnaires.
10. Eighty-two (83.7%) members of the experimental
group and seventy-one (76.3%) of the control group
completed the American College Testing Program's Student
Opinion Survey; 81
group and 71

(82.7%) members of the experimental

(73.6%) members of the control group

completed the University of San Diego Student Develop-

I
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ment Transcript.

Mentor Selection and Treatment

Because of the fact that previous studies (Brown,
Baier, et. al., 1979)

indicated the acceptability of

mentors of varying status to parents, students, faculty
and administrators, and because a program employing
faculty, administrators and staff as mentors would, if
successful, have important practical significance,
mentors :or this study were selected from among
interested faculty, administrators and professional
staff members.

One-half of the mentors were recruited

from faculty members of different academic departments;
one half were recruited from administrators and professional staff members of various non-academic departments of the university.
Mentor participation was on a volunteer basis.

No

compensation by way of additional pay or released time
was offered.

In order not to place too heavy a demand

on any of the mentors and to insure quality time spent
with students, no more that four students were assigned
to any mentor.
Mentors were asked to commit to the following:
1. Attend a two-hour "Orientation to the Concept"
session during which they received an explanation of the
program, its purpose and methodology, and a Mentor

I
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Handbook designed to assist them in acting as resource
persons for students

(see Appendix D).

2. Attend a "Meet Your Mentor" session held
September 30,1982

( see Append ix C) •

3. Act as a personal resource to four freshmen
students for one academic year.
4. Meet with those students four times during the
academic year for one-half hour sessions dealing with
the students' overall goals for university life.

The

sequence suggested for those interviews was as follows:
Interview #1 - October, 1982
a)

review of College Student Development
Self-Assessment Inventory.

b) discussion of i terns marked, "Yes - for
further discussion" - on that inventory.
c) preliminary goal-setting.
Interview #2 - November, 1982
a) assessment of progress on goal #1
selected.
b) discussion of satisfaction with the
University to that point.
c) possible selection of goal #2.
Interview #3 - February, 1983
a) discussion of any changes over the
vacation period.
b) review of goals in view of academic and
non-academic progress during the first

I
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semester.
c) possible selection of additional goals.
Interview #4 - March, 1983
a) review of the year's progress and a look
to the future.
b) discussion of what was learned thus
far and what remains to be done in the
semester.
c) discussion of summer plans.
d) completion of Student Development
Transcript.
5.To complete a questionnaire sent to them in May,
1983.
Twenty of the 24 mentors selected for the program
attended the orientation session held on September
16, 1982.

The researcher met individually with those

who could not attend.

One month after the ''Meet Your

Mentor" session, the researcher sent a rnemorandu~ to the
mentors asking them to report in writing whether or not
they had been able to contact the students assigned to
them and offering assistance if contact had been
difficult (see Appendix C).
assistance were received.

Only two requests for
In both cases, notes were

sent to the students indicating that the mentor had been
unable to reach the student and urging those students to
initiate the contact (see Appendix B).
At the beginning of the Spring semester, 1983,

I
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follow-up meetings were held with mentors in small
groups in order to receive feedback on the process of
interviews to that point and to provide an opportunity
for mentors to raise questions and deal with issues
which might have arisen for them during the first
semester (see Appendix C).

The researcher also used

these meetings as an opportunity to present additional
information regarding the mentoring process and to offer
suggestions on the goal-setting process for the second
semester.
Questionnaires were mailed to mentors on May
9, 1983.

All questionnaires were returned.

Instrumentation

The American College Testing Program
Student Opinion Survey

The instrument used for testing five of the six
hypotheses in this study was the Student Opinion Survey
developed by the American College Testing Service.

This

survey was selected because of the direct relevance of
its items to the issues under study and because of its
high degree of validity and reliability.

The ACT users

Guide, which accompanies the instrument, provided
detailed information regarding the thorough preparation,
piloting and refinement of the survey as well as
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reliability data obtained through test-retest administration of the instrument.

Satisfaction ratings for

various aspects of the institution exhibited a high
degree of stability (The ACT Evaluation/Survey Service,
User's Guide, 1981).
The purpose of the survey was to explore perceptions of enrolled students regarding the progra~s,
services, and environment of post-secondary institutions.

The four-page document took approximately 20

minutes to administer and contained the following five
sections:
Number of Items

Section

Title

I

Background Information

16

II

College Services

23

III

College Env i ron.rnent

42

IV

Additional Questions

V

Comments and Suggestions
Section I contained

up to 30

a variety of demographic and

background variables including social security number,
age, racial/ethnic group, class, sex, marital status,
major, and occupational choice.

Responses to items in

this section were used in this study as independent
variables for making within-group comparisons on variables contained in Sections II, III, and IV.
Sections II contained items which assessed student
satisfaction with specific services and programs
provided by the institution.

Students were asked to
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identify their level of usage of typical services
offered at the college level as well as their satisfaction with these services.

This section was used to

test hypothesis 1 - whether there were significant
differences between experimental and control groups' use
of campus services; and hypothesis 2 - whether there
were differences between experimental and control
groups'

level of satisfaction with campus services.

Section III asked students to identify their level
of satisfaction with a variety of characteristics of the
college environment.

This section was used to test

hypothesis 3 - whether there were significant differences between experimental and control groups' level of
satisfaction with the college environment.
Section IV of the instrument provided answer spaces
for up to 30 locally-designed questions (with up to 12
For this section, the

possible choices per question).

researcher designed 29 questions, 15 of which sought
qualitative data regarding the procedures followed and
the performance of mentors in the Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program.

(These were administered

to the experimental group only.)

Four questions asked

members of both experimental and control groups about
their plans for the following year.

Ten questions asked

students in both experimental and control groups for a
self-evaluation of their current level of skill or
knowledge in each of ten developmental areas.

This
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latter set of questions, based on Chickering's developmental vectors, were used to test hypothesis 5 - whether
there were any significant differences between experimental and control groups in the change in their perceived skill level in each of 10 developmental areas
(see Appendix E).

The University of San Diego
Student Development Transcript

The instrument used to test hypothesis 4 - whether
there were any significant differences between experimental and control groups' degree of participation in
extra-curricular activities - was the University of San
Diego Student Development Transcript, an instrument
designed for this study by the researcher.

The four-

page instrument grouped activities into four categories:
(1) personal/interperso nal/leadership, (2) academic/cocurricular,

(3) health/fitness/recr eation, and

(4) career development.

A fifth section provided space

for the listing of honors received.

Activities were

grouped into sub-categories under each of these sections.

Next to each item, space was provided for the

student to indicate the nature of his/her involvement in
that activity - e.g., chairperson, member, participant,
captain, etc. (see Appendix E).
Responses of members of both experimental and
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control groups were tabulated for analysis by the
following method:

(1) participation as a member of an

organization was given a rating of one; participation as
a chairperson or captain was given a rating of two,

(2)

participation in intra~ural sports or recreation classes
was given a rating of one; participation in intercollegiate sports was given a rating of two.

The rating

was established on the basis of the relative time
commitment required.

Utilizing this method, a total

participation score was determined for each individual
in both experimental and control groups.

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program
Entering Student Survey

Hypothesis 5 dealt with a comparison between experimental and control groups on the degree of change in
their perceived skill level in each of 10 developmental
areas.

In order to control for any initial differences

which might have existed between groups, the Entering
Student Survey, developed by the Cooperative Institutional Research Program as part of a continuing study of
higher education conducted jointly by the American
Council on Education and the University of California at
Los Angelos and administered to all entering students at
the University of San Diego since 1975 was utilized as a
pre-test instrument (see Appendix E).

The Cooperative
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Institutional Research Program (CIRP)

allows participa-

ting institutions to aevelop supplemental questions for
local stuaies.

In the fall of 1982, ten supplemental

questions which askea stuaents for a self-assess~ent on
items relatea to various aimensions of personal growth
were developea by the researcher ana attached to the
instrument.

These same questions were repeated as part

of Section IV of the American College Testing Program's
Student Opinion Survey, administered to experimental anc
control groups in April of 1983 (see Appendix E).

The Mentor Questionnaire

In order to gather adaitional qualitative data regaraing the perceived effectiveness of the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program, the researcher
developed a Mentor Questionnaire mailed to all mentors
ana returnea to the researcher in May, 1983.

Questions

asked of mentors paralleled those asked of participating
students on the Stuaent Opinion Survey, Section IV.
These questions were thus constructed so that student
and mentor perceptions of the effectiveness of the
program might be compared

(see Appendix E).

Methods of Data Analysis

Hypotheses 1 ana 2, dealing, respectively, with use

I
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of campus services, and satisfaction with campus services were tested by means of a chi- square analysis of
ite~s in Sections II, Parts A ana B of the Student
Opinion Survey.

Since responses to each item of the

survey were on a Likert scale, chi-square was selected
as the appropriate statistical test to determine if how
students responded was independent of their assigned
group -

experimental or control.

To test hypothesis 3, which dealt with satisfaction
with the University environment, it was necessary to
compute an overall satisfaction score for each individual in both experimental and control groups.

The

method employed was to compute an individual mean
response of each student to each of the 42 items in the
Student Opinion Survey, Section III.

An independent

sample !-test was then used to determine if there were
any significant differences between experimental and
control groups'

level of satisfaction with the overall

University environment. These data were then further
tested by means of an item-by-item chi-square analysis
in order to determine where, specifically, significant
differences were.
To test hypothesis 4, which dealt with degree of
participation in ext~a-curricu lar activities, raw data
obtained from University of San Diego Student Development Transcripts were converted to mean scores and
tested by means of a !-test.
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Testing hypothesis 5 - change in perceived skill
involved the comparison of experimental and

levels -

control group responses to a set of questions administered in September, 1982 as part of the Entering Student
Survey and administered again in April, 1983 as part of
the Student Opinion Survey.

Testing hypothesis 5,

therefore, involved the comparison of group means on the
dependent variable after those group means were adjusted
for initial differences.

Because of its adjusting

properties and because it is a powerful test, sensitive
to differences among groups being compared (Huck,
Cormier

&

Bounds, 1974, p.135), the analysis of co-

variance was selected as the appropriate statistical
procedure to test this hypothesis.
To test hypothesis 6, chi-square analyses were
again performed on the data to determine if there were
any significant differences between experimental and
control groups relative to hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 when
the following variables were held constant:
commuter/resident; male/female; high/average/low
academic ability; faculty mentor/administrati on or staff
mentor.

Qualitative Data

Student responses to the evaluative questions
included in Section IV of the Student Opinion Survey as

I
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well as faculty, staff and administration responses to
mentor questionnaires were analyzed, and results are
summarized in Chapter Four.

I
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The purpose of this stuay was to aetermine whether
participation in a mentoring-transcrip t program effected
specific behavioral ana attituainal changes a~ong freshmen University students.
employed.

An experimental aesign was

The six hypotheses tested measured differ-

ences between experimental and control groups on the
following five aependent variables:
services, (2)

(1)

use of campus

satisfaction with campus services,

(3)

satisfaction with the overall university environment,
(4)participation in extracurricular activities, and
(S)change in perceived skill level in 10 developmental
areas.

The sixth hypothesis measured differences be-

tween experimental and control groups on the variables
listed above when certain characteristics of the students (resident/commuter; high/average/low academic
ability; male/female) and the occupational status of
mentors {faculty/administra tion or staff) were held
constant.
Two questionnaires developed by the researcher

85
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sought qualitative data from participating students and
mentors regarding perceived effects of the program.
The sample for the study was randomly selected from
a population of volunteers for a Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program advertized in the University of San Diego's 1982 Freshman Orientation mailing.
Of the 259 students who applied for the program, 98
subjects were selected for the experimental group, 93
subjects for the control group.

In April of 1983

members of both the experimental and control group were
asked to complete the American College Testing Program's
Student Opinion Survey and the University of San Diego
Student Development Transcript.

Section IV of the

Student Opinion Survey included space for up to 30
locally-designed questions developed by the researcher.
In this section, members of the experimental group only
were asked 15 questions relative to their participation
in the program.

Ten additional questions asked members

of both experimental and control groups for a selfevaluation of their current level of skill or knowledge
in each of ten developmental areas.

These latter 10

questions were first asked of these students as part of
the Cooperative Institutional Research Program's Entering Student Survey administered to all entering freshmen
at the University of San Diego.

Data from these two

surveys were compared to determine if, relative to hypothesis 5, there were any significant differences in
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self-perceive d change between experimental and control
groups.
Eighty-two (83.7%) of the 98 members of the experimental group and seventy-one (76.3%) of the control
group completed the Student Opinion Survey.

Eighty-

one (82.7%) members of the experimental group and 71
members (76.3%) of the control group completed the
University of San Diego Student Development Transcript.
All returned forms were scorable.

Methods of Data Analysis

Since responses to items in Sections II, Parts A
and B, and Section III of the Student Opinion Survey
were on a Likert scale, an item-by-item chi-square
analysis was performed on those sections to test
hypothesis 1 (use of campus services), hypothesis 2
(satisfaction with campus services), and hypothesis 3
(satisfaction with the overall university environment)
To test hypothesis 4 (participatio n in extracurricular activities), raw data obtained from the
University of San Diego Student Development Transcript
were converted to mean scores and tested by means of a
t-test.
Hypothesis 5 involved a comparison of responses of
both experimental and control groups to an identical set
of questions asked of students on the Entering Student
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Survey (September,1982) and on the Student Ooinion
Survey (April, 1983).

An analysis of covariance was

performed on this combined data in order to test
hypothesis 5.
To test hypothesis 6 (differences between subgroups of the experimental and control groups), chisquare analyses were again performed on the data from
Section II ,Parts A and B, and Section III of the Student Opinion Survey with the following variables held
constant: resident/commuter; high/average/low academic
ability; male/female; faculty mentor/administratio n or
staff mentor.

Population Analysis

Data received from the American College Testing
Bureau contained information about the population under
study which had a bearing on the interpretation results
of hypothesis testing in this study.

The data included

a comparison of satisfaction averages for college environment items (Section III) based on local and national
samples.

The comparative averages were based on 56,087

student records (29,159 from public colleges and 26,928
from private colleges)

from 137 colleges that adminis-

tered the Student Opinion Survey between January 1,1980
and December 31,1982.

Satisfaction averages were com-

puted by using the following response codings:

very
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satisfied= 5, satisfied= 4, neutral= 3, dissatisfied
= 2, very dissatisfied= 1.

A two-tailed t-test for

significance was performed for each item.
Results indicated a high level of satisfaction of
University of San Diego students from both experimental
ana control groups as compared to students from the entire private college sample.

Specifically, for the

control group differences were statistically significant
on 17 of the 42 college environment items (8 items were
statistically significant at the .05 level; 9 items were
statistically significant at the .001 level).

For the

experimental group, differences were statistically
significant on 33 of the 42 items (eight items were
statistically significant at the .05 level; 25 were
statistically significant at the .001 level).
The American College Testing Bureau cautioned that
the test employed did not address the issue of practical
significance or the appropriatene ss of the comparison
being made.

Nevertheless, the overall pattern of the

responses indicated a relatively high level of overall
satisfaction with the environment in the population
under study.
For the University of San Diego there was evidence
that the institution's efforts to personalize its
programs and services were effective.

For this study,

given the positively-ske wed attitudes among the population under study, the results of the !-test furnished by
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the American College Testing Bureau suggested that differences attributable to experimental treatment, if any,
would be measured on the high end of a satisfaction
scale.
Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 in Appendix A
present a summary of the satisfaction averages of
experimental and control groups to the Student Opinion
Survey, Section III.

Testing the Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1

There is no significant difference between experimental and control groups in their use of campus
services as measured by the American College Testing
Program 's Student Opinion Survey, Section II, Part A.
The American College Testing Program's Student
Opinion Survey, Section II, Part A lists 23 college
services or programs and asks students to indicate
whether they have or have not used these services.
of the services listed -

Two

(22) veterans services and (23)

day care services - are not available to University of
San Diego freshmen students.

Therefore, the research-

er's directions accompanying the survey asked students
not to complete these items.
The data received from the American College Testing
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Program indicated that 12 of the 21 existing services
were used in greater percentage by the experimental
group; seven of the existing services were used in
greater percentage by members of the control group; two
were used equally by both groups.

Table 17 lists those

services used in greater percentages by experimental and
control groups.
Table 17
Experimental and Control Groups' Use of College Services

College Service or Program

Greater
Use by
Experimental

1.

Academic advising services

X

2.

Personal counseling services

X

3.

Career planning sevices

X

4.

Job placement services

5.

Recreational and intramural
X

Library facilities and
services

7.

Student health services

8.

Student health insurance
program

9.

Equal
Use

X

programs and services
6.

Greater
Use by
Control

X

x**

X

College-sponsored tutorial
services

10. Financial aid services

X

X
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Table 17 (continued)
Experimental and Control Groups' Use of College Services

College Service or Program

Greater
Use by
Experimental

11. Student employment services

Greater
use by
Control

Egual
Use

x

12. Residence hall services and
programs
13. Food service

X
X

14. College-sponsored social
activities

x

15. Cultural programs

x

16. College orientation program

x

17. Credit-by-examination
program (PEP,CLEP, etc.)

X

18. Honors program

x

19. Computer services

x

20. College mass transit services

x

21. Parking facilities

**£

x

= • 005
The data were tested by means of an i tem-by-i tern

chi-square analysis of each of the 21 items listed in
Table 17.

The results indicated that there were no

significant differences in the use of college services
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by experimental and control groups for all but one of
the services listed.

The null hypothesis regarding

overall use of college services was, therefore, not
rej ectea.
The one service which received significantly
greater use by the control group was the student health
service.

The corrected chi-square for this item of

7.78624 was significant at the .005 level.

Table 18

presents the chi-square analysis for this item.
Table 18
Experimental and Control Groups' Use of Student Health
Service
Experimental

Control

Count

33

45

Percentage

42.3

57.7

Count

46

23

Percentage

66.7

33.3

USED

NOT USED

Chi-square= 7.78624

*£ = • 005
For this item the null hypothesis was rejected.
Further study is needed to determine the practical
significance of the result obtained.

At face value the

result suggests that students in the experimental group

I
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were less ill over the period of their first year at the
university than were students in the control group.
Numerous studies conducted in recent years have
demonstrated the relationship that exists between stress
and physical illness (Gray, 1971; Holmes and Masuda,
1974; Selye, 1974, 1976).

Other studies have indicated

that the stress level of college students has been increasing in recent years (Allen, 1971; Powell and
Eagleston, 1983).

An initial interpretatio n of this

finding suggests that since the Student Development
Mentoring-Tr anscript Program was designed to give students an opportunity to discuss concerns in virtually
any area of their lives with their assigned mentor, as a
result of the mentoring process, some of the initial
stress associated with a student's first year in college
was relieved for students in the experimental group,
resulting in fewer physical illnesses for that group.

Hypothesis 2

There is no significant difference between experimental and control groups in their level of satisfaction
with college services as measured by the American College Testing Program's Student Opinion Survey, Section
II, Part B.
The Student Opinion Survey, Section II, Part B
asked students to indicate on a five-point scale their

I
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level of satisfactio n with each service listed in
Section II, Part A

i.f

they had used the service.

Satisfacti on averages were computed by the American
College Testing Program using the following response
codings:

Very satisfied= 5, Satisfied = 4, Neutral=

3, Dissatisfi ed= 2, Very dissatisfi ed= 1.
The data were tested by means of an item-by-ite m
chi-square analysis of each of the 21 itens.

Data were

first run with the five response categories .

Because

student responses were positively skewed, there were an
insufficie nt number of responses in categories 1, 2, and
3 to perform the chi-square analysis.

It was, there-

fore, necessary to collapse categories 1, 2, and 3 into
Data were then run a

one category labeled neutral.

second time using the collapsed category.
The results indicated that there were no significant difference s between the levels of satisfactio n of
members of experimen tal and control groups with all but
one of available services used.
item 4 of 9.60

This one exception was

job placement services - which had a chi-square

(£.

= .0082).

As the number of students having

used this service (six in the experimen tal group and 10
in the control group} was so small, this finding was
regarded as inconsequ ential.

The null hypothesis ,

therefore, was not rejected.
While one of the roles of the mentors in the Student Developmen t Mentoring -Transcrip t Program was to

I
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make students aware of various Univerity services, there
was no expectation that mentors were to proselytize
those services.

There was, in fact, some concern on the

part of the researcher for the potential presence of a
"halo effect" whereby students being served in the mentoring program might transfer their potentially positive
feelings about the mentoring process to other services
of the University.

This effect, seemingly, did not

occur.

Hypothesis 3

There is no significant difference between experimental and control groups in their level of satisfaction
with the University environment as measured by the
American College Testing Program's Student Opinion
Survey, Section III.
Section III of the Student Opinion Survey asked
students to indicate on the same five-point scale used
for Section II their level of satisfaction with each of
42 items dealing with various aspects of the college
attended.

The section includes items related to the

following areas: Academic (items 1 - 11), Admissions
(items 12 - 15), Rules and Regulations (items 16 - 21),
Facilities (items 22 - 29), Registration (items 30 -33),
and General (items 34 - 42).

Mean satisfaction scores

for experimental and control groups on each of these

I
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ite~s are listed in Appendix 1, Tables 9 -14.
In order to test hypothesis 3, it was necessary to
compute an overall satisfaction score for each incividual in both experimental and control groups.

The

method employed was to compute an individual mean response of each student to each of the 42 items in SecAn independent sample ~-test was then used to

tion III.

determine if there were any significant differences
between experimental and control groups in their level
of satisfaction with the overall college environment.
Results of the testing are presented in Table 19.
Table 19
Comparison of College Environment Satisfaction Scores
Experimental and Control Groups

Number

Mean

S. D.

Experimental

81

3.93

0.379

Control

70

3.75

0.461

Group

t

2.50*

* p < • 01
The calculated~ of 2.50 was significant at the .01
level.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.

Students who participated in the Student Development

I
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Mentoring-Transcrip t program were found to have significantly higher positive ~ttitudes toward the overall
university environment than students who did not
participate in the program.
In order to determine where the significant differences were, the data were further tested by means of
an item-by-item chi-square analysis of each of the 42
items in Section III.

Table 20 presents the items where

there were significantly more positive attitudes among
members of the experimental group as compared to the
control group.
While the emphasis of the Student DevelopmentMentoring Transcript Program was on the non-academic
side of university life, mid-year meetings with mentors
produced reports that many of the initial concerns of
freshmen participating in the program were with academics.

Items 1 and 9 of Table 20 suggest that interviews

with mentors regarding these concerns resulted in a more
positive attitude among participating students regarding
the University's academic offerings.
While item 2 regarding financial aid had to do with
information received prior to enrolling, the significant
difference found between experimental and control groups
suggests that mentors may have been of assistance in
clarifying students' questions in this area.
The significant difference between groups regarding
their perception of the college catalogue and admissions
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Table 20
Areas of Greater Satisfaction - Experimental Group

Chi-square

Item
1.

Signi f.

Variety of courses offered at
this college

7.09283

.02*

5.88712

•

7.02131

.02*

9.55269

.008**

8.44154

.01**

8.71824

.01**

6.27352

.04*

9.80291

• 007 * *

5.12502

.07

4.91975

.08

2. Availability of financial aid

information prior to enrolling

0-*
j

3. College Catalog/admissions

publications
4. Purposes for which student

activity fees are used
5. Availability of the courses you

want at times you can take them
6. Concern for you as an individual
7. Opportunities for personal

involvement in campus activities
8. Student Government
9. Course content in your major

field
10. Attitude of college non teaching

staff toward students

* p

< .05

**p

< .01
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publications may be accounted for in part by the fact
that the brochure regarding the Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program was included in the orientation packet mailed by the Admissions Department.
Secondly, since many of the Admissions Office materials
sent to students stress the personalized nature of education at the University of San Diego, one might suggest
that a "truth in advertising" perception was operative
for participants in the program.

Finally, since, as

noted above, mentors did, in fact, provide information
to students regarding academic offerings at the University, as a result of the interaction, these students may
have found the college catalogue to be more understandable and useful.
Items 4,7 and 8 of Table 20 indicate that participation in the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t
Program did have a positive effect on students' perception of the role and purpose of student government and
activities.
Finally, item 6 of the table indicates that students in the program perceived the University as demonstrating greater concern for them as individuals than
did non-participating students.

Hypothesis 4

There is no significant difference between experi-
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mental ana control groups in their aegree of participation in extracurricul ar activities as measured by completea University of San Diego Stuaent Development
Transcripts.
To test this hypothesis, responses of members of
both experimental ana control groups were tabulatea by
assigning a rating of one to participation as a member
of an organization or as a participant in intramural
sports ana a rating of two to participation as a chairperson of an organization or as a member of an intercollegiate sport.

The rating was establishea on the

basis of the relative time commitment requirea.

A total

participation score was then establishea for each indiviaual in both experimental ana control groups ana then
tested by means of at-test.

The results of the testing

are presentea in Table 21.
Table 21
Comparison of Experimental ana Control Group
Participation in Extracurricul ar Activities

Group

Number

Mean

t

Standard
Deviation

Experimental

81

4.56

2.3

Control

71

3.99

2.98

1.33*
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While mean scores indicated that students participating in the Student Development Mentoring-Transcript
Program did, in fact, participate in extracurricular
activities to a greater degree than students not in the
program, the calculated~ of 1.33 was not significant.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected.
One of the concerns expressed by some members of
the University community regarding the Student
Development Mentoring-Transcript Program was that the
program appeared to be "selling" participation in
extracurricular activities, perhaps even to the detriment of the academic program of students.

Such was not

the intent, nor did it seem to be an effect.

Regarding

extracurricular involvement, several mentors commented
that they found many of the freshmen students reluctant
to become heavily involved in extracurricular activities
until they felt assured that they had their academic
program under control.

Mentors evidently fulfilled

their roles as resource persons, not salespersons.

Hypothesis 5

There are no significant differences between experimental and control groups' change in perceived skill
level in each of 10 developmental areas as measured by
self-ratings on pre and post-tests.
The testing of hypothesis 5 involved the comparison
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of student responses to a set of 10 questions included
as part of the Cooperative Institutional Research Program's Entering Student Survey administered to all
entering freshmen at the University of San Diego in
September, 1982 and administered again to members of
both the experimental and control group as part of the
American College Testing Programs's Student Opinion
Survey in April, 1983.

Data from both surveys were

combined and individual responses matched by social
security number.

Because a number of students did not

know their social security numbers at the time of one or
the other testing, only 153 sets of responses were
processed.

Of these 53.6% were members of the

experimental group and 46.4% were members of the control
group.

An analysis of co-variance was performed on the

data, yielding the results presented in Table 22.
Table 22
Difference in Change in Perceived Developmental Skills
Experimental and Control Groups

F Value

Item

1.

Clarity about career and lifestyle planning.

2.

1.3519

.26

2.8127

.04*

Ability to set and achieve
goals.

I

Signif.
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Table 22

(continued)

Difference in Change in Perceived Developmental Skills
Exoerimental and Control Groups

F Value

Item

3.

Signif.

Understanding other religions,
cultures, races, and countries.

1.8102

.15

4.

Being a leader of a group.

1.5982

.20

5.

Relationships with same sex
2.1813

.12

0.7915

.50

1.0672

.37

3.5979

.01*

1.3262

.27

1.0343

.38

friends.
6.

Relationship with opposite sex
friends.

7.

Academic skills needed for
success in school, such as
effective study techniques,
note-taking skills, reading
speed and comprehension , writing skills, test-taking skills.

8.

Ability to solve problems and
make decisions.

9.

Knowledge and appreciation of
music, art, drama, literature.

10. Recreational skills and
general fitness.

*p < .05

I
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The two-way analysis of variance yielded no significant difference in the degree of change for eight of
the ten ite:ms listed in Table 22.

Therefore, for these

developmental areas, the null hypothesis was not rejected.
The analysis of co-variance yielded a probability

< .05 for two of the items:
achieve goals

(£

= .04)

#2 - ability to set and

and #3 - ability to solve prob-

lems and make decisions (£ = .01).

For these two items

the null hypothesis was rejected.
A fundamental purpose of the Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program was to provide entering
students, through their association with an assigned
mentor, information regarding various aspects of university life, an opportunity to discuss concerns in
virtually any area of their lives, and assistance in
becoming more intentional in their choices of extracurricular offerings.

In short, the program was de-

signed to provide students with the tools that would
enable them to set goals, make decisions and solve
problems.

The fact that of the 10 developmental areas

listed the two in which the participating students
demonstrated significantly more confidence were in their
perceived ability to set and achieve goals, and to solve
problems and make decisions suggests that the program
was effective in achieving its fundamental purpose.
As discussed in Chapter Two, development is epi-
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genetic, i.e., certain developme ntal tasks need to be
accomplish ed by an individual before he or she can
tackle more complex tasks.

The capacity for tolerance,

for example, requires a previous developmen t of ar. understandin g of how other persons think and feel.

The

developmen t of intimate relationsh ips requires and presupposes the developmen t of a sense of personal identity.

College Student Developmen t theorists (Heath,196 8;

Chickering ,1969; Perry,1970 ) have demonstrat ed that
these are dimensions of developmen t which typically
occur toward the end of the college years.
Therefore, the fact that freshmen participan ts in
the program did not evidence significan t growth in their
perceived skills in undertandi ng other religions, cultures, races and countries ( tolerance) , in relationsh ips
with same sex and opposite sex friends (intimacy) , in
their confidence in themselves as leader of a group
(identity)

serves to confirm developme ntal theory which

suggests that these are complex tasks to be accomplish ed
with additional age, education, and experience .

More-

over, these were not dimensions emphasized in this
freshmen program.
While career and lifestyle planning was a focus of
the program, as Perry (1970) suggests, an important
phase in the movement towards a choice of career and/or
lifestyle is the realizatio n by individual s of the multiple options available to them.

Therefore, it is
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possible and perhaps probable that, given the opportunity to discuss options and to look at alternatives
with an informed and concern person, a student may be
temporarily more confused than he/she was prior to the
discussion.
The areas in which participants in the Student
Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program did demonstrate
development are those areas which Chickering

(1969)

labeled instrumental independence and competence.
In describing the dimension of instrumental independence, Chickering referred to the Goddard study of
Resourcefulness and Organization (1966) which describea
the resourceful and organized student as "practical and
able to work out consecutive steps to a goal, as knowing
when he needs help and how to get it; he is efficient
and knows how to make good use of available resources."
(Chickering, 1969, p. 71).
"Most change in this dimension," said Chickering,
"occurs in the first two years.

During that period

there is steady growth which tapers off during the last
two years." (Chickering, 1969, p. 74).
Regarding the dimension of competence, Chickering
( 1969) says the following: "One's sense of competence
bears some relationships to the reality of one's competencies.

A genuine and sound sense of security

depends on the ability to solve, or otherwise cope with,
life's problems.

The development of intellectual,
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social and physical skills is important.

Yet the pro-

ductivity and effectiveness achieved with a given level
of intellectual, interpersonal or physical ability
varies greatly with the feelings about and orientation
toward the levels of competence achieved" (p. 63).
In view of the research of Chickering and others
(Heath,1968; Erickson,1963 ; Sanford,1967) , the results
of the testing of hypothesis 5 which indicate that
participating students significantly increased their
confidence in their ability to set and achieve goals, to
problem-solve and to make decisions suggest that participating students made significant movement along the
developmental continuum.

Hypothesis 6

There are no significant differences between
experimental and control groups on the three factors
described in Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 when the following
variables are held constant: resident/comm uter;
male/female; high/average/ low academic ability; faculty/
administratio n or staff mentors.

Hypothesis 6.1 - Resident vs. Commuter
There is no significant difference between experimental and control groups in their use of campus
services, satisfaction with campus services, and satis-
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faction with the university environment when the
variables resident and commuter are held constant.
To test this hypothesis the data were re-tested by
means of chi-square analyses of each of the 21 items on
the Student Opinion Survey, Section II, A and B, and
each of the 42 ite~s in Section III comparing the
responses of resident non-participants to resident participants in the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t
Program.
The results indicated that there were no significant differences in the use of any college services
listed except one -

the student health service.

The

corrected chi-square for this item of 6.66799 was
significant at the .0098 level.

Therefore, as was the

case for the total population under study, the null
hypothesis was not rejected for all but this one item.
The data were re-tested a third time comparing the
responses of commuter non-participants to commuter participants in the program.

The results of the testing

indicated no significant differences for any of the 21
items.

Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected

for commuter students.
The practical significance of the finding that
students involved in the Student Development-Mentorin g
Transcript program made significantly less use of the
student health service compared to non-participants was
discussed previously.

I.

The secondary finding that the
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difference was specific to resident students who, unlike
commuters do not typically have access to a family
physician and who, therefore, when ill, are more likely
to utilize the student health service, strengthens the
suggestion that participants in the program were less
ill over the period of their first year in college than
were non-participants and the further suggestion that,
as a result of the opportunity to discuss concerns with
a mentor, they experienced less stress-produced illness.
Item-by-item testing of the data in the Student
Opinion Survey, Section II B isolating the responses of
com.~uter and resident students resulted in the finding
of no significant differences between the levels of
satisfaction with any campus services of participants
and non-participants in the program whether they were
commuters or residents.
Item-by-item chi-square analyses of each of the 42
items in the Student Opinion Survey, Section II
comparing the responses of resident participants to
resident non-participants and commuter participants to
commuter non-participants resulted in the statistically
significant differences in perceptions of the University
environment for each group listed in Table 23.
Because resident students typically have greater
access than do corn.~uter students to program information
and to informal channels of communication in the university environment, one of the possibilities considered by

i
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Table 23
High Positive Perceptions of the University Environment:
Resident and Commuter

Signif.
Resident

Item

1.

Variety of courses offered by
this college

2.

• 03 *

Availability of financial aid
information prior to enrolling

3.

General admissions proceaures

4.

Purposes for which student
activity fees are used

5.

Signif.
Commuter

• 03 *
.04*

.06

.02*

Availability of the courses
you want at times you can
:,
. ,r*

take them
6.

Concern for you as an
individual

7.

• 02*

Opportunities for personal
involvement in campus
activities

8.

Student government

.05*
.004**

*£ < .05
the researcher was that the mentoring program might be
redundant for residents and be more beneficial to commuter students who do not have access to resident direc-

I
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tors, resiaent assistants ana other housing personnel
regaraing their concerns.

The finaing that there were

not less but, in fact, more items of significant aifference founa in comparing resiaent members of experimental ana control groups than there were in comparing
commuter members of experimental ana control groups
strengthens the suggestion that the positive effects
iaentifiea were a airect result of participation in the
Stuaent Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program ana
were not tiea to stuaents'

status as either resident or

commuter students.
One possible explanation as to why, in this aimension, there seemea to be a slightly less positive effect
on the attituaes of participating commuter students is
that, as a result of their regular association with other adults on the residence hall staff, resiaent students
might feel more comfortable in approaching mentors and
in taking full advantage of the mentoring opportunity.

Hypothesis 6.2 - Male vs. Female
There is no significant difference between
experimental and control groups on the three factors
measurea in hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 when the variable
male/female is held constant.
Chi-square testing indicatea no significant differences between men ana women participants in their use
of campus services, satisfaction with campus services,

I
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or satisfaction with the University environment.
Hypothesis 6.2 was not rejected.

Hypothesis 6.3 - High, Average and Low Academic Ability
There is no significant difference between experimental and control groups on the factors measured in
hypotheses 1,2, and 3 when the variables high, average
and low academic ability are held constant.
After isolating the responses of these three
groups, the results of the testing indicated that there
were no significant differences in the use of campus
services by members of the control and experimental
groups with high or low Scholatic Aptitude Test scores.
Members of the experimental group with average
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores used residence hall
services

(£

= .02)

and tutorial services (£ = .07) to a

greater degree than did their counterparts in the
control group.
There were likewise no significant differences in
the levels of satisfaction with campus services as
reported by members of the experimental and control
groups with average or low Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores.

However, members of, the experimental group with

high Scholastic Aptitude Test scores reported significantly higher levels of satisfaction with the following
services as compared to their counterparts in the
control group:

I

(1)

library facilities and services
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(_e = • 05) (2) resiaence hall services (£ = . 04)
college-sponsorea social activities(£= .002)

(3)
(4)

cultural programs (£ = .02).
There was considerable variability among the three
groups when comparing experimental ana control responses
to the items concerning satisfaction with the overall
college environment.

Table 24 presents the items of

significant difference for each of the subgroups.
Table 24
Comparison of Areas of High Satisfaction with University
Environment: Students of High, Average and Low Academic
Ability

Item
High

1.

SAT score
Low
Average

Preparation you are
receiving for your future
occupation

2.

.05

Attitude of the faculty
.05

toward students
3.

Variety of courses offered
.001

by this college
4.

General admissions procedures

5.

Availability of financial aid

.01

information prior to
enrolling

I
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Table 24 (continued)
Comparison of Areas of High Satisfaction with University
Environment: Students of High, Average and Low Academic
Ability

Item
High

6.

College Catalog/admissions
.04

publications
7.

SAT Score
Low
Average

Purposes for which student
activity fees are used

.03

8.

Study areas

.007

9.

Student Union

.05

10. Availability of student

housing

.04

11. Concern for you as an
.003

individual
12. Racial harmony at this

college

.02

13. Opportunities for personal

involvement in campus
activities

.001

14. Religious activities and

programs

.005

The practical significance of the findings indicating that participation in the Student Development

I
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Mentoring-Tr anscript Program resulted in slightly more
positive attitudes about the university environment
among students of greater ability as compared to those
of lesser ability suggests that freshmen students who
are more secure in meeting the academic challenge of
college classes are more ready to consider other aspects
of their college development and, therefore, more able
to take advantage of the various opportunities available
to them -

including the mentoring program.

Hypothesis 6.4 - Mentor Status
There is no significant difference between members
of the experimental group mentored by faculty members as
compared to members of the experimental group mentored
by administratio n or staff members on the factors measured in hypotheses 1, 2, and 3.
The data were re-tested by means of item-by-item
chi-square analyses of the responses of members of the
experimental group to each of the items in the Student
Opinion Survey, Sections IIA, IIB and III, comparing the
responses of those mentored by faculty members to those
mentored by administratio n or staff members.
The results indicated that there were no significant differences between groups in their use of college
services except the following:

(1)

students mentored by

administratio n or staff members made greater use of
college-spons ored social activities (£ = .04), and (2)

I
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students mentored by faculty members made greater use of
computer services (_e = .04).
There were no significant differences between the
two groups' level of satisfaction with college services
excepting one: students mentored by faculty members
evidenced greater satisfaction with college-sponsored
tutorial services (£ = .01).
Finally, the only areas in which there were
significant differences between the two groups level of
satisfaction with the overall college environment were
the following:

(1)

students mentored by administration

or staff members evidenced greater satisfaction with the
purposes for which student activity fees are used
• 01);

(2)

(£

=

students mentored by faculty members evidenced

greater satisfaction with general admissions procedures

(£ = • 02) •
Overall differences between the two groups were
minimal.

Therefore, null hypothesis 6.1 regarding

differences between students mentored by faculty members
as compared to students mentored by administration or
staff members was not rejected.
This finding lends support to the finding in
Brown's (1978) survey that the status of the mentor is
not a significant concern to most students.

The prac-

tical significance of the finding is that there exists
in the University a potentially large pool from which to
draw mentors for an effective Student Development Men-
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toring-Transc ript Program.

Qualitative Data - Students

Hypothesis testing determined whether or not there
were statistically significant behavioral and attitudinal differences between participants and non-particiIn

pants in the Student Development Transcript Program.

order to determine the qualitative and practical significance of the program, locally-design ed questions asked
students for their evaluation of: (l)the Student Development Transcript itself,

(2)

the mentoring relationship,

the mentoring process,

(3)

(4) the role of the mentor,

and (5) the effects of the program on them personally.

The Student Development Transcript

When asked : 11 How good was your understanding of the
Student Development Transcript Program before you met
with your mentor for the first time? 11 67% of the students indicated that initially they had a fairly good to
very good understanding of the program.
the year only 3 students (3.7%)

By the end of

indicated that they were

still not completely clear about the idea.
Regarding the usefulness of the Student Development
Transcript itself, 93.8% of the participants reported
that they thought the Student Development Transcript
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"was a good idea. 11

Only two students (2.4%)

had doubts

about its value.
The Mentoring Process

Mentors were asked to hold two meetings per semester with students assigned to them.

According to

student reports, 74.4% of participants had three or more
meetings with mentors during the course of the academic
Sixty-six percent

year; 25.6% had one or two meetings.

of meetings were mentor-initiated; 31% were studentinitiated.

Two students (2.4%) were unable to make

appointments.

The majority of meetings (65.9%)

one-half hour to one hour or more.

lasted

Five students

indicated that their meetings lasted one to two hours.
Thirty-four percent of meetings lasted less than one
half hour.

The Mentoring Relationship

Regarding the quality of the mentoring relationship, 71.9% of participating students reported that they
felt that they could call on their mentor anytime or almost anytime.

Only two students (2.4%)

they didn't feel free to call at all.

indicated that
Eighty-seven

point eight percent of participating students perceived
their mentors as helpful in meeting their needs.

When

asked if they would like to continue the mentoring rela-

I
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tionship, 75.6% of the students responded

11

Yes.

11

An

additional 8.5% indicated that, although the mentoring
relationship was initially helpful, they no longer
needed it.

Only one student (1.2%)

responded: "No,

because I don't feel it was that helpful."

The Role of the Mentor

The role of the mentor was defined for participating faculty, administrators and staff as

II

a trusted

counselor, guide, friend and teacher ••• a collaborator
with students who strives to help students achieve their
personal goals and who facilitates or guides rather than
dictates or directs" (Mentor Handbook,1983).
Table 25
Student Perceptions of Mentor's Role

Description

Number

Percent

1. An information source

70

85

2. A friend

56

68

43

52

4. An academic advisor

40

48

5. A career advisor

37

45

6. An activities advisor

29

35

7. A problem-solver

25

30

3

4

3. An attentive listener to my
problems

8. None of the above

I
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Table 25 reports students' perceptions of the role
of mentor.

Most students perceived their mentors as

performing several of the roles listed in Table 25.
(The average number of roles was 3.72).
students (4%)

Only three

perceived their mentors as performing

"none of the above" roles.
One of the researcher's concerns was that there
might be some confusion in students' minds about the
relative roles of preceptor (academic advisor for freshmen)

and mentor.

Clearly, while academics were a part

of interviews, students perceived the role of mentor as
broader in scope than that of the academic advisor.
Another of the researcher's concerns was whether
students would avail themselves of the opportunity of
having a mentor to discuss a broad spectrum of concerns,
or whether they and the faculty/staff mentor would be
unable to get beyond the traditional academic advising
mode.

Student responses indicated that a broad spectrum

of concerns were discussed.

Effects of the Mentoring Program

Four items of the researcher's questionnaire asked
students to report on the effects of participation in
the program on them personally.
Question number 14 asked:

"In which areas do you

think that you made better decisions or experienced more

I
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growth than you would have if you didn't participate in
the Student Development Transcript Program? 11

Table 26

presents a summary of the responses.
Table 26
Areas of Growth Perceived by Participating Students

Developmental Area

1.

Planning overall college goals

2.

Clarifying thoughts about personal values,

Percent
Reporting
Effect

lifestyle or sense of purpose
3.

39

Exploring possible career or making career
plans

4.

48

37

Developing decision-maki ng or problemsolving skills

37

5.

Improving relationships with others

31

6.

Making use of leisure or recreational
time more enjoyable

7.

20

Developing academic skills needed for success
in school, such as speedreading, test-taking,
note-taking, study techniques, time management

18

8.

Developing leadership skills

11

9.

Improving health, physical fitness

10. Increasing cultural awareness or appreciation

7

5

The majority of participants indicated that the program

I
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had the direct effect of assisting them in making better
decisions or in experiencing growth in several of the areas
listed in Table 26.
2.5.

The mean number of areas effected was

Only 15% of participants indicated that as a result of

the program they had experienced growth in none of the areas
listed.
Question number 15 was constructed to determine whether
or not the mentoring process served to help broaden the
perspective of the participating freshmen on university life.
The item asked: "Which areas did participation in the Student
Development Transcript Program get you thinking about that
you probably would not have otherwise thought about at this
time in your life?"

Table 27 presents a summary of stuaents'

responses to this question.
Table 27
Areas of Increased Awareness Perceived by Participating
Students

Developmental Area

Percent
Reporting
Effect

1.

Planning overall college goals

4 (3

2.

Exploring possible careers

29

3.

Clarifying thoughts about personal values,
lifestyle or sense of purpose

4.

Developing decision-making and problemsolving skills

I

22
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Table 27

(continued)

Areas of Increased Awareness Perceived by Participating
Students

Percent
Reporting
Effect

Developmental Area

5.

Making use of leisure or recreational time
15

more enjoyable
6.

Developing academic skills needed for success
in school

15

7.

Developing leadership skills

15

8.

Increasing cultural awareness

11

9.

Improving relationships with others

10. Improving health, physical fitness

5

2

As with the previous question, most students indicated that participation in the program has caused them
to consider several areas of their lives which they did
not feel that they would have considered had they not
participated in the program.
was 1.95.

The mean number of areas

Twenty-four percent of the students indicated

that participation had not caused them to consider anything new relative to their lives.
Addressing the same developmental areas, question
number 16 asked students:

"In which of these areas do

you feel more confident and/or more competent as a
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direct result of having participated in the Student Development Transcript Program?" Table 28 presents a
summary of the responses.

Table 28
Areas of Improved Confidence/Competence Perceived by
Participating Students

Developmental Area

1.

Planning overall college goals

2.

Exploring possible careers or making career

Percent
Reporting
Effect

plans
3.

29

Developing academic skills needed for success
in school

17

5.

Improving relationships with others

13

6.

Developing decision-making or problemsolving skills

7.

13

Making use of leisure or recreational time
more enjoyable

10

8.

Developing leadership skills

10

9.

Increasing cultural awareness or appreciation

10. Improving health, physical fitness

I

33

Clarifying thoughts about personal values,
lifestyle or sense of purpose

4.

41
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Again, the majority of students cited multiple
areas in which they felt that, as a result of their participation in the program, they had acquired increased
confidence or competence.
1.77.

The mean number of areas was

Twenty-three percent of participants indicated no

perceived change as a result of their participation .
In summary, questionnaire s indicated that 85% of
participating students experienced growth, 76% reported
increased awareness, and 77% experienced increased
confidence or competence in an average of two to three
developmental areas as a direct result of participation
in the Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Program.

Qualitative Data - Mentors

In order to gather from mentors data parallel to
that received from students regarding perceived effectiveness of the Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript
Program, the researcher developed a questionnaire for
mentors asking them to respond to items concerning the
following:

(1)

the mentoring process,

(2)

their per-

ceived role as mentor, (3) perceived effectiveness of
the program, and (4) adequacy of training for the
program.

Mentors were also asked to make suggestions

for future programs.

I
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The Mentoring Process

Responses to the mentor questionnaire confirmed
student reports that the majority of interviews lasted
30 minutes or more.

Forty-six percent of the mentors

reported that interviews lasted an average of 30 minutes; 33% reported that interviews lasted an average of
more than 30 minutes; 21% indicated that interviews
lasted less than 30 minutes.

Eighteen of the twenty-

four mentors (75%) reported that they took the initiative in setting appointments for interviews; five (21%)
reported that students initiated some of the appointments; one (4%)

reported that the students initiated

most of the appointments.
Topics discussed with mentees as reported by
mentors are listed in Table 29.
Table 29
Topics Discussed with Mentors

Topic

1.

Planning overall college goals

2.

Exploring possible careers or
making career plans

Percent
Indicating
Discussion

98

71
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Table 29

(continued)

Topics Discussed with Mentors

Topic

3.

Percent
Indicating
Discussion

Developing academic skills needed
for success in school such as
speedreading, test-taking, notetaking, study techniques, time
management

4.

69

Clarifying thoughts about personal
values, lifestyle, or sense of
purpose

5.

Making leisure or recreational time
more enjoyable

6.

54

45

Developing decision-maki ng or
problem-solvi ng skills

32

7.

Improving relationships with others

31

8.

Developing leadership skills

25

9.

Improving health, fitness

24

10. Increasing cultural awareness or
appreciation

19
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The Mentoring Relationship

Like the students, the majority of the mentors
(79%) described their relationship with assigned
students as comfortable.

Five of the mentors indicated

that the relationship remained formal and a little
awkward throughout.

Although not asked to do so, five

mentors held group meetings with their mentees; two of
these held two group meetings.

Three mentors arranged

for one social get-together with their assigned students; others indicated that they had desired to do so
but were unable to arrange a time.
Seventy-one percent of the mentors indicated that
in addition to the formal interviews they had many
informal, passing contacts with their mentees.
Sixty-seven percent indicated that students assigned to
them sought them out for counsel outside of the
structured interview.

The Role of the Mentor

Mentor 1 s self-perceptions of their role with
students very closely paralleled the students 1 perception of the rnentor 1 s role.

Like the students, the

mentors perceived their role as multi-faceted, differing
in emphasis from student to student depending on the

I
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student's concerns.

The mean number of roles identified

by mentors was 4.4.

Table 30 presents a comparison of

student and mentor perceptions of the role of the
mentor.
Table 30
Student and Mentor Perceptions of the Role of Mentor

Students

Description

Mentors

1. An information source

85

79

2. A friend

68

45

52

75

4. An academic advisor

48

75

5. A career advisor

45

71

6. An activities advisor

35

50

7. A problem-solver

30

54

8. None of the above

04

12

3. An attentive listener to
my problems

The results of the questionnaires suggest that the
role of information source served as a common thread in
most of the interactions between mentors and students.
The variety and number of other roles played suggest
that mentors were able to respond to the individual
needs of students.

It is interesting to note that the

role of friend was ranked second by students and seventh
by mentors.

This finding suggests that students may
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have less difficulty in overcoming the status barrier
than do administrators and faculty members.

Effectiveness of the Program

Ninety-two percent of the mentors perceived themselves as having been helpful to students in relation to
the students' expressed concerns.

One mentor indicated

that he felt that he had not been very helpful; one
other indicated not helpful at all.
Sixty-seven percent of mentors indicated that they
thought that the progra~ was appropriate for freshmen
students.

Of that group, one-half indicated that they

thought the program would also be appropriate for sophomore students.

Twenty-five percent of the mentors

indicated that they thought they program would b~ ~ore
appropriate for sophomore students who are settled in
and ready to explore their overall goals for college
life.

One mentor indicated that he thought the program

was most appropriate for junior and senior students.
Only one mentor thought that the program was not appropriate for freshmen.
Regarding the Student Development Transcript form
itself, 92% of the mentors reported that they thought it
was a good to excellent idea.

Two of the mentors

indicated that they had doubts about its value.
In response to the question:

"Would you be willing
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to serve as a mentor for 3-4 other students in the coming year?" 13 mentors responded "yes"; two others said
"yes, but with fewer students"; two others indicated
that they would like to but that other commitments
(sabbatical, new administrative duties) would prevent
them from doing so.

Five of the mentors said "no" be-

cause the time commitment was too great.
uncertain.

One was

Only one of the mentors indicated "no"

because this person did not feel effective in the role.

Adequacy of the Training Program

Prior to their first student interviews, mentors
were asked to attend a two-hour training session for the
program. Mentor questionnaires indicated that they
thought that the training was adequate and had given
them a good idea of the purpose of the program.

Ten of

the mentors said that they were initially a bit unclear
about the role of the mentor and would like to see that
portion of the presentation expanded. The practical significance of this report from mentors is that evidently
the program can be effectively conducted with a minimal
amount of training.

Suggestions from Mentors

Overall, the response of mentors to the Student

I
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Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Progra~ was that it was
a good idea, that it was a positive experience for them
personally, one in which they were able to be of help
and attend to the individual needs of students, and for
which they felt they had adequate training.
In response to an open-ended question asking them
to describe how, on the whole, the experience of serving
as a mentor was for them, 21/24 mentors stated that they
had enjoyed the experience.

Most of the mentors speci-

fied that they liked the opportunity of getting to know
students with whom they would otherwise have not had
contact and the opportunity to meet them outside of
their usual role as administrator, academic advisor, or
instructor.

Other descriptors used were "enlightening",

"enriching", "humanizing", "a good counseling experience
for me" and "gave me a perspective on students'
both academic and social areas."

needs in

One mentor described

the experience as "a little frustrating" adding, "I kept
feeling like I was getting more out of the program than
they were."
Two mentors did not have a positive experience.
One described the experience as "strained and awkward"
and the interaction as "formal and stilted."

This

person, who was also an instructor for the students
suggested that "a better separation of these different
roles might lessen the difficulty."

The other found the

students in two cases too immature to make use of the
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program but also felt that more skilled people should be
used as mentors.
As indicated above, some of the mentors felt that
the program might be more effective with upperclassmen .
The majority of mentors, however, viewed the program as
appropriate for freshmen as well as students in other
divisions.
The principal difficulty which mentors encountered
was in contacting students assigned to them.

Several

mentors suggested that the responsibilit y for initiating
appointments be placed upon the students.

It was also

suggested that more time be spent in orienting students
to the program as it appeared to some mentors that some
students were initially unclear about the program's
exact purpose.
While on the whole mentors enjoyed the experience,
they realized a commitment to students assigned to them
and for some this created time conflicts.

Conclusions

Results of this study did not support the hypotheses that freshmen students participating in the Student
Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Program made greater
use of campus services (hypothesis 1), were more satisfied with campus services (hypothesis 2), or
participated to a significantly greater degree in
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extra-curricular activities (hypothesis 4)

than

non-participants.
Results of the study did support the hypotheses
that freshmen students participating in the Student
Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Progra~ evidenced
significantly more positive attitudes toward the University environment (hypothesis 3), and made significant
movement along the developmental continuum in terms of
their confidence in their ability to set and achieve
goals, to make decisions and to solve problems (hypothesis 5) when compared to non-participants.
The results also supported the hypothesis that
there was a difference in the effect of participation in
the program upon resident and commuter students and upon
students of low, average and high academic ability
(hypothesis 6).

Evidence suggested that the program had

a slightly greater effect upon residents as compared to
com.~uter students and a greater effect upon students of
higher academic ability compared to students of lesser
academic ability as measured by SAT scores.
Results did not support the hypothesis that there
was a difference in the effect of the program upon
students mentored by faculty members as compared to
students mentored by members of the administration or
staff.
A particularly interesting finding was the fact
that participating students made significantly less use
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of the student health service as compared to non-participants.

An initial interpretatio n of this finding was

that participating students experienced less stressrelated illnesses typically associated with the pressures of the first year in college.
In response to questions about the effects of the
program on them personally, 85% of participating students reported personal growth, 76% of the students
reported increased awareness, and 77% of the students
reported increased confidence or competence in an
average of two to three developmental areas as a direct
result of participation in the Student Development
Mentoring-Tr anscript program.
Reports from faculty, administrator s and staff
involved in the program indicated that the majority of
these participants were able to assume the multi-faceted
role of mentor, perceived themselves as helpful to students and found the experience to be enjoyable and
personally enriching.
Some of the implications of these findings have
been discussed in this Chapter.

Other implications of

these findings as well as suggestions for implementatio n
and areas for further research are discussed in Chapter
Five.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was designed for the following purposes:
(a)

to determine the effects of participation in a Stu-

dent Development-Transcr ipt Program on freshmen university students, (b) to ascertain the perceived value of
participation in such a program to University students,
(c)

to develop recommendations regarding the implemen-

tation of mentoring-transcrip t programs at colleges and
universities, and (4)

to determine areas for further

research on this topic.
A review of previous research on College Student
Development demonstrated interest among Student Personnel professionals nationally in the potential of Student
Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Programs for promoting
intentional student development.

This review also

established that no previous research describing the
effects upon students of participation in MentoringTranscript programs had been conducted.

137
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Design of the study

The study, conducted at the University of San
Diego, employed an experimental design.
were tested.

Six hypotheses

Additionally, data from student and mentor

questionnaire s were analyzed to obtain qualitative findings regarding the process and perceived outcomes of the
program.
Subjects were randomly selected from among freshmen
students who applied for the program in the summmer of
1982.

A stratified random sampling method was employed

to insure a balance of men/women, residents/com muters,
and students of varying academic ability in experimental
and control groups.

Students in the experimental group

were assigned to faculty, administratio n and staff
mentors who met with those students an average of three
times during the 1982-83 academic year.

Mentors were

selected from among faculty, professional staff, and
administrator s at the University of San Diego.

Mentors

attended a two-hour training session in September, 1982
and one of three half-hour follow-up meetings held in
February, 1983.
Five hypotheses tested measured differences between
experimental and control groups on the following dependent variables: (1) use of campus services, (2) satisfaction with campus services, (3)

satisfaction with the

overall university environment, (4)participati on in
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extracurricular activities, and (5) change in level of
confidence in each of 10 developmental areas.

A sixth

hypothesis compared subgroups within both experimental
and control groups to determine if there were differences in the effects of the program upon : commuter vs.
resident students; male students vs. female students;
students of high, average or low academic ability.

Data

from students having faculty mentors were compared to
data from students having administration or staff
mentors to determine whether the status of the mentor
effected the outcomes of the program.
In April 1983, 82

(83.7%) of the 98 students

assigned to the experimental group and 71

(76.3%) of the

93 students assigned to the control group completed the
American College Testing Program's Student Opinion
Survey and the University of San Diego Student
Development Transcript.

All mentors completed

questionnaires mailed to them in May,1983.
Data were analyzed by applying chi-square, t-tests
and analysis of co-variance.

All analyses were computer

assisted.

Findings

Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis 1 stated that there would be no sig-

I

I
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nificant difference between experimen tal and control
groups in their use of University services as measured
by the American college Testing Program's Student
Opinion Survey, Section II, Part A.
not rejected.

The hypothesis was

Analysis of the data indicated no

significan t difference s between groups' use of University services excepting one vice.

the Student Health Ser-

Students in the experimen tal group made signifi-

cantly less use of this service than did students in the
control group.

Participat ion in the Mentoring Program

may have served to relieve some of the stress associated
with a student's first year in college, resulting in
fewer stress-rel ated illnesses.
Hypothesis 2 stated that there would be no
significan t difference between experimen tal and control
groups in their level of satisfacti on with University
services as measured by the American College Testing
Program's Student Opinion Survey, Section II, Part B.
The hypothesis was not rejected.

The Student Opinion

Survey, Section II, Part Basked students to evaluate
each of 21 services only if they have used the service.
Student evaluation of the service, therefore, was presumably based on the quality of the actual service
received and was not tied to the mentoring process.
Hypothesis 3 stated that there would be no significant difference between experimen tal and control
groups in their level of satisfacti on with the Univer-
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sity environment as measured by the American College
Testing program's Student Opinion Survey, Section III.
The analysis of the data indicated that students who
participated in the Student Development MentoringTranscript Program had significantly higher positive
attitudes toward the overall University environment than
students who did not participate in the program.

This

finding has increased significance when considering the
fact reported by the American College Testing Bureau
that the responses of University of San Diego students
as a whole to Section III were significantly higher than
responses of students from other private and public
universities.

Levels of satisfaction with the Univer-

sity environment among participants in the Student
Development Mentoring-Tra nscript Program were measured
on the extremely high end of the satisfaction scale.
Hypothesis 4 stated that there would be no significant difference between experimental and control
groups in their degree of participation in extracurricular activities as measured by completed University of
San Diego Student Development Transcripts.

While the

calculation of a mean participation score for all
subjects revealed slightly greater participation in
extracurricul ar activities on the part of st~dents in
the experimental group, a !-test indicated that the
differences between groups was not significant.
hypothesis was not rejected.

I

The

It was not a purpose of
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the Student Development Mentoring-Tra nscript Program to
indiscriminat ely increase a student's participation in
extracurricul ar activities; rather, a purpose was to
assist the student in making judicious choices in this
domain.

Mentor reports indicated that many students

were cautious about becoming overly involved in extracurriculars, desiring initially to concentrate on their
academic program.

Mentors assisted students in sorting

such decisions; they were not charged to be - nor did
they apparently act as - salespersons for student
activities.
Hypothesis 5 stated that there would be no significant difference between experimental and control
groups in the change in their perceived skill level in
each of ten developmental areas as measured by selfratings on the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program's Entering Student Survey (pre-test), and the
The

Student Opinion Survey, Section IV (post-test).

analysis of data indicated significant differences
between groups in two of the developmental areas
measured:

(a)

ability to set and achieve goals, and (b)

ability to solve problems and make decisions.

The

fundamental purpose of the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program was to assist students to
establish overall goals for the college years and to
become more intentional in their choices of learning
opportunities based on those goals.

The results of the
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testing of hypothesis 5 suggest that the program was
effective in achieving its fundamental purpose.
Hypothesis 6 stated that there would be no significant difference between experimental and control
groups on the three factors described in hypotheses 1,
2, and 3 when the following variables were held constant: resident/commuter; male/female; high/average/low
academic ability; faculty/administrati on or staff
mentor.
The analysis of data indicated no significant
difference between resident participants and non-participants and between commuter participants and nonparticipants in their use of or satisfaction with
University services.

Both commuter and resident parti-

cipants indicated a more favorable attitude toward the
overall University environment when compared to commuter
and resident non-participants.

There were more signifi-

cant differences found in comparing resident participants and non-participants than were found in comparing
commuter participants and nonparticipants.

This finding

strengthened the suggestion that the positive attitudes
found were a result of participation in the MentoringTranscript Program and not resident status.
No significant differences were found in comparing
male participants and non-participants and female participants and non-participants in their use of and
satisfaction with University services.

I

Equally more
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favorable attitudes toward the overall University environment were found among men and women who participated
in the program as compared to men and women who did not
participate in the program.
The comparison of responses of participating
students of varying academic ability resulted in the
finding that there was greater use of campus services
and more positive attitudes toward the University
environment among students of greater academic ability
as compared to students of lesser academic ability.
Brighter students, seemingly, were better prepared to
take advantage of participation in the program.
No significant differences were found in analyzing
the responses of students mentored by faculty members as
compared to students mentored by administratio n or staff
members.

Other Findings

The analysis of questionnaire s completed by student
participants and mentors resulted in the following
additional findings:
1.

Eighty-five percent of participating students

reported that they had experienced growth and made better decisions in an average of 2.5 developmental areas
as a direct result of participation in the Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Program.

I
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2.

Seventy-six percent of participating students

reported that as a direct result of participation in the
Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program they
considered an average of two developmental areas which
they would not have considered had they not participated
in the program.
3.

Seventy-seven percent of participating students

reported increased confidence or competence in an average of 1.8 developmental areas as a direct result of
participation in the Student Development MentoringTranscript Program.
4.

Eighty-eight percent of participating students

described mentors as helpful in meeting their needs.
Twenty-one of the 24 mentors (92%) perceived themselves
as having been helpful to students.
5.

As evidenced by the variety of topics which

mentors discussed with students, mentors were able to
respond to the individual concerns of students in the
program.
6.

The role of information source served as a

common thread in the mentoring process.

Other roles

assumed by mentors as described by both mentors and
students were: an attentive listener to problems, an
academic advisor, a career advisor, an activities
advisor, a problem-solver, and a friend.
7.

The majority of mentors (79%) described their

relationship with students in the program as
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"comfortable. "

Seventy-two percent of participating

students reported that they felt that they could call on
their mentor "anytime or almost anytime."
8.

Three mentors reported that they perceived some

conflict with the role of mentor and other roles which
faculty and administrator s might assume (academic advisor, preceptor, classroom teacher).

Twenty-one other

mentors (87.5%) reported that they did not perceive any
conflict.
9.

Initially, students had many questions about

the intent of the program.

However, by the end of the

academic year, only three students (3.7%) reported that
they were still not completely clear about its purpose.
10. Ninety-four percent of participating students
and 92% of mentors reported that they thought the
Student Development Transcript itself was "a good idea".
11. Mentors reported that the training session for
the program was adequate.

Some mentors suggested that

the portion of the presentation dealing with the role of
the mentor be slightly expanded.
12. A comparison of survey responses (Student
Opinion Survey) of students who had three of more
meetings with mentors (74.4%)

and students who had one

or two meetings with mentors (25.6%)

indicated more

positive attitudes towards the University environment
among those who met with mentors more frequently.

This

finding strenthens the suggestion that the differences
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found were a direct result of the mentoring process.
13. Eighty-eight percent of participating faculty,
administrators and professional staff members stated
that they had enjoyed the experience of serving as a
mentor to students.
experience.

Two mentors did not have a positive

Both suggested that perhaps they were "not

the right person" for the role.
14. Seventy-six percent of participating students
reported that they would like to continue the mentoring
relationship.

An additional 8.5% of participating

students indicated that, although the mentoring relationship was initially helpful, they felt that they no
longer needed it.

Seventy-one percent of the mentors

reported that they would like to continue to serve as a
mentor to students.
15. The majority of mentors (67%) reported that
the program was appropriate for freshmen students.
Other mentors reported that the program would be more
beneficial to upperclass students.

Only one mentor

expressed the opinion that the program was not appropriate for freshmen students.

Conclusions

The overall conclusion of the researcher is that
the Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program is
a valuable addition to post-secondary education.

I

Speci-
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fie conclusions, based on the findings described in this
study are:
1.

Participation in a Student Development Mentor-

ing-Transcrip t Program heightens students' awareness of
developmental opportunities available to them at the
University and assists them in establishing developmental goals for their college years.
2.

Participation in a Student Development Mentor-

ing-Transcrip t Program tends to increase students'
confidence in their ability to solve problems and make
decisions regarding various aspects of college life.
3.

Assisting students through a Student Develop-

ment Mentoring-Tra nscript Program promotes among
participating students positive attitudes toward the
overall University environment.

Such a result may have

a long-term positive effect on the retention of students.

Retention studies (Cope and Hannah, 1975; Noel,

1976; Astin, 1977) have demonstrated that students who
feel positively about the University environment tend to
complete their college education in significantly greater percentages than students who do not have such
positive feelings about the environment.
4.

Participation in a Student Development Mentor-

ing-Transcrip t Program does not significantly increase
students' use of campus services, nor does it effect
their satisfaction with those services.
5.

I

Participation in the Student Development Men-
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toring-Transcript Program at the University of San Diego
did not significantly increase students 1 participation
in extracurricular activities.

However, since the Uni-

versity of San Diego is a relatively small, private
university which emphasizes involvement in extracurriculars and has developed a "norm" of participation, it
is not altogether surprising that members of both experimental and control groups were involved in a average of
three to four activities outside of the classroom.

Such

might not be the case at universities where such a norm
is not operational.

At those universities, information

provided by mentors regarding opportunities for
involvement outside of the classroom might result in
differences in extracurricular participation.

More

importantly, participation in the Student Development
Mentoring-Transcrip t Program did not result in an overcommitment to extracurriculars by students to the
detriment of their academic program.
6.

This study validates previous research (Heath,

1968; Chickering, 1969) which suggests that personal
contacts between students and mature faculty and staff
members serves to promote the development of college
students.
7.

As evidenced by the direct report of mentors

and the satisfaction level reported by students, minimal
training is required for interested faculty, staff and
administrators who serve as mentors in a Student Devel-

I
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opment Mentoring -Transcrip t Program.
8.

Reports of the wide variety of topics discussed

with mentors suggest that, when provided with the
opportunit y to explore virtually any area of their lives
with an interested party, a majority of students will
utilize that opportunit y and will become increasing ly
comfortabl e in doing so.
9.

The role of mentor has the potential of being a

powerful and productive new role for faculty and staff
in their relationsh ips with students.

As compared, for

instance, to the traditiona l roles of academic advisor
or activities advisor - which by definition suggest a
delimiting of discussion -

the role of mentor presents

an open-ended advising agenda and the possibilit y for
students to share a variety of concerns.

The large

majority of faculty and staff involved in this study
commented that they had enjoyed the opportunit y to step
out of their usual roles with students and that, as a
result, they had come to a better understand ing of
students' concerns.
10. Three half-hour meetings of mentor and mentee
over the course of the academic year are sufficient to
effect behavioral and attitudina l changes in students.
In a pilot study of a Student Developmen t MentoringTranscript Program conducted during the Fall semester of
academic year 1978 - 79 at the University of Nebraska Lincoln, 16 participat ing students met with assigned

I
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mentors once a week for one hour (Baack,1982).

The

results of the study indicated that students, faculty
and staff were enthusiastic about the project and the
personal relationships which developed.

However, the

time commitment asked of mentors in that project raised
serious questions about the practicality of the model
employed for universities interested in offering such a
program to a greater number of students.

In the present

study, the researcher was interested in determining
whether three or four meetings over the course of the
academic year were sufficient to effect behavioral and
attitudinal changes in students.

The positive results

found make it reasonable for universities to consider
offering the program to a large portion of the student
population without placing unreasonable demands on
faculty and staff.
11. The finding that participating students
reported significantly increased confidence in their
ability to set and achieve goals and to solve problems
and make decisions relates to what Chickering (1969)
described as a sense of competence.

Chickering likened

competence to a three-tined pitchfork: "Intellectual
competence, physical and manual skills, and interpersonal competence are the tines, and sense of
competence the handle (Chickering, 1969, p.20).

He went

on to say that, "although sense of competence does
depend somewhat on how competent one is, it also

I
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influences performance and the extent to which
development of competence is vigorously, persistently,
and fruitfully pursued (p.37).

The results of the

studies which Chickering cites in support of his
argument (Beecher e t ~ . , 1966; Bower, 1966; Ryan, 1958;
White, 1963) suggest that students participating in the
Student Development Mentoring-Tr anscript Program who
increased their sense of competence are likely to
vigorously pursue other aspects of their development.
12. Students of high academic ability seemed to
profit most from participation in the Student Development Mentoring-Tra nscript Program.

This finding

parallels the findings of Bayley (1956, 1957) and Bayley
and Oden (1955)

that variation in development is corre-

lated with variation in ability.

Through studies of

aptitude test results, these researchers found that
higher scoring persons at any age increased faster in
measured mental ability in comparison with their lower
scoring peers.

They concluded that the greatest

development in mental ability during college is to be
expected from those who are most highly developed at
entrance.

Bower (1966)

pointed to the relationship

between intellectual development and other aspects of
change.

Perry's (1970) work on the intellectual devel-

opment of college students further documents this
relationship.
13. The College Student Development Self-Assessme nt

I
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Inventor y (Brown et&-, 1980) served as an useful
instrume nt for initiatin g the mentorin g relation ship and
for establish ing paramete rs for the dimensio ns of
developm ent which particip ating students wished to
discuss with mentors.
14. The Student Developm ent Mentorin g-Transc ript
Program is appropri ate for freshmen Universi ty students .
Based on the recomme ndations of mentors, the program may
also be appropri ate for uppercla ss students , particularly students who transfer into the Universi ty.
15. The Universi ty of San Diego Student Developm ent
Transcri pt itself was positive ly evaluate d by nearly all
students and mentors who particip ated in the program.
Moreove r, numerous other students at all grade levels
expresse d an interest in establish ing such a transcri pt
for themselv es.

Whether or not the mentorin g program is

offered to a wider populati on, because of the practica l
usefulne ss of documen ting students ' particip ation in a
variety of learning experien ces outside of the classroom, the Student Developm ent Transcri pt should be
offered as an option to all Universi ty students .

Such

an option is currentl y availabl e to students at the
Universi ty of Iowa; the Universi ty of Minnesot a
Technica l College; the Universi ty of North Dakota; Salem
State College; Californ ia Polytech nic State Universi ty,
San Luis Obispo; the Universi ty of_Wisco nsin, Stevens
Point; and the San Francisc o State Universi ty (Student

l!
!

•
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Development Transcript Clearinghouse , 1981).
16. Mentoring is the most powerful component of the
program.

A study should be conducted regarding the

feasibility of offering this opportunity to a larger
population of University students.
17. The effectiveness of mentors seans not to be
correlated with their professional role (faculty member,
administrator , professional staff member) but rather
with their degree of interest in developing personal
relationships with students and level of comfort in
doing so.
18. One problematic area in the execution of the
Student Development Mentoring-Tra nscript Program was the
difficulty some mentors experienced in contacting
Since students are the

students assigned to them.

primary beneficiaries of the program, scheduling of
interviews with mentors should be the students' responsibility.

Recommendatio ns

Based on the findings of this study, the researcher
makes the following recommendatio ns:
1.

The four-year plan for the Student Development

Mentoring-Tra nscript Program at the University of San
Diego should be pursued.
cipating students will:

According to this plan, parti(a)

update the Student Develop-
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ment Transcript at the end of their sophomore year, (b)
during their junior year attend a workshop demonstrating
how they may translate the material contained on the
Student Development Transcript into marketable job
skills which then may be listed on a resume and utilized
in employment interviews, and (c) during their senior
year, request that the Student Development Transcript be
sent to prospective employers or graduate schools.
2.

As a follow-up to the present study, a longi-

tudinal study of the four-year effects upon students who
participated in the Student Development MentoringTranscript Program should be conducted.

Specific

factors worthy of exploration in a longitudinal study
are the following:

(a)

long-term retention of students

in the experimental and control groups, (b)

additional

progress made in the achievement of developmental goals
by experimental and control groups, (c)

practical

usefulness of the Student Development Transcript,

(d)

comparison of the quality of the two groups' relationships with faculty and staff over the four-year period.
3.

The Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t

Program should continue to be offered to students at the
University of San Diego.

Variations of the program

worth consideration are the following:

(a) offering the

program to incoming transfer students, and (b)

incor-

porating some of the training offered to mentors into a
training workshop for freshmen preceptors.

At the
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inception of the Freshmen Preceptorial Program, an
orientation session which included members of the
Student Affairs staff was offered to preceptors.

The

positive response of mentors to a brief presentation of
student development research and an update on student
activities and services offered at the University
suggests that such information might also be beneficial
to preceptors.

Additionally, consideration should be

given to utilizing upperclass students as peer counselors to entering students in lieu of faculty and staff
mentors.

Such a system, if proven effective, would

offer a solution to the problem - given a limited nlli~ber
of faculty and staff - of offering the program to a
larger population of underclass students.
4.

Further research should be conducted to

determine the practical significance of the finding of
the present study that students participating in the
Student Development Mentoring-Transcrip t Program made
significantly less use of the Student Health Service.
Specifically, such a study might determine whether
students participating in a mentoring program experienced less stress-related illness as a result of having
the opportunity to share pressing concerns with an
interested party.
5.

The present study should be replicated at

another private institution of similar size to determine
if similar effects are found.

II

Such a study would be
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particularly useful if conauctea at an institution
without a Freshman Preceptorial Program to aetermine
whether, without the presence of this common inaepenaent
variable, even greater effects might be founa.
6.

The present stuay shoula be replicatea at a

large, public institution ana a comparison of finaings
made to aetermine whether there are aifferences in the
effects upon stuaents of participation in a Stuaent
Development Mentoring-Tr anscript program at large,
public vs. small, private universities.
7.

Research shoula be conductea comparing the

effectiveness of upperclass stuaents as peer counselors
to younger stuaents in a Stuaent Development MentoringTranscript Program to faculty ana staff as mentors in
such a program.

A mentor, by aefinition, is a mature,

olaer person who serves as aavisor to a younger, less
experiencea person.

The findings of this stuay inaicate

that such an aavising relationship is proauctive.

Fur-

ther research is neeaea to determine whether just
slightly olaer ana minimally more experienced stuaents
can function as effectively in such a role.
8.

As describea in Chapter Two, several post-

secondary institutions throughout the United States have
established Student Development Transcript Programs
without the accompanying component of mentoring.
Research shoula be conauctea to aetermine whether the
record-keepin g system by itself, in addition to its
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practi cal useful ness, serves as a motiv ationa l force
which promo tes studen t develo pment.

-
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TABLE 2
NS':'I':'t'TI!:'!:,'\!. 11E:P'R!:Stt.'TllTIV'£S ACRn:I?IG OR S':'R<'NGLY ACPl:tI''C \,':TH THt TIIA'YSCV~ (:("•CT~

CAMPOS OFFIC'ERS
STUDENT AFFAIRS
ACADtl'!IC AFFAIRS
ln•l27l
(n•ll2l

aUIIVtY ITt:M

CA!::. (F'AC'·:..;Y)

tn•27l

\t::s2t-!
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99

n

Syst....,.tic efforts for c;rovth
snould be availlll>l• !or academic
credit
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39

64

74

3l

88

69

77

93

,~

63

52

54

74

-~

34

33

41

5,;

!5

68

61

68

a&

~~

?ro<;r,oss toward personal develop:,,,:nt should be part cf a t.ran
seri.pt.

s.

ACFA LEADERS

Collec;es should ll&ke systematic
efforts to pr0110te personal develo('fflo:nt o! students

J. Student proc;ress t.oward personal
deve lopm,,nt shoi>ld be stressed

~-

SPECil\!. SJ>..~:.£
REGISTRARS
(n•22l

Proqreu toward personal c;r°"'th
slloul.:l be a prerequisite for
c;r&du&'t.J.On

6. A &ei>dent developznent t.r&nser1pt
cci,ld be a worthwh1 le &dd1t.10n
to pcsueconcary edi,cation

TABLE 3

I!lSTITt.'TIC'~lU. RE:P!>l:SE:::.•,Tn'ES P.C~trnc OR S""FONGLY AGRErr.:c •"!TH ')l:\'ELOP•~:-:l'.L r,CJ>LS

S.:ll'VEY

..

ITDt

RECISTR>.RS
ln•22l

SPECIAL SllHP:.E
ACPA l.D.IlERS
ln•27)

CAEt. lFACUtnl
(n•2bl

t.earn.i.ng to get alone; v.1. th others
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so
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,,,..
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45

54

55
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TABU: 4
OPINil'lNS ON D!PLEl!E:!ITJ.TION PIIOCYtlt.'!U:S 1'0R TH!: S'li'!l!:NT 01!:V!:LOP!mff TRA.'ISCJ'IP":'
CAMPUS OFFICERS
STIJOtllT AFFAIRS
ACAI>tl'IIC MTJ.I RS
ln•l27l
ln•ll2l

~:JRVEY I'n:.'4

l. A ■ t.udent developa,ent transcript
aho.,ld be W>der t.he ■ uperv1uon of:
&• dean of ■ t.udent.a
b. &cade11.1c dean
c. rec;11t.rar or adv1aing
The person who ■ hould work 110at cloaely
v1t.h t.he at.udenc 1n det.enunation of
peraonal 90&la u:
a. fac11l ty advi ■ or

..

t,. ■ t.udent arf&ir ■ ■t.&ff

c. cra1ned aentor
d. faculty , ■ tudent affairs
etwdent peer
l. ~e devdopmental tran1cr1pt process
.o-,ld be ben handled within student
affairs by:
ho.,ung ataff
b. coi,naehn9 center
c. acadteauc adv.110r•
d. facult.y ot.her t.h.n advisor
any of th ■ above
P■ raonal development progru,s aho.,ld
ut1l1ze:
a. formal curricular approaches
b. informal ■xt.racurncular approaches
c. any combination appropriate
5. Personal developnent eourae offerings
should be 9raded:
a. Pan/fail
b. Complete/:i.ncomplete
c. Lett.er grades
d. Prohc1eney, but. not letter grade
Availability of t.he peraonal development reccrd:
a. pn vate property of atudeM
b • f1lt!d wit.tun institution. but ava1.l.able only wit.h student con ■ ent
as academic tranc. availability
acnpt.
7. Favored fon, of the development.al transcript:
a. porefolio
b. competency eheekl1sc
c. experilllental chec:klut
d. other

~-

..
~- ..

SPECIAL S1-l'J>U:
REGISTRARS
ln•22)

ACP/. I.tAOl:RS
(n•2il

73
8
16

71

so

77

9

36
14

15
8

3

12
14
12
SB
l

11

9
74
l

2
54
23
l
18

2
3
95

8

22
10

59

18

60
20
4

10

5
5
36
55
0

0
52
33
10

s

4

15
26
56
0

4

48

19

50
23
27

31
19
19
31
0

0
42
42

e

4

8

4

5

8

14
82

4
BB

16
21
6
49

ln•26l

15

13
84

CAIL IFACU!.':-\'l

s

0

27

22

0

4

68

74

•

86

35
19
1~
15

"·

,...,e

20

19

23

15

23

44

41

59

67

42

34

~9

18

19

JS

29
35
18
16

36
36

22
52
ll
15

19
46

33
22
27
16

9

18

~- rroa

"I ■ B11her !ducet1011 aecept1ve to • Student Development Tran ■criptT" by •• D. lro,m, a. s. Citrin,
G. P!lua, K. Pr■ 1to11, 1978, Journ■ l of Colle&e Student Pera011nel, !!, Pl•· 291•2!7· "Copyri1bt AACD. aeprinted
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T.UU: 5
OFFICER.:;
PERCENTAC:t: OF 5i'tlM!ffS, Pl\llENTS, .t.Cl\DEISIC CFFictRS, , STUDENT J.FF,.IRS
,_GREEING ANO DISAGREEING WITH THE TIW<SCIUPT ::CNCI:,T

PARENTS

n•l002

n•lSl

n•ll2

88

es

~s

7

4

s

ll

6
9

65
21
H

66
17
17

61
25
14

~qree

41

20
33

48
22
30

52

Uncert.&1n

':'RA.'lSCRlP'!' CONCEPT ITEMS

Colleqes should a&ke syste111&t1c
efforts to pro..,te personal de•
velo;:nent
A~re"
Uncertain
Disagree
A student development transcript
could be a worthwhile add1tion to
pcstseccn~~r y educat1on
Agree

Uncert.&in
0.1.s•gree

STIJOENT J.FF AI RS
OFFICERS

ACAI>El'UC
OFFICERS

STUOENTS

n•l~'"'

•• Proqress towards personal de·
velol-".ent should be a p&n of a

01.s•qree

22

26

TAll!.E 6
crncERS
RESPONSES or STUOENTS. PARENTS, ACJ\DE.'IIC OFFICERS. ' STUDENT AFTAIRS
TO PO'TENTIJ\L DEVELOPMENTAL AJU:AS FOR tNCUJSION ON 1' TR>.NSCRIPT

STUDENTS

::.i:'JE!..OPME:?.'TAI.

n•lOO:!

1'REA5

l. tearn1nq tc get &long wi.t.h others
Agree
Uncert.&1n
Diso1qree
, Formauon
of values " life goals
l\gree
Uncertain
Di ■ aqree

3. Deto11led qr.asp of a special field
l\gree
Uncertain
Disaqree
4. Tr~n1nq, sk1lls for an occup&tion
Agree
Uncert.&1.n
D1.saqree
5. Interpersona l ■lulls
Agree
Uncertain
D1.sac;ree

6. 110ral develop,nent
l\gree
Uncert.ai.n

.

Dueqrae
Proble.,.aolv inq
l\gree
uncerta1n

■kills

DJ. ■ aqree

d.

j_

Aaat.hetic awarenes ■
Agree
unc:ertain
Dueqree
Phya1c:al•r.c :reation&l
l\gree
uncertain
Duaqree

87
7

6
83
10
7

PARENTS
n•lSl

1'CADE.'4IC
OFFICERS

571:llE:I':' l'.FF,_I RS
~FFICERS

n•ll~

n•l27

BB
7
9

BO

91

11

7

9

2

Bl
12
7

76
18

91

a

0

l
4~

79
17

49

18

3l

47

7

4

20

ll

84

86

45

10

9

6

s

38
17

52
36
12

Bl
15

70
24

79
16

4

6

s

59
24
l7

74

76

13

~6
22
12

83
12

82

77

ll

18

BB
B

5

7

s

4

69

67
24
9

40

39

62
35

2l

3

53
28
19

40

49

39

42
9

75

23
8
■kills

55
29

16

ll

2l

89
10
l
l7
7

a Student Developeent
llote. froa "laplicetion ■ of Student, Parent, end M■ini•trator Attitude■ for lllpl.-ntin&
of Callee• Student
Tran•crlpt" bJ l. D. lrCIWll, J. L. lel■ r, J. !. la■ck, D. J. Vriaht, N. Sen■te■d, 1979, Joumal
ion. llo further reproduction authorUed
Per ■omiel, ~. P&•· 385-392; "Cop~i&bt MCD, Reprinted with per■i■■
without p■nila■ ioa of AACD,
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STUCDIT IESP<'INSES IU:CJ.ROINC IIESOUltct: PEIISOllS APPROPIIIA'l'E AS
AtlVISORS/KENTORS IN DETERMlSA':'IOt.

~

EV.>.;.UATIO:l C,F Dcvt:l..CPl'.I:?~I.L c;c.;:.S

ACRtE

FACULTY AND STAFF

STUDENT RESPONSES IN•lC,021
DISACRt!
UNct:RTUN

76

12

12

39

29

32

49

27

24

Under9radua1:e Student Peers

52

:n

27

Direct.er ct Housing &Jld AUia't&n'tS

19

32

~9

51

23

2&

42

29

29

71

19

10

62

24

14

74

10

lb

ll. Aes~dence Kall Staff ■ uch as Student bSl.lt&ntS •
lleaidence D1ract.or1. Complex Progru D1rect.0rs

47

26

27

12. Director ct Student Aetivitiea and Assistants

40

36

24

13. Fraternity, Sorority Ol&pter Advisors

39

33

28

14. A'thletic Coaches

45

27

28

~5. Multi-cultural Affairs Staff

30

44

26

!6. Creek Affairs Office Staff

16

44

40

: 7. IUlitary Science Faculty

25

40

35

18. University Ad:m1niatrAt0rs

27

32

41

l. Facul'ty Mvilcn affilia'ted wit.h individual eclleqes

.

DHJI ct S'tud&nta and uaiatan1:a

l. C:Upua N.l.nia1:er1

~~.

,;. Cradua'te Studenu
College Deana and 'their Assistants

<l. C0W\sel1ng Cen~er

S't&ff

9. AC&dmnic Advia0r1 affiliated wi'th Advuing Office

10. Faculty

Mlllber ■

froa Aiaplication1 of Studl!l:lt, Parent, and Ad■ini1trator Attitude ■ for l■pl-tina • Student Developaent
Tranecrlpt" by•· D. lrovn, J. L. laier, J.E. Baack, D. J. Vr1-ht, K. San1t ■ad, 1979, Journal of Colle;e Student
•eprintad vitb perlli ■■ ion. llo further reproductiou authorised
fer ■onnel, 20, Pl•• 385-392. "Copyright AACD.
"1thout per-1- ■ ion of AACD."
llote.
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TA!lt.E
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.>.FFl',IRS 0FF!ctl\S
IU:SPONS&S OP' S'l'IJ0ENTS, PIJU:NTS, AO0E:."1IC OP'FICERS, , STIJ0E:NT
TO ASSESS~T , CRA0INC, , R£Q(Jif.£ME:NT ISSUES

..;srssMDn' '
l.

Cllll.llINC ISSUES
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Aqree
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D.1.Hqree
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PII.IU:NTS

S'l'IJDENTS
n•l002

n•lSl

01.aaqree

S'l\:DDIT l'JTIIIRS
OFFICERS
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BB
6
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20
18

71
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49
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ahc.,ld be qraded:
Pan/Ful
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1.etur grades
Prof1c1ency level ■ , but. not letter
gradea
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4
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6
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67
0

49

0

TA!lt.E
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16
21

14
22

NO Preference

34
34

59
l

8

Q

.>.FF AIRS OFFICERS
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No Pr:efer:enc:e
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STUDENTS
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25
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44

41
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39
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21
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9
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Avul&<11l.1 .ty of the Developmen tal
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Private property of student
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1979, Journal of Colle11 Student
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Table 11
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment (Academic)

ITEM TEXT

ITEM
NUMBER

EXPERIMENTAL
MEAN SIG.

3.95

.22*

4.03

.30**

3.90

.07

3. 91

.08

3.82 -.04

3. 98

. 12

4.09

.ll

4.12

. 14

4.37

.29**

4.26

.18

3.88

• 46 **

3. 54

. 12

4.60

• 41 **

4.50

. 31 **

your own program of study 4.06

• 47**

3.91

.32*

4.07

.19*

3.97

.09

3. 89

.20*

3.77

.08

3.89

.18*

3.71

.00

1.

Testing/gradin g system

2.

Course content in your
major field

3.

Instruction in your
rnaj or field

4.

Out-of-class availability
of your instructors

5.

Attitude of the faculty
toward students

6.

Variety of courses
offered by this college

7.

Class size relative to
the type of course

8.

9.

CONTROL
MEAN SIG.

Flexibility to design

Availability of your
advisor

10. Value of information
provided by your advisor
11. Preparation you are
receiving for your
future occupation

* .E

I

= • 05

** .E

=

•

001
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Table 12
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment (Admissions)

ITEM
NUMBER

ITEM TEXT

EXPERJMENTAL
MEAN SIG

CONTROL
SIG
MEAN

12. General admissions
procedures

4.11

.46**

3.94

• 29**

3.81

.20

3.73

.12

4.18

. 53 **

4. 01

. 36 *

4.38

• 54 **

4.13

.29*

13. Availability of financial
aid information prior to
enrolling
14. Accuracy of college
information received
before enrolling
15. College catalogue/
Admissions publications

*

.E. = .05

** .E. = .001

II
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Table 13
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment (Rules and
Regulations)

ITEM
NUMBER

ITEM TEXT

EXPERIMENTAL
MEAN SIG

CONTROL
SIG
MEAN

16. Student voice in college

policies

3.42

• 41 **

3.04

.03

3.44

.19

3.12

-.13

3.18

.11

3.02

-.05

3.51

.33**

3.33

.05

3.48

.43**

2.96

-.09

4.06

• 64 **

3.88

17. Rules governing student

conduct at this college
18. Residence hall rules and

regulations
19. Academic probation and

suspension policies
20. Purposes for which stu-

dent activity fees are
used
21. Personal security/safe ty

on this campus

* £

= .05

** £ = • 001
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Table 14
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment (Facilities)

ITEM
NUMBER

ITEM TEXT

EXPERIMENTAL
MEAN SIG

CONTROL
SIG
MEAN

22. Classroom facilities

4.06

.37**

3.94

.25*

2 3. Laboratory facilities

3.67

.12

3.55

.00

24. Athletic facilities

3.80

.46**

3.40

• 06

2 5. study areas

3.95

.43**

3.59

.07

26. Student union

3.86

. 54**

3.75

.43**

27. Campus bookstore

4.04

• 64 **

3.80

.40**

3.89

• 47 **

3.61

.19

4.54

.85**

4.49

• 80 **

28. Availability of student
housing
29. General condition of
buildings and grounds

* £

= .05

** .E = .001

j

I
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Table 15
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment (Registration)

ITEM
NUMBER

ITEM TEXT

EXPERIMENTAL

CONTROL

MEAN

SIG

MEAN

SIG

3.53

.11

3.33

-.09

3.23

.17

2.93

-.13

4.20

• 46**

4.10

• 36**

3.67

.22*

3. 67

.22*

30. General registration

procedures
31. Availability of courses

you want when you can
take them
32. Academic calendar for

this college
33. Billing and fee payment

procedures

* £
** £

= .05
= .001
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Table 16
Satisfaction Averages for College Environment

ITEM TEXT

ITEM
NUMBER

EXPERIMENTAL
MEAN SIG

(General)

CONTROL
SIG
MEAN

34. Concern for you as an
individual

4.16

.45**

3.80

• 09

4.04

.39**

3.79

. 14

4.17

.48**

3.94

.25*

3.64

• 27*

3. 60

.23

.48**

3.97

• 24 *

3.55

.23*

3.13

4.00

• 36 **

3.97

.33*

3.68

.33*

3. 54

.19

4.48

• 60**

4.40

• 52**

35. Attitude of college nonteaching staff toward
student
36. Racial harmony at this
college
37. Opportunities for student employment
3 8. Opportunity for involvement in campus activities 4. 21
39. Student government

-.20

40. Religious activities ana
programs
41. Campus media (student
newspaper, campus radio,
etc.)
42. This college in general

* E
**

£

= .0s
= .001
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INTRODUCING...

THE
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

TRANSCRIPT PROGRAM

OFFICE
OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

i

I
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THE
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
TRANSCRIPT PROGRAM
What is it?
The Student Development Transcript Program
is an experimental general advisement program
for freshrncln students at the University of San
Diego. The purpose of the program is to help
freshman students derive the greatest possible
benefits from the people, programs and facilities
available at the University of San Diego.

How does it work?
If you are among the students selected for
the program, you will have the opportunity to
develop a friendly and helpful relationship
with a member of the University faculty or staff
who will assist you in developing your career
and acadei:nic goals and in learning how to maximize the educational opportunities available
to you at USO.
Students participating in the program will
also begin to complete a Student Development
Transcript - a record of skill development
through work experience, athletics, intramurals,
student leadership positions, committee work,
student organizations and activities, community
service - which, at the student's option, will
be maintained by the Office of Student Affairs
and sent, upon request, to prospective employers,
graduate schools, scholarship and grant committees.
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Why should I be interested?
Because participating in the program can
provide you assistance with:
-planning your overall college goals
-improving interpersonal relationships
-setting career goals
-enhancing study skills
-improving the use of your leisure time
-developing leadership abilities
-increasing cultural awareness and appreciation
-solving personal and financial problems

How much time will it take?
About six hours per semester •. Participating
students will complete an assessment inventory,
attend an orientation and "meet your mentor"
social and hold two interview sessions each
semester with a faculty or staff mentor.
Towards the end of the second semester, they
will complete the transcript form.

How do I participate?
If you wish to participate, fill out the
application form on the rear of this brochure,
detach it and return it by mail to:
Student Development Transcript Program
Office of Student Affairs
University of San Diego
Alcala Park
San Diego, California 92110
Additional information about the program
will be provided during Freshman Orientation.
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Application Form

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TRANSCRIPT PROGRAM
Office of Student Affairs
University of San Diego

-------------------Middle Initial
First
Last
Home Address
----------- -------Street

Name

No.

Zip

State

City

--------- --------- ---------

Phone

Commuter_ __

Resident

---

Sex:

M

F

---

-------- ---------Sciences

Date of Birth

___Arts &
Business
---Education

College:

Major________ ________ _______

---- Public--- Private--Size of Senior Class
--- Class Rank-------

Size of High School

ACT/SAT Scores:

Verbal_ _ __
Math_ _ __

Cum_ _ _ _ __

I hereby volunteer to participate in the USD Student
Development Transcript Program and authorize the
Office of Student Affairs to use~ academic records
for research purposes. No individual names will be
used in the research.

-------- ------ Date-----

Signature
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:t:

lJ9) lhi\crsity ci &n Diego

STUDENT 4FFAIRS

September 17, 1982
Dear _________

I aJD pleased to inform you that you have been selected to participate
in the first phase of CSD's new Student Development Transcript Program.
As explained in the brochure sent to you this summer, and again during
Orientation, you will be assigned a faculty or staff mentor who will
act as a resource to you in your college goal-setting and will conduct
a minimlllll of four interview sessions with you throughout this first
academic year.
The program will begin with a brief but i.lllportant "Meet Your Mentor•
session to be held Thursday, September 30th at 11:15 a.m. in the
Camino Study Launcie. This will be an opportunity for you to set up
your first appointment with the mentor assigned to you. Please mark
this date on your calendar.

To assist us in •=tchinc;• you with a mentor who has your similar
interests, please complete the enclosed Student Information Form
and return it to the Office of Student Affairs, Serra Hall, RDom
200.
I would also like you to complete the enclosed contract indicating
your committment to this new program.

If for some reason you have decided not to participate, please let me
knew ilmnediately as there are a number of students who are interested
and, as indicated at the meeting, a limited number of spaces available.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

J. CQ$fflVe
Associate ~ of Students

Thomas

'rJC:cab
encl.

Alc.lli Park, San Di~. t.alifornii 92110 714/293-1588
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Student Devel.opoent ~ans~..pt
Ptogx:ac,-1.Jniversiey of San Diego

STUO!ST PROFILE

NAME__,,.,,..-,------,=~----.~~
,.---r-t 1.rst
Middie
List ---'-m"".=~~~-Ni.ckiiimi. il preferred

saro.. AIDRF.SS.,_,,,---...,.,=~---=,--- -..,.,.'=""---,,,.......- &,,
Street
,I.pc.
ciey
zip
PKN:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SIDN> LA?G.lila(S) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
W.DOOC MAJOR (OR m>FJ:LW:D) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PmlANENl' AIDRF.SS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UISURE IN'l'Em:STS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C\REERl?m:RESTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ c nrrERESIS.________ ________ _____

oo

FOP. OETICE USF ClU.Y
~mn: BELJl.r n!IS I.I?~

NJT

ASS!GlED
mm:R:

I
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Stu:enc DevelO['CEnC Transc:-:i!'t
Prop;ra!!!-l.hiversity of San !ii.eP.o

S T U D E N T

llUD

I 1.%lderstan.d that I
responsibilities:

1.

alT\

C O NT P ACT

ccm:tit~ cyself co the followi.w, rtini-

I will attend the ?1EET YCX.1R MEN'IOP. session co be held
fran 11:15-11:45 a.t.1. 'lrursday, Septed>er 30th in the

Cacino St:udy !Dtn9,e.

2.

My Mentor will t:Bke four (4) additional cai.tacts with re
and it is ey responsibility to return my ~tor's calls

if I

ai:i

not in

~

he or she tries to reach r.e.

3.

I give pemissicn :o the Office of Student Affairs to
give cy ca,Jleted College Student Devel~t SelfAssesscent Inventory to t!lY assiv,ned ?1entcr for use in
our discussions t~ether.

4.

I will cCX!'Dlete ciuesticmaires to be sent to r.e raidMarch 1933. for evaluation
the proii:ram and will return
those praiptly to the Office of Student Affairs.

5.

I aut:rorize the Office of Student Affairs to use my
acade:!ic records for research purposes. ?b individual
t~s will be used in the research.

of

SIGNA.n.JRE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DA'I:E SIGNED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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t

{J9) University of &n Diea:,

STUDENT 4FF41~S

October 4, 1982

------

Dear

Earlier this year, you submitted an application for OSD's
new Student Development Transcript Program. As explained
at the meeting held during orientation, because this is a
pilot program with a limited number of mentors (251 and because we wanted to insure quality tilne for both the student
participants and mentors, only 100 students could be accepted to participate in this first phase of the program.
Tw0 hundred fifty eight students applied to the program.
In order to give everyone an equal chance, students were

selected randomly from among the female and male residents
aod coll\ll\uters who applied. You were not among those selected for the first phase.
However,

-..e

still need your participation!

Because this is

a pilot program which needs evaluation before it is expanded,
in mid-March we will be sending questionnaires to those who

participated in the first phase of the program (Oct.-Harchl
as well as to those of you who applied but did not participate. It is critical for the evaluation and for the eventual
continuation of the program that you complete and return
those questionnaires when you receive them.
As was also mentioned during the Orientation session, those
of you who applied initially but were not selected for the
first phase will have first option on the second phase of
tht> prograc.

If you have any questions about the program or the selection process, please feel free to contact me.
Best wishes for a most profitable first year at

oso.

Sincer~ly,
1'homas :J. ji?t:>.11grove

Associate ~an of St'Clldents

T:JC: mlp

Alc~.i P:i.rk, S•n Diego, uliforni.l 92110 714/293-4588
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t

lJ'9) University of San Die@

STUOENl AH AIRS

November 5, 1982

Dear ________ ___
Your mentor in the Student Development Transcript Proqrarn has informed
us that after several attempts he/she has not been able to contact you.
We remind you that, as stated in your contract, it is your responsibility
to contact your mentor once he or she bas called.
If you are having difficulty reaching your mentor, please let us know and
perhaps we can assist. If you have decided not to·participate in the program, please let us know that too.
Contact me or my assistant, Marcia Pappas at 293-4S92: or drop by Serra
200 to let us know of your plans.
Thank you.

:r. :os_?tbve
Associate~ of Sttl"dents

Themas

TJC:cab

Alc;ali P;ark, S;an Oiqo, ~lirorn~ 92110 714.'~J\.,a~i;s
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:t

{S) University of &n Die@

STUDENT AFFAIRS

February 25, 1983

Dear

on Tuesday, March 8 fr0111 11: 30AM to 12 : lSPM in the Cami.no Lounc;e , there will
be an important ineetinc; for all students parti:i.pa.tir.g i.. t.'.e Student Development Transcript Program.

At this ineeting I will explain procedures to be followed in initiatinq your

Student Development Transcript file and in ccmpleting the foi:ms. I will also
offer s0111e suqgestions as to how in the next 2 months you may make use of bot.'\
the transcript and the inentoring opportunity afforded to you in terms of:
l)
your plans for next year
2)
career explorations
3)
resume writing.
Please plan to attend this important ineetinc;.
there.

I look forward to seeinq you

Sincerely,

rhomas J. Sl'o~t"ove
Associate
of Sttu1ents

e;an

TJC:csc

Alc.11.i hrk, ~n Diego, t.Jliforni.i 92110 714/293-4S88

I.
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l.S) Unr.ersity ci &n Diego

STUCENT AFFAlllS

March 17, 1983
Dear
!!arch 8th I held a meeting in Camino Lounge for all students involved
in the Student Development Transcript Program. Since you were 1mable to
attend the meeting, I wanted to fill you in on what transpired.
On

First of all, based on the presumption that you are now somewhat settled
in the USO environment and have had most of you questions a.bout vhat is
available to you answered, I encouraged all students involved in the program to take advantage of the ti.to mentor interviews left to you this
s-ester. This can be an opportunity to once again reviev the long term
goals which you ex,;,ressed in the completion of the Student Development
Transcript Inventory and perhaps to begin to make some tentative decisions.
Secondlv, I distributed a copy of the Student Development Transcript form
(copy enclosed) and explained that this form should be completed vith the
mentors as part of the second interview this semester. These interviews
sr-ould be completed by April 15, 1983. Following this, you should bring
the completed copy of the Student Development Transcript form to the Office
of Student Affairs where we will initiate a confidential file for you.
Thirdly, I distributed the four year plan for this program (copy enclosed)
and explained that while the formal relationship with the mentor ends with
this semester, the task for the sophomeore year would be to update your
transcript form at the end of each semester. In the junior year, ve will
offer to students participating in the program a workshop - utilizing
those fo=s and focusing on translating the experiences you will have had
up to that point into job skills. That information can then be used for
the ~reparation of reswnes for employment interviews. In the senior year,
ve will offer to all students who have participated in this proaram e!:e
option of having their official Student Development Transcript form sent
to employers and/or araduate schools upon request.
I know that some of the mentors have had difficulty in contacting students.
I also knov that they are anxious to meet with you again. Therefore, I
would encourage you, if you haven't already done so, to arrange for followup interviews with your mentor. If you experience some difficulty in doing
this, ;:,lease let us know and we will see what ve can do to help. Plannina
!or your future years at OSD can make a big difference in the kind of
experience you will have here and in your eventual success beyond the
university: so I encourage you to take advantage of this unique opportunity
being offered to you.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me personally.

Sincerely,

T?\0'!&S J. cosgrffee
Associated Dea/( of Students
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~ Universily of &n DielP

STUDENT AFFAIRS

FOUR YEAR PLAN - STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TRANSCRIPT

I

FRESHMAN YEAR

Semester I

-

Mentoring Program -- Information focus

Semester II

-

Mentoring Program -- Goal Setting focus
Initiate Student Development Transcript file (April)

Semester I

-

Update transcript at the end of Pall Semester

Semester II

-

Opda-i;e transcript at the end of Spring Semes'l:er

I

SOPHMORE YEAR

I

JONIOR YEAR

I
Attend Workshop on tra..~slating listings on Student
Development Transcript to JOB SXJ:LLS in preparation
for:
l) resume writing
2) employment interviews
Official Student Development Transcript prepared.

SENIOR YEAR

I
Student Development Transcript sent to graduate
schools and employers upon request.
Employment and graduate school interviews.

AIQ!a Park, Sm Oiqo, uliforn~ 92110 714/293-4S88
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~ University of &n Diego

STUDENT 4FF41RS

April 1s. 1983

Dear
You will recall that as a part of your contract for participation in USD's
Student Development Transcript Program you agreed to complete toward the
end of the second semester a questionnaire to be used for the purpose of
evaluating the program. Thursday, April 21 in the Rose Room (located to the
left of the main cafeteria) at ll:30 AM is the time and date we have selected
for the completion of these questionnair es.
At this meeting we will distribute questionnair es to you which Will take about
20 minutes to complete. This is also the time when, if you have not already
done so, you may turn in your Student Develotiment Transcript form to initiate
your file in the Office of Student Aifairs. If you have misplaced this form,
ve will have others available for you.
the first group involved in USD's Student Development Mentoring/Tr anscript
Program, your evaluation of the program is critically important to us. Your
cmmnents Will have a major impact on whether or not the program is to continue and on any adaptions or changes which may be made in it.

As

If, for some reason, you cannot make the meeting by ll:30 AM, proctors will b~
available in the Rose Room with questionnair es until 1:00 PM. For those of you
who may have a conflict on the 21st which prevents you from attending at all,
a second meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 26 from 11:30 to 12:30 - agai.~
in the Rose Room.
So that we may plan on numbers for refreshments , which will be served, please
complete the attached form and return it 1lllmediately to the Office of Student
Affairs, Serra Hall, Room 200.
Again, your feedback is very :Lnq,ortant to us.

Thank you for your C•Joperation.

Sincerely.

'l'homas J. Cosg~e
Associate Deanlfof Students
TJC:csc

AIQI~ ~rk. s~n Diego, Cllifomi~ 92110 714/293-4S88
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Name _____ _____ _____ _____
Check one of the following:
-

I will be present to complete the questionna ire on Thursday,
April 21 at ll:JO am in the Rose Room.
I will be present on Thursday, April 21 to complete the questionnaire but will arrive late - at approximat ely - _ _ _ _ _ (time).
will be present at the meetino of Tuesday, April 26th at ll:30 am.
I will be present at the meeting of Tuesday, April 26th but will
arrive late - at approximat ely - ______ (time).

RETURN THIS FORM IMMEDIATELY TO:
Office of Student Affairs
University of San Diego
Serra Rall, Room 200

I
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~ Universit,y r:f &n Die~

STUDENT AFFAIRS

April 15, 1983

Dear
At the begiMinq of this, your first year at USO, you applied for ad:m.ission
into the Student Development Transcript Progrm. As you know, since this was
a cilot proqrain which we intended to systematically evaluate, the nwnber of
students who could be included in the first phase of the proqrm was limited.
At the meeting held durinq orientation, we assured those of you who were not
selected for the first phase that you would have the first option in the
second phase of the proqrain.
At this point, we need your help! As part of the evaluation of the program,
we are administering questionaires to both participant~ and non-participants.
The results of these questionaires will serve in la~e part to deterini.ne
whether or not the program will continue. Therefore, with this letter I am
re~esting that you give us 20 minutes of your time to ·complete a questionaire
dealing with your opinions of various services and programs offered at USO.
To make this process as convenient as possible for you, we have designated
Thursday, April 21 between 11:30 am and 1:00 om and Tuesdav, April 26 between
11:30 am and 1:00 om in the Bcse Room (located to the left of the main cafeteria) as the ti.me and place where you can complete this questionaire.
Proctors will be available with all necessary material.
also be served.

Refreshments will

Reactions to the program, at tbis point, are very favorable and students who
have participated are by and large very positive. We do, however, need your
input as well as that of the students who have completed the first phase in
order to adequately evaluate and hopefully i.Jllprove the progra111. Therefore we
would appreciate it if you wculd fill out the attached forms and return it
illDllediately to the Office of Student affairs so that we may know at which of
these meetings we can expect to see you. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation. We look forward to your involvement with the Student Development
Transcript Program.
Sincerely,

Tbcmas J. Col:)rove

Associate Dean of Students
TJC:csc

Alc~i P;irk, S•n Diego, uJiforni• 92110 71~- ::?93-4588
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'®

University of San Die~

STt.:D,,_T "'Ff-'IRS

April 22, 1983

Dear _______
Last week we sent you a letter asking you to complete a questionnaire about the
Student Development Mentoring/Transcript Program in which you participated this
year. The letter included a response form to tell us which of two meetings you
would attend. The first meeting was held yesterday, April 21 at 11:30AM in the
Rose Room. l'he next meeting will be held this Tuesday, April 26 from ll:30AM12:30PM again in the Rose Room (located to the left of the Main Cafeteria).
Since ve have not heard from you, we are asking again i f you could take 20 minutes of your ti.me to complete a questionnaire which will be administered in the
Rose Room this coming Tuesday, again at ll:30A.~.
If this time is not convenient for you, you may c0111e directly to the Office of
Student Affairs between 9:00AM-4:3OPM this Monday thru Friday to complete the
questionnaire and to turn in your Student Development Transcript form.

Your feedback on this new program is extremely important to us and we would ver:y
111.lch appreciate your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Cosgrof
Associate Dean o Students
TJC:cab
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1-S)

University of &n Diesc

May 2, 1983
Dear ___________
The Office of Student Affairs is continually in the process of evaluating
various programs and services offered to students at USO. At the end of
this, your first year at USO, we are asking you to assist us in this process by completing a student opinion survey. The survey takes 20 minutes
to complete.
As you know, tonorrow, May 3rd, registration for Fall classes will be held
in Camino Lounge. Classes for the day are cancelled. To make it as convenient as possible, we will have proctors available with the surveys in
cam.inc 181, located directly across from t.~e CAlllino Lounge) between 9:30AMl:30PM. We would appreciate it if you could stop by this room before or
a!ter your registration time to complete t~e ~urvey. Refreshments will be
available.
If you cannot make it at this time, a second option is to stop by the Office
of Student Affairs Wednesday thru Friday between 9AM-SPM. sur,eys will also
be available there.
You are among a limited number of students selected to assist us with this
evaluation; so we are counting on your cooperat.J.on.
Thanks in advance for your help.
Sincerely,

ThOIMS J. Cos~ve
Associate 0ea1/of Students

TJC:cab
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t
l@Univeraity of &n Die~

STUDENT AFFAIRS

September 9, 1982

Dear
Thank you for your willingness to serve as a mentor in t:he Student
Development Transcript Program.
The "Orientation for M<mtors• Meeting is scheduled for next Thursday,
September 16th from 11:15-1:lSPM in the Camino Lounge. Lunch will
be included.
The program will be as follows:
11:15-12:00

-

Orientation to the concept

12:00-12:30

-

Lunch and discussion

12:30-1:15

Review of Mentor Sandbooks

I wculd like to schedule the "Meet Your Mentor• Session - a 20-30
minute coffee/donuts introduction - for either t.he following TUesday,
Sept. 21 at 11:15AM or the following Thursday, Sept. 23 at 11:15AM
in the Camino Lounge.
Please indicate on the attached form for which of these you are
available. If bot.h, please mark both and return to Serra 200
4S soon as possible.
Thank you.

I look forward to seeing you on the 16t.~.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. co/grove
Associate plan of Students
TJC:cab

Alc~a P~rk,

s.n Diego. ulilornii

92110 ':"14/::?934588
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®
1:

University of &n Die~
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Student Development Transcript Mentors

FR:>M:

Thomas J, Cosgrove, Associate Dean. of Student~

RE:

"Meet Your Mentor~ Meeting

DATE:

September 28, 1982

'
~

Just a reminder that the "Meet Your Mentor• Meeting is scheduled for
11:30AM this Thursday in Camino Lounge. I have asked the students to
report at 11:15 in order that we may start promptly at 11:30.
At that t:illle I will read the list of students assigned to mentors and
then ask that you meet briefly with them in order to set up first
appointments.

I will also ·distribute to each of you a folder containing the completed
College Student Development Self Assessment for:m for each of your mentees.
As the material contained in these forms will be utilized as part of our
follow-up research, I ask that you take special care in filing them. They
are our only copies! I will be asking for their retu..--n mid-March.
Enclosed for your information is a copy of the contract which has been
returned to us by each of the students participating in the program.
Note especially item 12 which spells out the mutual responsibility for
scheduling of interviews which we discussed at our meeting.
Thanks again for participating.
TJC:cab

AJcal.i'P~rk, S.n Diego, uliforni.i 92110 714/293-4588

I
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t.

T1lf) University of &n Diego
'-G---"

STUDENT I\FFl\1115

MEMORANDUM

'l'O:

Preceptors

FROM:

Thomas .J. Cosgrove, Associate Oean of Students

RE:

'nle Student Development Transcr1.pt Proqram

CATE:

October 28, l982

This memo is to inform you about a new program being offered
to students this year by the Office of Student Affa1.rs.
nie Student Development Transcript Program, as it is called,
is an effort on our patt to ass1.st students in becocu.ng more
intentional in their choices of involvement in extracurricular
and co-cw:ricular activities. The program includes a mentoring
component wherein volunteer faculty and staff persons are acting
as resource persons to students relative to areas of college
life outside of their academic classes. The •transcript•
element of the program involves students i.n keeping a record
of their extracurr1.cular activities, outside employment, honors
received, etc. This record Will be filed in the Office of
Student Affairs and, hopefully, prove of use to the students
in resume writing. Upon the students' request, the record
will be sent to prospective employers and/or graduate schools.
S1.nce this is a pl.lot progr.?m which we intend to evaluate systematically, we have l.i.::uted the number of students participating
Attached is a list of the students involved and the :nentors
assigned to them. Mentors meet with the students twice per
semester.
As some of these students may be in your preceptorial groups,
I wanted to make you aware of their involve:ient in the program.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact 111e.

TJC:klr
Attachment (ll

Alc>J~ P~rk, s~n Diego, CJltforni~ 92110 714,'293-4S88
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. 1.

~ Universily of San Di~

STllDENT AFF Al R~

.?-!EHORANDUM
TO:

Mentors

FROM:

Thomas J, Cos~rove,
Associate Dean of Students

P.E:

Student Development Transcript Program

DATE:

October 28, 1982

As a month has gone by since our last meeting, I
wanted to check with each of you to see if you have
had any difficulties in contacting your mentees and
to see if we can be of any assistance with the same.

I would appreciate it if you could take a minute to
fill out the following and return it to me at the
Office of Student Affairs, Serra 200.
Thanks.
Check one:
a. __ I have been able to contact all of
my mentees.
b. __I have been unable to reach the following:
l.

2.
3.
4.

c.

{If you have checked •b• above, we will
contact the students and remind them to
see you.)
Any other comments you wish to make at
this time.

Mentor's Name ________ ________ _________

Alcolli P~rk, San Diego, DlifOl'n~ 92110 714'293-4S88
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IS) University of &n Diego

STUOENT AFFAIRS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Student Development Transcript ~ntors

FROM:

Thomas J. Cosgrove, Associate Dean of Students

RE:

Mentor )oleetings

DATE:

February

8, 1983

Several mentors in the Student Development Transcript Program have indicated to :ne
that they thought it might be valuable to touch base with one another at the begiMing
of the second semester. I would like to schedule a one hour meeting for the follcwing
purposes:
l.
2.
3.

4.

To receive feedback on the process thus far.
To provide an opportunity to deal with questions which may have arisen
from students.
To present some material recently received from the Cooperative Inst:.tutional Research Program regarding the retention cf students.
To offer some suggestions on the goal setting precess fer the second
semester.

!Cncwing that with various class and meeting schedules it will be difficult to asse::ible
the entire group at one time, I would like to offer the fcllcwing meeting times:
l.
2.
3.

Tuesday, February 1S, ll:15 to 12:15 in the Rose Roan.
Wednesday, February 16, 3:30 to 4:30 in Guadalupe Hall Conference Room.
Tuesday, February 22, 11:15 to 12:15 in the Rose Room.

Please indicate belcw which of these meeting times is most convenient for you. !f none
of the above times are suitable, I would like to schedule an appointment to meet with
you privately.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Please return this form to the Office of Student Affairs (S200) by Friday, Februa::-y 11.
I will attend the following mentor meeting.
Tuesday, Feb. 15, 11:15 to 12:15 -

Rose R0011l

2.

Wednesday, Feb. 16, 3:30 to 4:30

-

Guadalupe Hall Conference Room

3.

Tuesday , Feb. 22, 11: 15 to 12, 15

-

Rose

I cannot make any of the above meetings.
follcws:

NAME:

(Check one only)

1.

Reem

Office hours when I am available are as

DATE:
,\Jc;.tl.1 Park, S•n Oicg:o, C..liforn~ 92110 714/293-4568
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~ University of &in Diego

STUDENT 4FFAlllS

March 14, 1983

Dear Mentors:
Now that I have had the chance to meet with each of you either individually or
in small groups, I wanted to share with you s0111e general reflections on the
Student Development Transcript Program gleaned from the interviews. They are
the following:
1.

For many - not all - of the freshmen students, an overriding
concern about doing well academically - not a bad thing,
certainly - made it difficult for them to consider goals
in other areas of their college experience during the first
semester. Some clearly made a decision not to get further
involved until they felt secure in their college studies.

2.

S0111e students - again, not all - perceived the role of the
mentor as primarily an information source/problem solver.
If their questions about the university and services available
have been answered, they may not be clear about what else
there is to talk about at this point.

I suggested in our meetings, using Sanford's "support/challenge" paradigm, if
the support role of the mentor seemed to be primary in the first semester, the
challenge role may be most appropriate in the second.
As

Specifically, I would like to suggest that in interviews numbers 3 and 4 you
take the opportunity to once again review the Student Development Task Inventory and the goals therein indicated and begin to challenge the students, now
settled, to begin to look at the kinds of experiences they want to have in the
summer and the semesters ahead, and encourage their movement toward some
purposeful decisions.
Examples of decisions, based now on some experience with the university environment, could be:
-

Now that I have a handle on studies and realize that I have
some free time, I will look for a part-time job in the area
of my current career interest.

OR -

I will drop two activities in which I am currently involved
because, while I'm very involved and having fun, I wound up
with a 1.9 average for the first semester.

OR

I will look into a summer job in the area of

OR -

(If leadership is a goal), I will run for sophmore senator or
volunteer to be an officer in a club.

OR -

I really want to work on meeting more people or cultivating
the friendships I've already developed.

f1l'J

interests.

Alcal.i P;uk, S•n Diego, uliforni.i 92110 714/293-4S88
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(If careers are a concern), I will make an appointment for
some interest testing at the Educational Development Center.

OR •

(If there is a concern for health and fitness), I will develop

OR -

a workout schedule for exercise three times a week at the

Sports Center.
OR

-

(If it is athletic skills), I will lnc:lude a recreation class
in my scheduling for the fall semester.

You get the idea.
At a meeting held for students involved in the program on March 8th, I distributed
to them a copy of the four year plan for this program and a draft of the student
development transcript form itself. At the meeting I pointed out to them that
your fot'lllal role with the program, per our original agreement, will end with the
conclusion of the two interviews this semester. I also asked them to complete the
transcript form by the time of their last interview with you and to review that
form with you during that interview. Later in the semester I will be sending you
additional copies of the transcript form for those students unable to attend the
meeting.
At the suggestions of several mentors, I have adjusted the suggested schedule for
interviews during this second semester as follows:
Interview 93

-

February 15 to March 1S

Incerview 14

-

March 15 to April 1S.

There is obviously flexibility within this schedule. However, I would like to ask
that you complete two interviews with each of your mentees by April 15. On April 20
I will be sending questionnaires evaluating the program to all the students involved
as well as to you.
Finally, as per the agreement reached at our meetings, I would ask you to initiate
the two interviews with your mentees during the sec:ond semester. If you are not
successful in reaching any of the students, please let us know and we will take
responsibility for tracking them down for you. You should know that the students
who attended the meeting on ~rch 8th evidenced a real appreciation for all of your
efforts.
That goes from me too.

Thanks.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Cosgr?'{e
Associate Dean i.'t Students
TJC:cab
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{J:J)

University of &n Diego

STUDENT AFFAIRS

May 9. 1983

Dear Mentors:
the academic year draws to a close, we have reached the final phase of
the pilot Student Development Mentoring/Transcript Proqram - i.e. evaluation.
To assist in this evaluation, I would like to ask of you the following:

Aa

l.

Complete the enclosed Mentor Questionnaire.
In addition to the multiple-choice items, there is space for other
suggestions and co11111ents you might have. Your feedback - positive
and negative - is important to us; so please be frank.

2.

Update the Mentor Report Form.
I am returning in this packet the Mentor Report Foi:ms completed
at the beginning of the semester. Please update this form including
information regarding interviews held since February. An extra
form is included in the event that you need more space for cc:aments.
Interview Session Report.
As an aid to you in keeping track of students• progress, your mentor
handbook included interview session swmnary sheets. I later sent
additional copies of these forms to you. Several mentors have
asked if they are to turn in these sheets. My thoughts on this issue
are these: on the one hand, descriptive comments on the interview
sessions might well provide us with a •feel• for the mentoring process;
on the other, as these were intended as private notes, you may feel
that they contain info~tion which you do not want to share.
I would, therefore, like to offer you the option of either including
these along with the other materials or not. In any case, be assured
that this information as well as particular responses to the
questionnaire will be kept confidential.

J.

4.

Student Development Task Inventories (SDTI).
Return your mentees' inventories that were distributed at t.~e beginning
of the year. These will be placed in the students' individual files.

Please return the above aiaterials in the intercampus envelope provided to my
attention at the Office of Student Affairs by Monday, May 18th. Co not fold
the questionnaires.
You should know that students have also been asked to c0111plete questionnaires
and that the response to date is over 90\l After tabulating all of the material,
I will be informing you of the results. I truly appreciate your efforts and
support for this program throughout the year.
With sincere thanks,

Themas J. Cosg~
Associate Dean of Students
TJC:hlm
Alcala Park, San

I

Diego. C.ihfomid q2110 &19/29J•4588
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MENl'OR REPORT

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NJUIE - - - - - - - - - - - - -

For each of the students assigned to you in the Student Development Transcript Program please
indicate the date of interviews held, the length of the interviews and any other contacts made:
l. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DATE:

STUOENT NAME

--------

LENG'l'H: - - - - - - - - -

OTHER CONTACTS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CCNMENTS:

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

LENGTH: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STUDENT NAME

OTHER CONTACTS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

COMMENTS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

-----------------STUDENT NAME

DATE:

--------

LENGTH:---------

OTHER CONTACTS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~S:

4. ----------------STODENT
NAME

DATE::

LENC;TH: - - - - - - - - -

0'fflER CCJITACTS: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COMMENTS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

l

I
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HAUDBOOK FOR ME~TORS

THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
TRANSCRIPT PROGRAM

'lhiversicy of San Diego

Septamer7 1982

I
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:t:

~ University cf c!lan Diea=,

STUDENT AFFAIRS

September 16, 1982

Dear Mentor,
Welcome to USD's Student Development Transcript Program!
The following pages contain an overview of the purposes and direction of
the program, some summary concepts gleaned from the research on college
student development, a description of your role as a mentor in the program and, finally, an index to USO resources and programs currently available to students.
The accompanying packet of resource materials contains specifics about
each of these programs and referral sources.
Thank you for participating in the program and for sharing our enthusias:n
for this new undertaking.
Sincerely,

Thomas J. Cosgrove
Associate Dean of Students
TJC:cab

Alcal.i Pirk, Sin Diego, c.lifornii 92110 714/293-4588
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STAT~ENT OF PURPOSE

I.

INTRODUCTION

The University of San Diego is committed to the 90&1 of holistic education-

to the intellectual, academic, personal, moral, cultural and physical education
llith this goal in llind the university has provided in addition
it■ students.

of

to its academic progr&m&, a multitude of invol~t opportunities for students
through participation in student government, student activities, residence ball
programs, recreation and leisure programs.

Counseling services are available to

students to assist them in career planning and in dealing with personal problems.
Faculty members serve students as academic

advisor■•

Op to the present ti.me, these services and activities have been available to

students in a cafeteria fashion with students free to participate wluntarily.
llhile such an approach has many beneficial features, i t provides little reinforceaent for participating and growing.

With this fact in aind and an awareness that

cmly a small portion of the student body afford

th11111Selve■

the oppartunity for

participation, the university bas been investigating ways of measuring

outccae ■

in terms of total student development.
Of growing concern to all private colleges and universities in view of the de-

clining population of college students in the l9B0'a is the question of retention.
l!etention experts, Lee Noel and Alexander Austin have stated three aain strategies
for effective retention:

1)

help students to develop a sense of pmpose (i.e.,

provide a good system of academic advising and career guidance
student as to vhat the college bu

to

offer and

2) educate the

3) dl!lllDllstrate personal c:cncern

and interest to the students.

Personal interviews conducted with a randolll

■uiple

o! U.S.D. st,)c!ents by a

Student Developnent 'l'uk Foree in the _1979-1980 school year uncowered three principal concerns among students at
-with faculty members

.e1\t and

I

o.s.D.:

l) a d- ■ir• for 1110re info:au.l interaction

2) a desire for 1110re aHistanc:e in career plazming and place-

3) a need for in=eaaed attention to advising.
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Given the increasing costs of a college education in an inflationary
economy and the scarc1ty of eaployaent opportwiities, students are increasingly
concerned about the aarketability of their college degrees. There is an
increasing need to be able to reaffirm the utility of a liberal arts education.
Prospective employers expect certain competencies of the college graduate the ability to read and write effectively, the ability to think logically,
yes, but other co111petencies too: the ability to comm.inicate with some
skill, strengths in interpersonal relations, the ability to apply knowledge,
make value judgements, make decisions, the ability to lead others. A representative of a major U.S. corporation on campus for placement interviews
approached the Dean of Students of the institution with this remark, "l
can't tell from looking at a transcript who is a leader, who has charisma,
who has the skills we're looking for. What can you tell me about these
students who are interviewing?"
In the academic realm, students accomplishments are evaluated and
recorded on an academic transcript. Faculty members do not hesitate to
specify certain requirements before they are willing to certify that a
student is competent in a subject matter. ~her dimensions of student
development are left, as it were, to chance. Despite the acknowledgement
that development is mlti-dilllensional, there is no record of a students
accomplishments in extra-curricular or co-curricular activities. Moreover,
there is, at present, no systematic way (comparable to academic advising)
for assisting students to focus on their own process of development, to
clarify their own developmental objectives and to provide access to those
progrllllS and opportunities which will assist them in achieving these goals.
II.

THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TRANSCRIPT - A THREE-PHASE PROGRAM

The Student Development Transcript is the name currently being used
to identify a variety of student development assessment/record keeping
sy~teS,1,S being tested at colleges and universities throughout the United
States. There are several dimensions to the various transcript programs:
l) a simple record keeping system; 2) an assessment process; and
3) a mentoring program.
1•

Record Keeping Systems
a) a siaple record of extracurricular activities is in use at Sale■
State College, Salem, Massachusetts and at the Univsity of Iowa,
where the systea is coaputeri:ed.
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bl

c)

a record keeping system with an evaluative component, the ev1rluation
being quantitative and indicating the extent of involvement in
a partic:ular organization or project. Such a system has been
in place since 1977 at the University of Minnesota, Waseca, where
they are likewise in the process of 1110ving to computerization.
a portfolio containing a variety of records of student development

w

experiences including personal growth contracts, evaluations of
work experiences, records of volunteer and extracurricular activities,
student resume and reference listing. (Notre Dame College of
Ohio; Azusa Pacific College, California)
2.

Assessment
The mere recording of extracurricular and co-curricular experiences
serves the student at the end of his/her college career when in the
process of seeking employment. Another dimension of the transcript

involves engaging the student in the process of goal setting throughout
his/her college career.
The SAIL (Student Activities Involvement

Log)

Program at the thliver-

sity of Maryland and the College Student Development Self-Assessment
Inventory, developed at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln, involve
the student in the self-assessment of seven different developmental
Both of these instruments •are designed to expand the

dimensions.

student's concept of activities, to challenge the student to think
about activities in the context of personal development, to set goals
and to make choices regarding his/her own activities and areas of
development and to choose them thO'.Jghtfully. The emphasis is on quality
of analysis rather than the quantity element of simply filling in
many areas superficially.
3.

Mentoring
These latter two forms are best ccxnpleted in the context of a
mentoring program wherein the student has a chance to discuss goals
and opportunities with an objective, mature person who is there to
listen, encourage, support, make suggestions, provide information
and help the student in understanding his/her own developmental process.
Otilizing all three components of a Student Development Transcript the record itself, the assessment proces·s and a mentoring program - presents
a 110re purposeful and deliberate approach to both in-class and out-of-class

I
I

I
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experiences which impact broader areas of develoi:-nt.

OUt-of-cl,ss activities
are no longer viewed as coincidental or tangential, but become again an
integrated part of the educational process. In-class activities are no
longer viewed as only illlpactin~ the intellectual realm, but are viewed
as affecting multiple areas of a student's sense of self.

III. RESEARCH STUDIES
Research conducted by Rebert Brown of the University of Nebraska, Lincoln and
others has indicated student, parent, faculty and administrative response to
the Student Development Transcript which would:
l.
2.
3.
4.
S.

generally support the transcript concept
support inclusion of personal development areas as dimensions of
the transcript
endorse almost all faculty and staff as potential transcript mentors
u~e some form of personal development in the transcript
be available in an extensive variety of formats and usages

The usefulness of a silllple record keeping system has been demonstrated in a
study conducted at the University of North Dakota where a sample of 498 employers
were sent a student res:ime with co-curricular activities listed in a section
labeled "School Honors, Professional Societies and other School Activities•,
a co-curricular transcript with activities listed by categories, and a three page
questionnaire. The results of the survey indicated that only 28\ of the employers
rated the currently used resume as presenting the job applicant's co-curricular
activities very well or quite well.

71.l\ definitelv wanted included or creferred
to have included the co-curricular transcriot as a part of a job apolicant's
credentials.

IV. POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Some of the potential benefits which the program offers to USO are as follows:

I

l.

Motivate students to consider pursuing those experiences which
might pro1110te personal development growth.

2.

Provide students and mentors with diagnostic tool{sl for assessing
personal growth.

3.

Provide students and staff with a record of student attainments,
accomplishments, and competencies which can be used for securing
employment.
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4.

Provide students with an ,Uldicator of growth at college age which
can be used in later years aa a measure and stimulus for future
life planning and development:

S.

Provide a means for individuali:ing and humani:ing the University
experience for students not presently being personally helped,
encouraged, etc.1

6.

Increase student satisfaction with their University;

7.

Increase the retention of students from the freshman year to
the sopho1110re year and beyond::

8.

Provide administration and faculty with information which will
be of help in writing letters of reco1111J1endation, deciding on
recipients of awards, etc.;

9.

Provide the University with another avenue to be clearer about
its expectations for students, a factor which, in itself, pre~ent
research studies indicate, is significant to student growth
and development.
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THE ROLE OF THE MENTOR
WHAT IS A MDITOR?
A mentor has been described as •a trusted counselor, guide, friend and teacher ...
a collaborator with students who strives to help students achieve their personal
goals and who facilitates or guides rather than dictates or directs.•

WHAT COES THIS PROGRAM ASK OF YOU?
l.

That you attend a 2 hour •orientation to the Concept" meeting.

2.

That you attend a lS-20 minute "Meet Your Mentor• session.

3.

That you act as a personal resource to four freshmen students for one academic
year.

4.

That you meet with those students a minimum of two times during the fall
semester and two times during the spring semester for l/2 hour sessions
dealing with their overall goals for their college years at USO.

S.

That you complete an evaluation form which will be sent to you mid-March,
1983.
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A SUGGESTED SEQUENCE POR MENTOR MEETINGS

Interview •1 -- October 1982:
l.

Review assessment form with the student

2.

Discussion of some of the items listed •YES" for further discussion

3.

Preliminary goal setting--the student selects one goal of primary
importance to him/her

Interview •2 -- November 1982:
l.

How's it going?

2.

Satisfaction with the University?

3.

Progress on goal(s) selected

4.

Possibly select goal 12

Interview •3 -- Early February 1983:
l.

Any changes over vacation period?

2.

New goals?

3.

Additional goals

New perspective?

(Grades may make a difference)

Interview #4 -- Early March 1983:

I

l.

A review of the year and plans for yea.r ll2

2.

What have I learned about me?

3.

What to do in the time left in the semester?

4.

Any plans for summer?

5.

Complete transcript fonn
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!OIJOR AREAS CE' COLLEGE STUDENT CEVELOPMENT

The six personal development areas utilized in this self-assessment
inventory can be characterized as follows:
~.

Ir.

III.

-rv.

v.
VI.

Personal Identity and Lifestyle: sense of purpose, personal valwe
systems, career plaMing, self-assessment and goal-setting skills,
decision-making and problem-solving skills.
Multicultural Awareness: sensitivity and understanding of the
diversity of values, perspectives, and lifestyles o! d:i!~~rent
cultures, ability to interact effectively in a pluralistic society.
Interpersonal Competencies and Relationships: communication skills,
ability to understand and empathize, capacity to assist and provide
emotional support, group work, leadership skills.
Academic Skills and Intellectual Competencies: ability to participate
in independent learning, utilize successful study skills, cognitive
growth through structured learning experiences, specific vocational
skills.
Aesthetic Awareness: appreciation of the arts including music, art,
and literature; a sense of personal competency and participation in
the arts.
Health, Physical Fitness, and Recreation: knowledge of health, fitness
and nutritional information; recreational, athletic, and leisure skills.

The College Student Cevelopment Self-Assessinent Inventory was developed
at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln as part of the Cevelopmental Meneori~~-:-ranscript Project. It may be used without permission by individuals
and organizations only with the display of this boxed passage as acknowledgement to the Project. Written notification of its use 1o10uld be appreciated:
Cevelopmental Mentoring-Transcript Project, 21 Teachers College, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 98588. PlaMing Group: R:>bert D.
Brown, Director; David A. CeCoster, Co-Oirector1 Jane Baack, Mary !Cramer,
Hark sanstead, Vernon Williams, and Doris Wright.
Copyright Pending, 1979

I
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RESOORCES WHICH RELATE TO '1'HE DIMENSIONS a" DEITEI.OPMmT
DIMENSION
1. Intellectual

2. Leisure

ACADEMIC LIFE
•All academic
classes
•Academic Advisor
oinformal contact
with faculty
•Library
eHedia Center
•Computer Center

a Reading-Lit.
•Computer Games
•Film Appreciation
.Music, Art, Orama
classes

c:»IPOS LIFE
.Faculty/student
Forums
•ARCSB
!Alcohol Ed. Program
•Academic Com.
•Health Awareness
Day
•Speakers Bureau
•Writing Clinic
•Study Skill Workshop

•Re=eational Outings
•Intramural Program
eASB social Events
.cultural Arts Programs
•Film Forum
•Concerts

PERSONAL LIFE
oStudy schedule
•Time Mgmt

•Outside Readinq
oNewspapers
eMaga:z:.ines

•Personal Reading
•TV

.sports Events
~Hobbies
•Vacations

3. Cultural

•Music Appreciation
•Art History
•Art Classes
•Theatre Arts
.Classes
•Drama Classes
.History Classes

~cultural Arts Program
~CUltural Arts Board
.Noon Concert Series
•Founders Gallery
.Opera Workshop
•Spring Musical

•Concerts
•Symphony
.Opera
eI.ocal Attractions
•Sports Events

4. Physical

oPhys. ed classes
•Health Class
ointercollegiate
Athletics

•Exercise Rm,
Gym, Pool
•Intramural Prog.
,..Intercollegiate
Athletics
•Clubs(Rugby, Ski)

•Personal ex.
Program
•Residence life
games
oNeighl:lorhood
Programs

s.

.Philosophy classes
eReligious studies
classes
ePsyschology classes
.Sociology Classes
•Class discussion
~Hodel O.N.
•Academic Clubs
oBusiness Classes
eEducation Classes

.Orientation Team
•Campus Ministry
•Retreats
.campus Ministry
.clubs, Organi:z:..
.Resident Ass'ts
.ASB Ex. Board
.Program Board
•Leadership Class
•Residence Activity Board
eFraternities/Scr •
• clubs, Organi:z:..

•5ame Sex Friencs

Personal/
Interpersonal

.ep. Sex Friends
•Relationship to
parents
•'Relationship to
relatives
•Residence Life
•Relationship to
faculty/admn.
•Friendships
•Rcoml:lates
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RESOORCES Cont'd

DIMENSION
6. career

7.

I

Spiritual ,

ACADEMIC LIFE

CAMPUS LD'E

PERSONAL LIFE

.Career Development ciass

.Alumni career
Day
.career Counseling SVCS
•Volunteer Programs
•Career Counseling ciass

00ff-ca111pus employ
.01i-campus employ
.Work Study

•Religious
Studies Class

•Penance SVcs
•Masses
•Campus Ministry Retreats
• Campus Ministry
Coamittees
•Religious Studies
Club

oMa.sses
.Penance Svcs
.Home Parish
.spiritual Adv •
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USO RESOURCES .I\NO REFERRAL INFORMATION

Your mentor packet contains a number of informative brochures specific to
various programs offered to USO students. The key resource is ARCHWAYS,
the 1982-83 student handbook. In the following pages this information is
grouped according to dimensions of student development in the hope that
this grouping will serve as an easy index for you as you discuss various
concerns of students listed on the College Student Development Self-Assessment Inventory.
If you know of other departments with helpful services which have been omitted
please let me know that so that I may pass on this information to the other
mentors.
Thank you.
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INDEX TO USO RESOURCES ANO REFERRAL INFORMATION
I.

ACADEMICS
A.

SERVICF.S:
l. Academic calendar
~AYS, pgs. 4, 5
2. Counseling, qeneral
Educational Development Center,
3. Foreign Student Advising -Educational Development Center,
4. Tutoring(Math, Writing Clinic,Foreign Languages,
Accounting lab, Economics)
5. Credit by examination
6. Academic advising - See Preceptor
7. Media Center/Library/Computer Center
ARCHWAYS,

ARCHWAYS, pg. 63
ARCHWAYS, pg. 64
ARCHWAYS, pg. 64

pg. 66

B.

CLASS~:

Each semester the School of Education offers special courses for
undergraduates interested in developing or improving personal and
learning skills •. ~ng those courses are: Educ. l, Learning Development: Educ. 2, Reading Development: Educ. lO, Stress ~nagernent:
Educ. 11, Career Life Planning (see Education brochure in mentor
packet)

c.

ASB PROGRAMS:
l. ASB Speakers Bureau - Look for posters, flyers, articles in Vista
2. ASB Student/Faculty Forums- See posters, flvers, articles in Vista
3. ASB Academic Committees - See forthcoming b~ochure
--4. ASB Academic Research Grants - Contact Maria Brightbill in the ASB Office
s. ASB Film Forum - See Film Forum Schedule posted

0.

ACADEMIC CLUBS:
Students interested in getting together with other students in a pa:-<:iC'~lar
academic discipline may be interested in one or more of the following
organizations: The Accounting Society, American Marketing Association, Biology
Club, College Republicans, Council for Exceptional Children, Finance and Investment Society, French Club, German Club, Italian Club, Spanish Club, Model United
Nations, Philosophy Club, Political Science Club, Psychology Club, Religious
Studies Club. (See ARCHWAYS , pgs. 74-78 for furt~er details.)

E.

HONORARY GROUPS

F.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS:
See ARCHWAYS, pg. 72
l. Vista
2. The Alcala (Yearbook)

- ARCHWAYS, P<J. 79

II.~
A.

SERVICES

l.
2.
3.

Career Placement and Counseling Services - ARCHWAYS pg. 64
Career Life Planning Class (Educ. ll - See School of Education brochure)
Part-time Jobs - See Student Employment Center, Serra Hall Rt:>om 320 (ARCHWAYS
pg. 67)

B.

PROGRAMS

l.
2.

I

ASB Career Forums - See flyers, posters,
Alumni Career Day
T.B.A.

~
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III.

CULTURAL

A.

2.

Opera Performance

3.

Spring Musical

-

- T.B.A.
April 14, 15, 16, 17, 1983

B.

ASB CULTURAL ARTS BOARD
l. Modern dance performance, mime troupe, major professional performance see posters, flyers, calendar, Vista
2. Laserium - Sound and light show~. 16, 1962
3. Tickets for Globe Theatre performances - See calendar and other publicity

C.

ASB FILM FORUM

D.

SAN DIEGO

E.
F.

IV.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
l. Founders Gallery

-

See flyer in mentor packet

CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS - See ARCHWAYS, pgs. 106, 107
USO PEP BAND(Performance opportunities for talented musicians)ARCHW~Y~. pq. 77

LARK/BULLPEN - Popular entertainment series sponsored by the ASB - See ASB
calendar, posters, Vista

HEAI.TH, FITNESS, RECREATION

Personal fitness: The USD Sports Center offers an olympic-sizec pool,
two weight rooms, outdoor racquetball courts, four east and eight west
tennis courts. Hours: Monday - Thursday 9AM - 10PM
10AM - 6PM
Fri, Sat, Sun
(USD I.O. required)
2. Aerobic Class sponsored by the Associated Students, Student Union, Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from 7pm to 8PM and from 8F!1 to 9PM begiMing Tuesday,
Sept. 21, admission free,
3. Intramural Program - See Intramural Brochure
4. Recreation Classes, general - See academic class list
5. Recreation Classes, acquatic - See Mission Bay Acquatic Center Brochure
6. Intercollegiate Athletics - ARCHWAYS, pgs. 100-105
7. Clubs: The opportunity for students to participate in team sports on a club
level is available through the following ASB sponsored clubs - Hockey Club,
La Crosse Club, Rugby Club, Snow Ski Club, Surfing Association, Water-Ski
Club, Ultimate Frisbee Club, USO Pep Squad. ARCHWAYS, pg. 74-78
8. ~nday Night Football will be a regularly attraction in the Lark (Student Union)
during the fall football season. Games will be shown on a large-screen TV.

l.

V.

I

PERSONAL/INTERPERSONAL/LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
A. ASB COMMITl'EES: Opportunities for students to become involved in the Associated Student Government are available through a variety of c0111111ittees associated with the workings of that organization. See ARCHWAYS, pgs. 70-73 for
descriptions of those co111111ittees.
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B.

CLUBS

1.

D.

The A.W.C. is a newly fon,ed service organization
for interested women on campus. The purpose of the
organization is to service various functions sponsored
by the University. Interested students should contact advisors Jean Grech, Head Resident Phase B
Mission Housing or Sara Finn, Director of Public Relations.
2. Circle K: Circle K is a world-wide university service organization devoted
to promoting student involvement in colml!Unity and on-campus
service projects. For further information see ARCHWAYS, pg. 75
3. Commuters In Action (C.I.A.): The Commuter Club is a group of USD students
who meet weekly to keep infon,ed on school activities and to
plan activities specifically designed for commuter students. See
ARCHWAYS, pc;. 75.
RESIDENCE ACTIVITY BOARD: The Residence Activity Board, COCtposed of two students
from each residence area and the resident director is a group
which plans events for all students who live on campus. See
ARCHWAYS, PG. 94.
CAMPUS MINISTRY RETREATS - See campus Ministry Brochures and ARCHWAYS, pg. 65

E.

GREEK LIFE:

C.

F.

VI.

Students interested in joining a fraternity or sorority on campus
should contact the following persons:
Alpha Delta Pi National Sorority
President - Lauren Ledbetter, ASB Office
Advisor - Barbara Schmitz, Office of Student Affairs
Zeta Tau Alpha National Sorority
President - Patti Lindhorst, ASB Office
Mvisor - Barbara Schmitz
Phi Kappa Theta National Fraternity
President - Steve Welch, ASB Office
Advisor - Fr. Owen Mullen
Sigma Pi National Fraternity
President, Mike McGuire, ASB Office
Advisor, John Trifiletti
ALCOHOL AND DRDG EDUCATION
1. ADE Alliance: This is a campus-wide committee designed to provide
alcohol education for the USO campus. See description of
the objective of the committee enclosed. Interested students
should contact Gaye Soroka, Special Projects Coordinator, Office
of Student Affairs, Serra 200.
2. BACCHUS: This is a student-run organization designed to promote the responsillle use of alcohol. See enclosed brochure.

SPIRITUAL
A.
B.
C.

I

Alcala Womens Club:

CA.-n>US MI~IISTRY RE':'REATS - ARCHWAYS, pg. 65
OIMPUS MINISTRY COMMITTEES - AllCHWAYS, pg. 65 and Campus Ministry Brochure
DAILY MASS: MOnday, Wednesday, Friday - 7AM, 12:15PM, 5PM
Tuesday, Thursday
- 7AM, 12:15PM
Saturday
4:30PM
Sunday
7PM
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o.
VII,

ASB Community Service Project - See ARCHWAYS, pg. 72

FINANCIAL
A.
B.
C.

Office of Financial Aid - ARCHWAYS, pg. 67
Student Employment Center - Serra Hall, Room 230, Sr. Dale
Other on-campus jobs
l. Physical Plant - contact Bill McGibney
2. Food Service
- contact Rudy Spano or Linda Patzold

TO ICE:EP INFOR.'!ED, BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

I

Vista, the student newspaper comes out every Friday.
The Campus Calendar of Events, published by the Office of Special Events is
available every Friday.
The Wallpaper Journal located on four bulletin boards throughout the school
contains articles of interest to students.
The Faculty Newsnotes copies are available in the ASB Office for interested
students.
Bulletin Boards - check these regularly for upcoming events.
ASB Senate meets every Thursday from ll:30-12:30 in Salomon Lecture Hall.
ASB Program Board meets every Monday from 12 to 1PM in Serra Hall Conference
Room.
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GOAL PLANNING WORKSHEET

List a goal. _____________________________

l.

Note:

Is it specific?
Is it realistic--that is, consistent with my personal
characteristics, abilities and opportunities?

2.

Describe how you will know when you meet this goal._

3.

Brainstorm all the possible steps that could be involved in your
reaching that goal. NUl!lber the steps in the order that you will
need to perform the1:1. Use the extra space to list sub-steps if
needed. For example, if one step is to interview a professional in
your field, a sub-step may be c01:1piling a list of people you miaht
contact about an interview with them.
A

-------------------------------- ----

B

C

D

E

F

4.

Questions to consider and discuss: What is the timeline to complete
each step? Describe how you will reinforce your commitment to meet
each step in the process.
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
STOD£NT DEVELOPMENT TRANSCRIPT PROGRAM

S'!'Otll::NT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

!'!E:NTOR

SESSION# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LENGTH OF SESSION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SUMMARY OF SESSION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SESSION

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:.ENGT!! OF SESSION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE

----------

SOMMARY OF SESSION - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
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l"ENTOR DIRECTORY
~

~

OFFICE

1, , Or. Jtathleen Dugan

Rel. Studies

05290B

•

PHONE
4404

•

2.

Prof. Timothy Er.in

English

Cl54

3.

X-athy Estey

Admission s

S203

4506

4.

Prof. Joe Gallen

Rel. Studies

Sll7

4734

5.

Jean Grech

Res. Director

M/C

298-5418

6.

Rick Hagan

Housing

M/C

293-7391

7.

or. Michael Haney

Psycholog y

Gl05

a.

4744

carol Holmes

Admission s

S203

4506

9.

Dr. James Hottois

Poli. Sci.

Fll4

4545

10.

Dr. Johanna Hunsaker

Business

SB101B

4234

11.

Dr. Author Hughes

Presiden t

05257

4520

12.

or. Edward Kujawa

Education

05276

4286

13.

Sr. Helen Lorch

Res. Oir./Histo :ry

Sl2 Founders

4503

14.

David Navarro

Res. Director

DS302

4505

15.

Dr. Jack Opdycke

Chemistry

C34I

4421

16.

Judy Sandman

4454

Housing

M/C

293-7391

17. Barbara Schmitz
lE. Or. Michael Soroka

Student Activitie s
Sociology

S200
05120F

4590
446'1

19. Dr. Barton Thurber

English

Cl76A

4319

20. John Trifilet ti
:!J. or. Michael Wagner

Res.

2: .

Skip Walsh

:?3. Tim Willard
2~ .. or. Susan Zgliczyns k.i
'?~.

Dr. Frank Young

Director

M/C

295-3510

Philosoph y

Fl60B

4705

Residence Life

M/C

293-7390

Developm ent

05260

4805

Education

DS276

4287

Anthropol o~y

05120B

4725
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COLu:GE STODENT OEVE!.OPMENT SE:!.F-ASSESSME:NT INVENTORY
Introductio n
This inventory provides an awareness of the many dimensions of persona!

growth that might be addressed during the college years.
It offers you the
opportunity to rate yourself on two aspects related to these dimensions :

(l) your present level of c0111petency for each area, and (2) how sat.~fied you
feel about your abilities. Thus, the inventory is intended to get you t.hinki.ng
about yourself and to help you create= overall profile of your personal development. Continued growth will occur through classroom instruction and
learning experiences available throughout the campus environmen t. Your ability
to set goals and identify activities that fulfill your objectives are important
factors that can enhance this educationa l process.
Directions
The inventory lis't.S 56 different dimensions clustered in six ma;or areas
of personal developmen t. You are asked to answer three questions related to
each item.
l.

What is your proficiency or kn01tledge level? Circle the appropriate
nt::nber after each item according to the following legend:
l = Very Low
=- Low
• Uncertain
= High
= Very High

2
3
4
5

2.

How satisfied are you with your ability in this area? C:..rcle the
appropriate nwnber in the second column after each item according
to the following legend:
1 • Very Low
Low
2
3
Uncertain
4 • High
Very High
5

3.

Would you like to talk about this topic to either get a better idea
of your skills or find out how you :night l.lllprove? Circle either
"yes• or "no" in the third column after each item.

SAMPLE ITEM:
Being a leader of a group

5 4

JG) l

@)

The response to the sample 1tem indicates that the individual 1s uncertain

No

or confused about his or her skills on this dimension, is somewhat dissatisfie d
with this proficiency level, and would like to discuss this topic in the future.

1

I
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COLLEGE STODENT DE:VEt.OPMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT INVENTORY
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,;Sex: _ _ _ _ _Age: _ _ _ __

Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Year:
Ethnic Background:

FR

SO

JR

SR

Black, Non-Hispanic
---American Indian or Alaskan Native
---Hispanic
---Asian or Pacific Islander
---White, Non-Hispanic
Other
Proficiency
Level
High
Low

Satisfaction
Level
High
Low

Overall Life Goals

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

2.

Self-Knowledge

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

3.

Moral and Pe~sonal Values

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

4.

Problem Solving Skills

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

5.

Self-Assessment Skills

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

Ne

6.

Tlllle-Management

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

7.

sexuality

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

8.

Spiritual & Religious Values

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

9.

Career Planning & Choice

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Ability to set and achieve
goals

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

11.

Self-Sufficiency Skills

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

12.

Other

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

II.

MULTI-CULTURAL AWARENESS

I.

PERSONAL IDENT!TY
AND LIFE STYLE

1.

10.

Further
Discussion

Understanding of other:
13.

Religions

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

14.

Cultures and Races

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

15.

Countries

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

16.

Members of my own culture
of the opposite sex

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

Other

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

17.

-over2
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III.

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
ANO RELATIONSHIPS

Proficiency
Level
I.ov
High

Satisfaction
Level
I.ow
High

Further
Discussion

Being an effective member
of a group

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

19.

Being a leader of a group

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

20.

Relationships with same
:;ex friends

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Relationships vith opposite
sex friends

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

22.

Relationships with parents

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

23.

Public speaking skills

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

24.

Developing intimate
relationships

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Teaching, 1\dvising, and
Helping Others

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

26.

Other

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

IV.

ACADEMIC SKILLS AND
INTELLECTUAL COMPETENCIES

27.

Study techniques

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

28.

Reading speed

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

29.

Note-taking

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

30.

Writing skills

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

31.

Working vith numbers

S 4 3 2 l

s

4 3 2 l

Yes

No

32.

Listening skills

S 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

33.

HUl!lanities

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

34.

Natural Sciences

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

35.

Social Sciences

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

36.

Specific Vocational
Skills

5 4 3 2 l

S 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Other

S 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

18.

21.

25.

..
37.
v.

&

comprehension

AESTHETIC AWARENESS
J:nowledge and appreciation of:

38.

Music

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

39.

Art

5 4 3 2 l

S 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

3
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Proficiency
Level
High
Low

Satisfaction
Level
High
Low

Further
Discussion

40.

Drama

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

41.

Literature

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

42.

Dance

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

43.

Other

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Performance:
44.

Music

S 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

45.

Art

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

46.

Drama

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

47.

Literature

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

48.

Dance

5 4 3 2 l

S 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

49.

Other

s

4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

VI.

HEALTH, PHYSICAL FITNESS,
A."ID RECREATION

so.

Health habits

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

Sl.

Nutritional knowledge

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

52.

General fitness

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

53.

Hobbies

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

54.

Recreational Skills

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

ss.

Use of leisure time

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 l

Yes

No

56.

Other

5 4 3 2 l

5 4 3 2 1

Yes

No

VII.

Is there anything else that you would like to relate about yourself and your
personal development? (Use reverse side for additional space, if necessary)

-over4
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Additional Information or Concerns:

The College Student Development Self-Assessment Inventory was developed at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln as part of the Developmental Mentoring-Transcript
Project. It may be used without permission by individuals and organizations
only with the display of this boxed passage as acknowledgement to the Project.
Written notification of its use would be appreciated: Developmental MentoringTranscript Project, 21 Teacher College, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln,
Nebraska 68588. Planning Group: Robert D. Brown, Director; David A. Decoster,
Co-Director; Jane Baack, Mary Kramer, Hark Sanstead, Vernon Williams, and Doris
Wright.
Copyright Pending, 1979

5

I.
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~
rU")
rro::::t'

,..,..--•------L.o-,-,-----

PL.EASE l'RINT. YOIJl'I NAME----F_---- -.,..,.,.._-,-.,,-...

When wor■

e""ot"'Y----------.s"'t""A..t"'t________z"",'"' "'e"o"0"'t-

1

Aru

Cooa

you bornr

[DDJ[D

HOME STREET A00RE$S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Month
(01-121

Harne ,;;one ~o

0 • .,

Y..,

(0~•~!1

NT INFORMATION F R
DIRECTIONS

rllld by M optic:al
m■rk reader. Your car-'ul obM"once of
m... • - umplo lllla will be most ■ppr•
'{;i,,,; raspon1e1 will be

cuto11.

•Uoo!:!!!-

-~INo.2 ■ -11.

• ...._ 111an M.ac --•• awn fih IN c••·
• f r - CNlflly llf'IY--- ~ WR to c:heftll,
• Make no 11ray ....,..,... of eny k.and.

l!'ar Slllda,t:
TH iafonna1ioa in dail r - is bcina c:ollccted • part of ■ -t!aum, lftldy of hiper
lion conducled joindy by Ille America• Counci OIi Educalioil ud tbt llaMniey of Califoraia
II Los An,ria Your wluaury panicipalion iD tbis n:xarcll ■ brine IIO!icital ia anltr 10 ■ch,.... ·
1 btlltr undtnundin& cl 11,.,.. 1tlldn11 .,.. affectfd by their
upnimcn. O.ts~ed infca•
matioD on tbt pl, and ~ of this resarc:11 propam .,.. fmnisbed minean:h rcporu owailabl< from lht Laban1ory fot" ~ on Hipn Ed11c:1tioa at OCLA. ldtnrifyin& infonnalion
has betn reques1td i• ordtr 10 11111.e subwq11a11 mail follo,.-ap llllldia poaible. Your rnponat
will be held ill th• mic1nt proleaional conrlllfflC't.

a1:.C.

con.,.

EXAMPLE:

Si=rely.

Wdl --II■ ffwde w.111 lileltootnt Of fetl•IIP fflllf't&er

11o.,.._1y_, "'•·

.Q

Aleundtr W. Aalia. Di=1or
Coopen1iw lnslin111on■I R..earc:h Pro,nim

No . . •

5. Wharo did you get the mon-v to S-Y for
coll-v, this year? Mr1ta ,n ac11.,a1001L1t
amoun11; ...,,u •-o·· if f1Dft9}

DO NOT MARK IN THIS AREA

Gran11 and a:hotar11'uP1, •• ..s______
All loant . . • • . . . . . . . : S " - - - - - -

12. HHI you hid, or do you fnl that YOU will
need. any spocial tutoring or remechal wori<
in any of tho following sub1ocu?
IMlrk all that
-y)

or •"'"91 ...... .:''------Potenttaftd/o,-• .•. ,:S_ _ _ _ __

6a. How many persons ar■ curren1ly dei,en•
dent on your parents for support !include
yourself and your porenu. 1! 1pplicabl• P

,o

20

JO •0

s:>6"'"'°'":)

6b. How many of mese dependtnta other thin
your~lf art currently attending colie9< 5

llloneQ

1

20

0

Jo,rnoroO

7. Whal was your H■r191 grade in high school?
IMo•k onol

A°' A•

Q

B

Q

•-0 B-0
B•O C• 0
8.
1. Your sex:

Melo .•

0

Femo11 ..

0

IMo•• onol

No •.

did you rank ac:adomically in your
high school gr1dua11ng dass? !Mo•• onol
Toe,~ . . . O
Founh 20'0r. •..• O

U
MoOdlo 20'1. .. 0

O ..... .0

\9

20 . . . . . .

CMer• one I

-

21-2c .•.... 0
25-~- •....
30-39 ...•.• 0
'0-~ . . . . . .

:,

55<WOld• •••

o
o

. . . . . . ' .. ,

0

4. In what yur did you •adull• from
hith IChool?

1•1 .•..••• U
11110 ..••..

0., IIOI F-11 INI

-

G.E.O. 1111 .•

C, -.. _ ...,

20,, . . .

Q

0
p.,,.,.,,. nuc»n,: 1 . . . . 0
Full•t.,. ltuorn,' . . . .

0

o """-····· .0

-1... . _ _ _ _k,_
1 1179
- : ...
_
_ _ ..,._
_ _ _ _ Do not

li

~"'

~~

~·~

oo

00

Sac:111 uuo,n.
-:) ,.,:)
S.:,onco . . . . VV

MotllomotaC,C

Fo,e,gn langu.191" ,: .~

En,lolh ·• ·
R•dong . . .

13. How many milts II this collev• from
your permanent home? tMlra onel

5.,,,....... 0

5,.,00

6-10 . . . . . . .

10,.soo

11.50 .•....

o
Q

. .

c,
O

Mort """ SOO • , (',

14. Whore do you plan to liu during tho fall
t■ rm? If you had I choice. w!>ero would
you hn• pr-'■rrtd to liH?
'aan
,.,_,_
CMark one tn MCh coh,r,m)
W1U1 parents o, rtitatlWfl . • • .

Othat

p,n,1111' flOffll. 101.

°' rm.

To Lift

To L,..

0

·~

c,

....,

C:0,11191 donn110"Y

0

0

Fr11111f'ntf't o, totOf•~ houM .

0
0
0

0

Othtt

camotn 111ii10tnt t\Oli11ng

Ott\et ..

()

0

15. Is this coll■g1 your: tMo<• -1

10. Prior to mis term. hne you • - taken
coun11 for a edit 11 th,s 1n111tu11an?
Y11 •.

Q

No ..

-:o

Fust cttoce? ..

0

Sll:OIICI choco?.

0

Tiurd choco? .•

11. Sinc:a leH1n1 high school, h1w1 you 11er
taken _ , ... II !!!r !!!!!!! lftllltution?
CMer• •II 11\at ICJC)ly

1-k onol

1912. , ..••. ;:,

L,0-,1

9. Ar• you 11nrollod lor enrolhngl aa 1:

3. How old will you be on December 31
of th11 yur? ,,._,., on.l

...

Q

oO

Wher■

Second 20-. .

2. Aro you I tttonn?

C

.,l l
.::.-~

Wo,k

F•

t11 -CGl-•I
Cndit
No ..•••.•••••••••• ••
Yos. .n a,..,_. or ....... COllell■ .
•ta fCM.W.y_, ca&..,. OI

Nol I •
Crodil

0 .... 0
0 .... 0

V•.

--................. o .... o

Lea man m,rd

-•' ..... 0

0

16. To how many coll1911 oth■r than 1h11 one
did you apply for aclmiUian 1h11 y11r?

Noom•

I.

0

l.

0

• ,, ............
,, _____,_ --............
0

5 .....

0

,.o •. o ...........,0

17. How many odl■r ~ did you
thi1 year? (W.,11. one)

rec11•••
_,. Q

--•-.-1......
1I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
!!!!!!!•-• ✓ ·••

,c·., TllaMYou.i

v •• at.,,.,. oth9r pamacondaty

-IFo,H.. -nc.l.

0 .... 0

1.Q

l.Q

5 ..... Q

2.0 c.O , ............::,

-1-
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U. How much of you, hnt year·a educ:a11onal
■as,,eMft (room, board, tuition, and fH1)
do you

al tM

1xpec1

to cower from

!!5!?

liflad below?

ICM,rces

•Mo••~ - IOUtCtl
."'

~

pOUIC>il

...............m,ly•od.o,9;111 •.

~

..,,ell

/

i 1-.·,_.
~
, a1?;
/

.. ,

t
~ • ~ ••• 0
000000

Grent1 or $c:holarlfUPI ·
PIii

G<•nt ........... 000000

Suoe>llfflef"lt•I EctucahoNI

C)poorn,n,ty G<•nt .... 0 0 0 0 0 0
_s,.,, .,,.o..,,,,.o"' g,ant. .. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coll999grant
fo,,...

tl\lnot>o..l . . . . . C.OOOOO
'.'.t>,""'"''"""11'•"' ...... 000000
Loa'n1

23. For !ht actmties below. indicate
29. In deciding to ID IO COll09t, how
onn you did during the E!!!! ~ . If you
porunt 10 you wu NCh of Ill•
engaged in an actiwity frequently. mark
following reason,?
0 . If you angaged in an actioity one or
more tifflft, but not freq111ntly. mark@
C,._;k one •"sw. to,
!occasionally). MarkE)Cnotatalll
,.
MCh P01t1bl1 ••t0n)
1f y1111 hawo not performed tht
~ ~
activity during the PIii year.
.J ;

j

,._f

(Mark one to, NCh i1em}

ft\ayecl • mullC.II in1uumen1 ••••

Ij

Myc,o,..,11-tld-lOfl) . . . .
I Could

Atl■nolld • rehg10USNfWICI ••••• {E)i§)•E)

ot"•

........... ,JC>OO::::l()

®®e
. €) ® @

Stavld up au n,ght . • • . • • . .

Dr•n•-· ............. €)@®
Wo,ked

,n. local, •••••• or

national POI meal camoa,gn .••

®® ®

O No

24. Art you a U.S. citizen?.. 0 Yn

(Mark onel

0
v ... 1d1n11c■ I. . . . . 0
Yes. fra1arn.al •.••• 0

No . . . . . . . . . . .

aid, would you have attended a different college? 26. Ar• you: !Mark onel
Yn
...•.
Not prnenUy nw"'9d • . . . • • . . . . . .
Ml,yt,o

l>io

.••

••.....••

20. Please an,_, the following questions •••ding
the Pell Grant and GSL (Guaranteed Student
Loan I finanaal aid program,. IM••• 111 that
apply '" NCh columnl

Pall

Granu
I ftaift tt_..c, of ffltl P,OQ"effl . • .

I aoohld tor aid from tht1 0'09'1ffl .
I QU,hl..O for

twt\etPI.,

■ Id'"

0,

GSL
Loa,.

.o . ... C,

.0.

0

l'tus OfOQraffl

(.;

not I aophed I

21. Wtrt you last yttr. or will you be this y11r:
L"""9 wnh you, perwnn lfor more
lftlln fn,e ConNCUltWQ -...1111 • , • • • • •

,:ltfd as• dlPenO,lft, on your per■nn·

Y•

~

0 .. ()

F■c,p ■I IIICOl'fte T■a Return ••••••. () •. .::)
Rec■o,,"I ...11ance

22.

l ..

'Xl. Pltne an•-• the following n ./ ./ ~
they apply to ~e time when

0 . .0

Q
ltack/Nog,o/Alro,-oc.en ..•••...•.•.. 0

Wll,11,c:a..c-n • . • • • . • • . . . • • . . • • • • .

-~--,0r-111 ...............

-.,......,........................ o
Me•a,....,,_,c:an/Oucano . . . . • . • . . • • . .
'-to A_._can . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . .

Othor . • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

0

C
U

0

:

~..,

you were 9'0w1ng up.

~~ ::,

IMlrk on• for uch neml

.-

~

0

.J

j /
~

00 0 0
My fatnor "'°'kid full•t""•· •. 0000
My moth• -••Id lull•t•m• .. 00 0 0
My moth..... ,cs. l>Ort•llme 10b. 0 0 0 0
W• ''"'"" Engi"" '" our . 00 0 0
My poronu h - IC19"th• . . • .

28. What is the highnt ectclemic
cle9rH thll you intend ID
obtain?
(Mar Ir.

wo,lh S&OO or

ftlOr■ horn you, parents . . • • • • • • •
Are you: CMo•• .,, 11111 C10lyl

«1uca110n •rid

td••

no1h1ng

@) © {3
(~, ©@

Den• ta oo

Toma111.em1amar1cut1"'«IP..-10n

~©(?

To bl able 10 PNlr.e more moftft'.

~)

1n1ernt me
To mw1

M'lllllf

. . . . . . .

© '3

GJ © iB
©G

. .

ind 1n1Pl'lt1ng 0.0011 ~•

To PfllDII' ■ myuU tor graoua1e or

P,ofnMOnal IChool • . . . .
®©~
30. Do you havt any concern about your
ability to financa your college educa•
tion? IMo•• one I
None II lll'T'I confi.01n1 1n1t I wdl

... (

t\ave sutfcaen1 tuno11
Some conc•n lbut I will 0,00101v

.C

0fle

m each column)

1l

i

li

i :,
1 j=
o .. o
i

.:t•

0 .. 0
0 .. 0
O .0
0 .Q
M.D • 0.0 .• 0.0.S .• °' 0.V.M. . . 0
0
LL.II. c,, J.D ILawl . . . . . • . . . 0
0
I.D ar M.D,. IDnnnotyl. . . . . 0 .. 0
Ot110, . • • •
• . .
• ••.... 0
.0

A111GC1111 IA.A. o, _,,vol■ntl. .
....._..,. .• o.g, .. IIIA•• 11.S.,otc.l
"'°'tor I d■grN IM.A .• M.S .• etc.I
"'.D. c,, Ed.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ma10t concern Cl"IOt sure • w,11 h.llW•

..,ougt1 funds to corno•••• c011e,qc1 . -..

31.Ho.. would you charac:t■ nzt your
pohtacal views? CM.Ira on■ l

C
C
,..

Far 1et1 •

0
Mamed, h¥1ng wnh IPOUII •• , • • • • • . 0
"'"•ed. no, lnnng W11h IOOUM • • • • • • • 0

0
O

a..,..,.,

t\llv. enougt, tuna1)

25. Art you• twin?

19. If you han bun able to obtain more financial

o

~,n

--,,aca111CH1

11y0y 1k1ll1

Jopd • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . •

,:.~c\•::10C·C•

To

Tf'if'ft ..,.,

CDII-Wc,,••Stuclyg,ant .. 000000

Soc ... wcu, acenaen1·, ben~1ll

®©®
®© ®

€>®@

Took a V'■ 1'1Qu1hz1ng pill . . . . . • €,@l ~.)
War■ gla11et or conuc1 lense1 ••. ©@@
Too• ocour111 on TV .•.•..•• €)@®

€) © G)

To bl able 10 911 a betl91' 100 .•••

©@~

1n 0fgan1Hd

®©®

•-ntldtOVot-yfrc,,nharne

Tookwnam1n1 • . • . . . . • • . . .

om., pe,1-1tme work wtiile

"'"""""l .......... 000000
Fu11.,..,._,.,.,.,1eattond•nvOO,:)OOO
$ov,ngslrc,,n"'"'m.,wo•k .. 000000
O,n.,u .. nv,
.. C00000
s-,,. ............... 000000
Yo.,, G.I C-.htl • . . . . . . . . 000000
You•oo•on111G.1 benof,11 . . . . OC1•:.000

Job • . • • • . . .

of
To '"'l)rowe ,ny reading and

Tookacornou1ot .. a11tldcC111r111 •• €)@6)
Aaenoec:1 a public neut or concart . €) ® tB'i
Took 11..,,ng p;u, . . . . . . . • • . €)@.l(EJ

Wo,11. and Slv,np:

not f,nch

0@ ~)

.......,.,.t,.11on, . • . . . • . . .

FOCI. -•n•-m•d•n• loon . 0 C• 0 0 00
N.llt"IC1,.oc:111u-11oon ... 000000
O,n• coll- loon . . . . . . 0 U O O CO
0thotloon ........... 000000

1/J.

Smolld Cofll'otlll . . . . . • . . . .
Par11c10i11 ■d

•

i}

/,: j

®@®
€) ®@

Wro1t1CDfflOUtor11'og,am •••••

1m•

L1t,e,al
M10dll 0f 1he-l'OAd

eonw,,,.,,.,..

'(

Farrtght

(

0

0

32. Whal i1 your tMtt en,mate of your J
anu' total incD!M 'iui";ur? Conaid
annual income from tll sourc11 bdc
tl&tl.

{Mark Ont!

LIia "'•" 5'.000

0

54.000-5,999 0
56.000-7.999
SB.000-9.999
s,0.000-12,499 O
s,2.500-14.9119 <)
SIS.000-19.1199 ()

0
0

S20.000-2•.999 (
125.000-29.999 (
$30.000-34.999 (
'35.000-39.999;
5'0.~9.999 I
SS0.000-99.999 I
1100,000 Of more,

33. What i• the hivt,e11 111■1 of formal
education obtained by your parent
(Mark ON

1ft

aet't ColUfflft) Fattw

0
••.••.. 0.

GrMWN, choof or laa

-■ h ... 11:ftool

.••

H'fll,IChoolp_,.tl . . . . .

.

Q

...,_Dndllry ocltool odlor

-•011191 . . . . . . . .

Soffl■ cOllego ..........
Collogo _

...........

0 .. .

o ... .
C.

-•-"-····•O.
Grac1ua1■ cla\Jr• . . • . . . . . 0 ...

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
-2-
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34. Mark~ !h!!! rnponMs,
!!!!! 1n each column.

0

~=:=11-·1rn

~~.::.~::--.::·:::=.::n;:~,
'-11 OCCMCNUOft.

... ee>e

Accountant or ac•ua~

01!)E,
.. 0€iE•

trnaM91ffleint. ac1n11n,u,a1orl.
8.n•neta c,w.,.., 01 prc,pr,e1or
&u,,neu .. ,etrNn or buyer

(!.\ ®@

.

© .£> EJ
© €J ~)

.

01<gyman lrftontllo,. Pflflll
Qe,gy Coth• re1tg,o,nJ

\!) 'LJ E,,
€J €)

...

e

. .

©
~~®E.,
(!).il:,,E,•

o--,,hano, homeeconom,11
Ent•F,,,.... "' roncn..

.\!)•~'9
. ..

E> €• ~

S:o,.-gn Nt'Y.Ce wC,,kl'f

/

Ml•-•a ...... ®©©©©©

Th11 coll- -

l'loy11e■1c-• ..••

Fore,gnlo- .... @0@(V€,'!)

• -,r good

-=-cr-totoon . . . . . . . . @@(3)

BOOloVal ,c,.nc, ...

@® G)
@@ G)

$ocool1Ndo01 • • • • • •

I ._., otflll'lld fuwrctal 1u•1unce . .
I ._., 1101

acccnec:t anywt\111'1

elN .•

0

1n11uor aaco,an,r

®0©©©©
®© © ©0 ®

c............... @©(~)\!}\!I@

@©@'!-\01!)

Someone wl\o twd Deen"-• before

-·--•090 .. • · · · . . . @©G>

381. Do YOU hno t diMbility?

nu, coll191 offar1 a,a: ..1

_h_l)f..,_I ......

@©G>
Ttu1coll119111111 low 1,1111on. . • .
. {i) \!J ~
Mv•,ncloncecou,...oroov...,mo .@(!}@
1 ... n,ec,101,ve11l'lom1 . . . • • • • ~@@
A lr,.nd ..,_,_, allllndtllQ . . • • • (9 ©@

~ ..

Q ..... IGo to Ouft110n 391

Y11.

0

l!lb. If Yes. what II Your disabili IV?
(Mark all rt\at apply)

Moor,na.

'""®®•BJ

A college rt0tnentauwe racru11ed

.....

© €) 13

00-3,

00,...,.. Stronely~
©o,...,
.. s--n.,

0Aa•• So_, I
0 •••• 5 " 0"'''--i
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SUPPLEMENTAL

QUESTIONS - CIRP SUR\"tY

Please IIIArk your responses to the following questions on page four of the
Cooperativ e Institution al Rese•rch Survey in spaces 43 - 52.

DIRECTIONS:

The following questions deal vith various dimensions of personal
growth which are frequently of concern to students during the
colleg~ years. Fer items 43 through 52, indicate what you think
is your current level of skill or knowledae in the area listed
according to the following scale:
.
A

-

Very Low

B

-

Low

C D E EXAMPLE 1:

Uncertain
High
Very High

Being a leader of a group.
The D response to this item indicates that the individual has had
some leadership experience and feels that he/she has some skill in
that area.

EXAMPLE 2:

@©@©

Clarity about career and lifestyle planning • •
The A response to this item indicates that the individual feels
that he/she is not very clear at this DOint about career and lifestyle plans.
--

QUESTIONS:
43.

Clarity about career and lifestyle plannina.

44.

Ability to set and achieve goals.

45.

Understand ing other religions, cultures, races and countries.

46.

Being a leader of a group.

47.

Relationsh ips with

48.

Relationsh ips vith oppcsite sex friends.

49.

Academic skills needed for success in school such as effective
study techniques , note-taking skills, reading speed and comprehension , writing skills, test-taltinq skills.

50.

Ability to solve problems and IIIAke decisions.

51.

l(nowledge Pnd appreciatio n of music, art, drama, literature .

52.

Recreation al skills and general fitness.

SAJ'le

sex friends.
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SliJDENT OPINION SURVEY DIRECTIONS (Ex-oerimentall

GENERAL:

l.
2.

Mark all your responses to the,questio ns on the red questionna ire provided.
Use a #2 pencil provided. DO N9T use a ballpoint pen. nylon tip or felt pen.

SECtION I:
1. Complete all items under Section I - Background Information
2. For itemsOand P use the codes found on the List of College Majors and Occupation
al
Choices sheet to be found inside the questionna ire.
SECTION II:
1.
2.

Read carefully the directions provided on the sheet.
DO NOT COMPLETE items 22 and 23 as these are services not provided at USD. Leave blanl

SECTION III:

Follow the directions provided on the answer sheet itself.

SECTION IV:
Questions for Section IV are on a separate sheet provided to you. Place your
responses to questions 1 - 29 in the spaces provided on the red answer sheet under
Section IV. Leave item #30 blank.
SECTION V:
In the space provided under Section 5 on your answer sheet, please write in any additi,ma:
comments or suggestion s you have regarding the Student Development Program that you
feel
were not adequately covered in questions 1 - 29.
Of particular interest to us are your comments as to the value of the program to you.
Please be frank. This informatio n will be kept confidenti al.
nNALLY:

~en you have finished. if you have not already done so. turn in your Student Developmen
t
Transcript for111 along with your completed questionna ire to one of the proctors. If
you
have misplaced your Student Development Transcript for111. ask one of the proctors
for
another and fill it out now.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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STUDENT OPINION SURVEY DIRECTIONS (Control)

l.
2.

Mark all your responses to the questions on the red questionnaire provided.
Use a 12 pencil provided. DO NOT use a ballpoint pen, nylon tip or felt pen.

SECTION I:

1.
2.

Complete all items under Section I - Background Information
For itemsOand P use the codes found on the List of College Majors and Occupational
Choices sheet to be found inside the questionnaire.

SECTION II:

1.
2.

Read carefully the directions provided on the sheet.
DO NOT COMPLETE items 22 and 23 as these are services not provided at USD. 'Leave blank

SECTION II!:

Follow the directions provided on the answer sheet itself.

SECTION IV: DO NOT COMPLETE THIS SECTION.
~estions for Section IV are on a separate sheet provided to you. Note that there are
Place your answers in the column whicn corresponds to the auestion
~ 30 questions.
nwnbers. ie. Start wit.'1 colum."l 12 and 13, then skip to column 18 through 29. Leave
#30 l:llank.
SECTION V:
Use Section V for any additional comments you may wish to make regarding your
first year at USD.
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TRA.~SCRIPT FOR.'1:
w"hen you have completed the questionnaire, pl€ase co:plete the Student Development
Transcript form. This is simply a listing of any and all activities you may have
been involved in during your first year _!l ~ - DO NOT INCLUDE previous (high
school) experiences.
We will initiate a file for you in the Office of Student Affairs. You may update
this information periodically.

THA.'.K YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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STtlPENT OPINION SURVEY - SECTION IV - ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS (Fx0erimental)
DIRECTIONS:
Mark your response to the following questions on the spaces provided
on page 4 of the Student Opinion Survey.

l.

How good was your understanding of the Student Development Transcript
Program before you met your mentors the first time?
a. Very good understanding
b. Fairly good understanding
c. Slight understanding
d. •io understanding at all

2.

Wh,,t did you think of the Student Oevelooment Task Inventorv (SDTI - 140
it= self-scoring questionnaire)?
a. , discussed the SDTI with rrry mentor and it was extremely helpful.
b. I ~iscussed the SDTiwith rrry mentor and it was somewhat helpful.
c. I disc~ssed the SMI with rrry mentor, but it was not very helpful.
d. My mentor did notuse the form for discussion purposes.

3.

How many meetings did you have with your mentor during the year?
a.
b.
c.

l
2

d.

4

e.
f.

6

g.

7

h.

8 or more

3

5

4.

How did you arrange interviews with your mentor? ( ~ the ~ ~
aoplicable.)
a. My mentor contacted me each time and set an appointment.
b. My mentor contacted me: I returned the call and I set up an appointMent.
c. I initiated most of the interviews with my mentor.
d. I was able to make my appoint..-..ents, but it took several tries.
e. I was unable to make an appointment in a reasonable time, so I ~ave uo.

5.

Approximately how long did each interview with your mentor last?
a. Less than a half hour.
b. One-half to one hour.
c. One to two hours.
d. More than two hours.

6.

Did you feel that you could call on your mentor for help at almost at any
time?
a. Yes, anytime.
b. Yes, almost anytime.
c. I didn't feel completely free to call whenever I wanted.
d. I didn't feel free to call at all.
e. I didn't feel the need to contact my mentor: so I didn't even try to
contact him or her.
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f.

the ~ollowing question, check as 'lllany as apply: My mentor was:
A faculty member
An adllli.nistrator (include Student Affairs and Admissions staff)
Hy preceptor
A teacher whom I had for class.
Hale
Female

8.

How
a.
b.
c.
d.

helpful was vour mentor to you in meeting your needs?
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not helpful at all

9.

I would describe my mentor's role in relation to me as (check ALL
of the items that apolv):
a.. An information source
b. An academic advisor
A career advisor
d. An activities advisor
e. A problem solver
f. An attentive listener to my problems
g. A friend
h. None of the above.

7.

For
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

10.

Would you like to continue the mentoring relationship? (Check the item
~OST APPLICABLE)
a. Yes, with the sa:ne mentor.
b. Yes, but with a different mentor
c. No, because although I tnink it was initially helpful, I don't feel
that I need it now.
d. No, because I don't feel it was that helpful.
e. No, because I did not enjoy the experience.
f. I can't say because I was unable to contact my mentor as frequently
as planned.

11.

What do you think of the •student Development Transcript• form itself and
its usefulness?
a. I understand the idea and think that it is excellent.
b. I understand the idea and think that it is a pretty ~cod one.
c. I understand the idea, but I have doubts about its value.
d. I understand the idea a."'ld think it is a poor one.
e. I am still not completely clear about the idea.
f. I do not understand the idea.

12.

What are your academic plans for the Fall of 1983?
a. I plan to return to USO as a full-time student.
b. I am planning on taking a leave of absence and then returning to USD.
c. I plan to transfer to another 4-year institution.
d. I plan to transfer to a community college.
e. I plan to return to OSO part-time.
f. I do not plan to return to OSO and will instead secure a full-time
work.
g. I do not plan to return to OSO and have no plans.
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lJ.

If finances were not a consideration, what would you choose to do next
year?
a. Return to USO as a full-time student.
b. Transfer to another 4 year insitution.
c. Transfer to a community college
d. Return to USO part-time.
e. Not return to USO and instead secure full-time work.

O!OOSE YOUR RESPONSES TO 9UESTIONS 14 THROUGH 17 FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST.
(al

Planning your overall college goals.

(bl

Developing academic skills needed for success in school, such as speedreading, test-taking, note-taking, study techniques, time management.

(cl

Exploring possible careers or making career plans.

(dl

Improvinq your relationship with others.

(el

~.aking your use of leisure or recreational time more enjoyable.

(f)

Developing leadership skills.

(g)

Increasing cultural awareness or appreciation.

(hl

Improving your health, physical fitness.

(i)

Clarifying your thoughts about personal values, lifestyle, or sense of
purpose.

(j)

Developing your decision-making or problem-solving skills.

(1)

None of the above.

14.

In which of these areas do you think you made better decisions or experienced
more growth than you would have if you didn't participate in the Student
Development Transcript Program at the University? (You mav select as manv
items as apply.)

15.

Which of the above areas did the participation in the Student Development
Transcript Program get you thinking about, that you otherwise probably
would not have thought about at this time in your life? (You may select
as many items as apply.)

16.

In which of these areas do you feel more confident and/or more competent
as a direct result of having participated in the Student Development
Transcript Program? (You may select as many areas as apply.)

17.

In which area did your involvement in the Student Development Transcript
Program help you t h e ~ ? (You mav select as many items as apply.)

18.

Have you decided on your major area of study?
a. Yes, and I feel very secure about it.
b. Yes, but I am still tentative about my choice.
c. No, but I have narrowed down l1!'J options.
d. No, and I now have more options to consider than before.
e. I am still totall undecided.
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19.

Which of the following areas of extracu=icular life are you plannina on
getting involved in during your sophomore year? (Check all that acolv.)
a. Fraternity or sorority
b. Student government
c. Dormitory government
d. Intra.murals
e. Athletic teams
f. Campus ministry
g. Student publications (~ewspaper, yearbook)
h. Musical group
i. Drama group
j. Sports club
k. Special interest club
l. Other

FOR ITEMS 20 THROUGH 29, INDICATE 'WHAT YOU THINK IS YOUR CURRENT LEVEL
OF SKILL OR KNOWLEDGE IN THE AREA LISTED ACCOFDING TO THEFOLLOWING SCALE:
A.

I

Very low

B.

Low

C.

Uncertain

D.

High

E.

Very High

20.

Clarity about career and lifestyle planning.

21.

Ability to set and achieve goals.

22.

Understanding other religions, cultures, races and countries.

23.

Being a leader of a group.

24.

Relationship with same sex friends.

25.

Relationship with opposite sex friends.

26.

Academic skills needed for success in school such as effective study techniques, note-taking skills, reading speed and comprehension, writing skills,
test-taking skills.

27.

Ability to solve problems and make decisions.

28.

Knowledge and appreciation of music, art, drama, literature.

29.

Recreational skills and general fitness.
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STUD!:!:': OPINlOS SURVI:Y - SE:CTIOS IV - A!)OlTlOSkl. t't'!S':':~s (Control)
OlR!C':'lO~S:
Mark your response to the following questions on the spaces providec
on pace 4 of the Stucen: Op:i.nior. Sur\'ev.

12.

What are your ac3dem:i.c plans fo: the rall of 1963?
a. I plan to return to USO as a full-ti~e student.
b. I Al!\ plannin; on taking a leave of al::sence and then returnin; to ~s:.
c. I plan to transfer to another 4-year institution .
d. I plan to transfer to a com:,unity college.
e. I plan to return to USD part-time.
f. I do not plan to return to USO and will instead secure a !ull•time
work.
9. I do not plan to return to USO and have no plans.

13.

If finances were not a considerat ion, what would you choose to do neY-:
year?
a. Peturn to USO as a full-tiMe student.
:. Transfer to another, year insitut:i.on .
c. Transfer to a co:::::,unity college
d. Return to USO part-ti~E.
e. Not return to ~so and instead secure full-time work.

18.

Have you decided on your 111ajor area of study?
a. Yes, and I feel very secure &bout it.
b. Yes, but I am still tentative &bout iny choice.
c. No, but I have narrowed d01oTl iny options.
d. No, and I now have more options to consider than before.e. I am still totally llndecided.

19.

Which of the follOW'ing areas of extracurri cular life are you planning on
getting involved in during your sophmore year? (Check all that apply.)
a. Fraternity or sorority
b. Student government
c. I>ormi.tory government
d. Intramural s
e. Athletic teams
f. campus ministry
g. Student publicatio ns (News.paper, yearbook)
h. Musical group
i. Drama group
j. Sports club
k. Special interest club
1. Other
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STUDENT OPINION SURVEY - SECTION IV - ADDITIONJl.L l"IUFSTIONS - Continued ( ~ )

FOR ITEMS 20 THROIJC.li 2!?, It.DI CATE: WH1'': YOU Tl!ISY. IS YOUR CU~:'!' U:\'t!.
OF SJC!l.l OR ICNOh'U:DGI: lN THt ARI:1. lISTtD ACCOPDING TO THI:~INC. SC1.l.t:
A.

Very le,.·

B.

Le,..

c.

tJncertair.

D.

Hich

I:.

Very Hi~h

20.

Clarity about career and li!estyle planning.

21.

Ability tc set and achieve goals.

22.

Understanding ether religions, C1Jltures, races and countries.

23.

Being a leader cf a grcup.

2~.

Relationship with sa.~e sex friends.

25.

Relationship with opposite sex friends.

2€.

Academic skills needed fer success ir. school such as e!!ect.ive study techniques, note-taking skills, reading speed and comprehensicr., ~riting skills.
test-taking skills.

2i.

Ability tc solve problems and make decisions.

26.

Kncwledge and appreciation 0! music, art, dra:r~. literature.

29.

Recreational skills and general fitness.
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ME:NTOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Name

_______________ _________ Date

Department _________________ _ Position ______________

DIRECTIONS:
In the space provided at the left of each question write the
letter corresponding to your responses to the followinq auestions.
NOTE:

In some cases where there can be more than one response to a
question, additional spaces are provided.

l.

The Student Development Task Inventory (SOTI) completed by participatin~ students
and given to you prior to your first meeting with the students assigned to you,
is a tool desiqned to provide some direction to the interview process and to
facilitate mentor and mentee addressing a variety of issues. Did this tool prove
useful to you in this way?
a. Yes, very much so. I used it more than once, and we discussed a range
of topics we would probably not have otherwise.
b. Yes, somewhat so. It was helpful for "breaking the ice" but we did not use
it afterwards.
c. Yes, minimally. I used it once and let it go.
d. No, not useful. The students seemed reluctant to get into areas listed on
the form.
e. No, not useful. I was reluctant to use it.
f. I didn't use the form for other reasons.

2.

Approximately how !ong did your interviews with your mentees last? (Average)
a. 15 minutes
b. 20 minutes
c. 30 minutes
d. 45 minutes
l hour
e.
f. longer than 1 hour

3.

Did you hold anv aroup meetings with your mentees?
Yes, once.
b. Yes, twice.
c. Yes, three times.
d. Yes, four or more times.
e. No - none.
a.

4.

Did
a.
b.
c.

you arrange any social occasions with your mentees? {Dinners, picnics, etc.)
Yes, one.
Yes, two.
Yes, three.

d~ No.

If yes, please describe the event(a).
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S.

How did you arrange interviews with your mentees? (Indicate the item most applicable.)
~ contacted the students each time and set up appointments.
b. I experienced some diffic:ulty in reaching the students, but eventually
contacted all of them and was able to set up appointments.
c. The students initiated most of the interviews with me.
d. I initiated some of the interviews; the students initiated others.
e. I was unable to set up appointments at a reasonable time; so I gave up.

6.

Did you have many informal, passin~ contacts with your mentees?
a. Yes
b. No

7.

Did any of the students assigned to you seek you out for counsel, conversation
outside of the structured interview?
a. Yes
b. No
If yes, please comment on number and frequency.

B.

How would yo~ describe your relationship with vour mentees?
a. Formal and a little awkward throughout.
b. Fo:anal at first but increasingly comfortable as the year progressed.
c. Open, comfortable throughout.
d. Developed into friendships which I feel will continue.
Additional Comments:

9.

Next to the following items place a ~ indicating the status of your student
znentees in relationship to you.
a. A student with whom I had no other connection.
b.

A member of my preceptorial group.

c.

A student with whom I was also involved in activities.

d.

A member of a class which I teach.

e.

A

student with whom I had other dealings.
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10.

--.

How would you describe your role in relationship to your mentees? (Place a
check mark next to JI.LL of the items that applv.)
a.· An information source.
b.

An

academic advisor.

c.

A career advisor.

d.

An activities advisor.

e.

A

problem solver.

An attentive listener to problems.
A friend.

f.
_ _ 9.

None of the above.

h.

Additional Comments: (Other roles)

11.

The following is a list of topics aenerallv of concern to colle9e students.
Next to each item write the nUlllber (0-4) of mentees with whom you discussed
this topic.
a. Planning overall college goals.
b. Developing academic skills needed for success for school such as speedreading, test-taking, note-taltina, study techniaues, time mana~ement.
c. Exploring possible career or makin9 career plans.
e.

Improving relationships with others.
Making leisure or recreational time more enjoyable.

f.

Developing leadership skills.

d.

_ _ g.
h.
i.
_ _ j.

Increasin9 cultural awareness or appreciation.
Improving health, physical fitness.
Clarifying thoughts about personal values, lifestyle, or sense of
purpose.
Developing decision-makin9 or problem-solving skills.

List below other topics discussed with your mentees.
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12.

the whole, how helpful do you feel you were able to be to the students in
relation to their expressed concerns.
a. Very helpful.
b. Sanewhat helpful.
c. Not very helpful.
d. Not helpful at all.

13.

How did you feel about the training session for the pr~rarn?
a. The training was adequate. I felt that it gave me a good idea of the purpose
of the program and of the role of the mentor.
b. The training session gave me a good idea of the purpose of the program,
but I felt a little bit unclear as to the role of the mentor.
c. The training session was not helpful.

14.

If you checked (b) or (cl in response to question number 13, which of the
following topics would you like to see expanded further in future training
sessions? (Place a check next to ALL of the items that aoolv.)
a. The Student Development Transcript itself.
b. The mentoring relationship.
c. Counseling skills.
d. Information about campus services.
e. Info=ation about student government and campus activities.
f. Other. If vou check this item, olease write below anv suaaestions vou have
for future traininc.

On

15. Having worked with freshmen students for a year, how do you feel about the
appropriateness of this program for that age group? (Mark letter MOST APPLICABLE.)
a. The program is most appropriate for freshmen as it assists themwith their
orientation to the university.
b. The program is not appropriate for freshmen as they are in the process of
gettina settled and are therefore not yet ready to fully explore all of the
options available to them.
c. The proaram would be 1DOre appropriate for sophomores who are settled in and
ready to explore their overall goals for college life.
d. I see the program as appropriate for both freshmen and sophctnore students.
e. I think the pr~ram is 1110st appropriate for junior and senior students.
f. I think the program is appropriate for freshmen, sophom::>re, junior and
senior students.

____ 16. Did you perceive any conflict with the role of mentor a~.d other roles which
faculty and other administrators might asSUllle (academic advisor, preceptor,
classroom teacher)?
a. Yes.
b.

No.

If. yes, please COIIIDent:

I
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____ 17. What do you think of the Student Development Transcript~ itself and its
usefulness?
a. I understand the idea and I think it is excellent.
b. I understand the idea and think t~at it is a pretty 9ood one.
c. I understand the idea, but I have doubts about its value.
d. I understand the idea and think it is a poor one.
e. I am still not COlllpletely clear about the idea.
f. I do not understand the idea.
18.

____ 19.

Please describe how, on the whole the experience of serving as a mentor was
for you:

Would you be willin9 to serve as a mentor for 3-4 other students in the comin~
year?
a. Yes
b. No
Please comment:

I.
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20.

In the space below, please share a.ny additional comments, observations,
suggestions you would like to make regarding the program.

THANJCS FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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Not Valid Wit.~out Colle~e Seal

UNIVEJISITY OF SAN DIEC.O

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TRANSCRIPT
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Last

First

Middle

__________ __________ _________ CI>.Ss or _____
ADDPESS
Street

City

State

Zip Code

DATE RECORD INITIATED_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SIGNATURE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------·-------------------------------------------1
1
PERSONAL/INTERPERSONAL/LEADERSHIP

STUODIT GOVERffllENT

(e.c;r. executive board,
senate, program board)

PUBLICATIONS
(VISTA, Yearbook, Other)

STOm:NT

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES

RESIDENCE LIFE PROGRAMS ANO
COMMir..::&s (e.g. SILA. Resident

Council, SAPS, R.A., etc.)

Nature ot your Involvement
(e.c;r. chairperson, mell\ber,
participant, captain, etc.)

Semester(s)

Year(sl

Nature ot your Involvement
(e.g. chairperson, member,
participant, editor, etc.)

Semester!a)

Year!sl

Nature of vour Involvement
(e.c;r. officer, member,
other)

Semester(sl

Year(sl

Nature ot your Involvement
(e.g. chairperson, melllber,
participant, etc.)

Semester(s)

YearCsl

I.
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your

o.KPOS CLUB AND ORGANIZATIONS
(e.9. academic, s~cial
interests, other)

Nature ot
Involvement
(e.9. chairperson, !Delllber,
participant, captain, etc.)

Semesterls)

Year(sl

COMMITTEES AND TASIC FORCES
(e.g. All-University, Food Ser-

Nature ot your Involvement
(e.g. chairperson, meml)er,
participant, etc.)·

Semester Isl

Yearlsl

Nature ot your Involvement
(e.g. retreat leader, participant, committee chair, etc.)

Semesterls)

Year!sl

Semester(sl

Year(sl

Semester(sl

Year(sl

vice, lolho's

Who)

CAMPOS MINISTRY
(e.g. retreats, committees,

other)

ACADEMIC/co-ctJRJUCULAR
WORXSIIOPS, SEMINARS• SPECIAL
TRAINING Ce.n. Study Skills
Class, N.A.C.A., Hodel O.N.)

Nature of your Involvement

COL'l'ORAL ARTS PROGRAHS ,

SERVICES le.q. CUltural Arts
Board, Attendence at Special
Programs)

Nature ot your Involvement
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Semester(sl

TtlTORlNG

Year(sl

.,"'RITT'D~ I.NO OAAl. l'R!:SE:t:T;.TJ O!~S

le.a. renorts, proposals,
readinas: not re~ired for a
course)

?FRFOP."!ING CROIJPS

~

Nature of you lnvolv~~ent
chairperson, =~~er,
panicipant, etc.)

Sel!lester(s)

Year(sl

Nature o! your Involve~ent

Semester(s)

Year(sl

Nature of your Invol,•ea.-,,ent
(e.g. team member, C&?tain,
position)

Sel!lester(sl

Year(s)

Nature of your Involve.~ent

Sen:ester(s)

Year(sl

Clazs Level <•-!?• S•cinncr,
llnte:nnediate, Advanced)

SeTlestcr(s)

Yearlsl

<•-~·

PE:PFORMJI\NCE

(e.9. 111Usic, theater, art)

HD..LTH, TITNI:SS

lN':'E:i'ICOLU:G:::ATE: ATl!U:TICS
(e.g. basket~all, football,
crew, tennis)

~

RE:CRO.Tlet.

IW.-AAMLIRAI.S

(e.!?. basket!>all, football,
l:>owlin!?, etc. l

RE:C~.!:ATION CUSSES

<e.a. aerobics, katate, etc.)
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PERSONAL FITNESS PRor:R.\M

le.a. lOk run, 111&rathons,
otherl

Frequency

PART-TIME El'!PLO!!MENT
le.q. on and o!f campus,
include work study)

Nature of your Duties

Sel!lesterlsl

Yearlsl

EMPLOYMENT

Nature of your Duties

Semesterls)

Year(sl

VOLUNTO:R 51:R'IIC: IN COMMUNITY

Nature of your Involvement
I e. 9. chairperson, mer.ibe:r,
participant, captain, etc.)

Semester(s)

SU>'.ME:R ,

INTERSESSION

(on and off campus)

Seinester(a)

Yea.rial

Year!sl

HONORS

TITU: OF AWAm>

Nature of the Award
(e.q. Acadelllic, athletic,
leadership, etc.)

S""'esterlsl
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